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Appendix 9B 

SA Army main equipment 
 

SORT THIS OUT: 
Type:    
Associated project names:   
Numbers: 
Cost: 
Country of origin: 
Manufacturer:                    . 
 

 
 

General 
R1/R2/R3/R1 HB Assault Rifle series  
 
 
Type:   Gas-operated battle rifle. 
Manufacturer:                     Denel. 
Associated project names:  - 
Numbers: 
Cost: 
Calibre:   7.62x51mm NATO. 
Mass:   4.31kg empty, 5.06kg loaded with 20-round magazine (R1).  
Magazine capacity: 20 or 30 rounds. 
Length:   1.053m (R1). 
Barrel length:  0.533m (R1). 
Muzzle velocity:  823m/s. 
Rate of fire:  650rpm (max), 35rpm (rapid), 20rpm (normal). 
Effective range:  650m. 
Comment: A license-built copy of the Belgian Fabrique National (FN) Fusil 

Automatique Leger (FAL, light automatic rifle). The R2 had a 
folding stock, the R3 was a semi-automatic version and the R1HB 
was a heavy barrelled variant that allowed for a measure of fully 
automatic fire and was used as a light machine gun. Called a 
battle rifle rather than a true assault rifle by some in the small 
arms field, the FN FAL used the high-powered ammunition of 
World War Two bolt-action weapons rather than the less-
powerful “intermediate”1 rounds preferred for assault rifles. The 
FAL first appeared in 1950 and quickly set a world standard. 
South Africa adopted it as a standard service rifle in the early 
1960s. By the 1980s it was in use with over 70 countries. The R1 
family has largely been withdrawn from SANDF service, barring 
a few accuratised rifles issued for use as snipers’ weapons.            

 
Table 9B.1: The R1, R2, R3 and R1HB family 
 
R4/R5/R6 Assault Rifle series 

 
 
Type:   Gas-operated assault rifle. 
Associated project names:  - 
Numbers: 

 
1 Intermediate between high power rifle ammunition and pistol ammunition used for submachine guns. 
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Cost: 
Manufacturer:                     Denel. 
Calibre:   5.56x45mm NATO. 
Mass:   4.3kg empty, 5.1kg with 35-round magazine. (R4) 
Magazine capacity: 35 or 50 rounds. 
Length:   1.005m. 
Barrel length:  0.46m (R4), 0.332m (R5), 0.195m (R6).  
Muzzle velocity:  988m/s. 
Rate of fire:  650rpm. 
Effective range:  450m (R4), 300m (R5), 150-200m (R6). 
Comment:  A licensed version of the Israeli Galil, itself based on the Finish 

Valmet m/62, inspired by the AK47. Heavy and bulky – but 
reliable. Development started after the Arab-Israeli war of 1967 
and production was underway by 1972. The weapon entered 
South African service in the early 1980s.   

 
Table 9.B2: The R4, R5 and R6 family  

  
Z88 Pistol  

 
 
Type:   Short recoil semi automatic with locking  
Associated project names:  - 
Numbers: 
Cost: 
Manufacturer:                     Denel. 
Calibre:   9x19mm Parabellum. 
Mass:   0.98kg  
Magazine capacity: 15 rounds. 
Length:   0.217m. 
Barrel length:  0.125m. 
Muzzle velocity:  330-360m/s. 
Rate of fire:  nn. 
Effective range:  50m. 
Comment: A copy of the Italian Beretta 92F, the US Army designation of the 

weapon is the M9. Denel geared up or production from 1986 and 
made its first deliveries to the SA Police in 1988. Delivered to the 
military from 1989. In 2007 the SA Police Service had a 
requirement for its replacement.         

 
Table 9.B3: The Z88 pistol  

  
   
Infantry 

Until recently, little thought was given to arming and equipping the infantry, 
the end result being a soldier labouring under the weight of kit and gadgets in 
the same way a Christmas tree bears its ornaments. The 21st Century has seen 
the introduction of a different approach – the “soldier as a system”, as 
exemplified by African Warrior, the SA Army’s soldier system project. The 
idea here is to think of the soldier the same way that, for example, tanks and 
the like have been thought of – a balance of firepower, protection and 
mobility. Firepower can be made more effective by adding a fire control 
system and improving situational awareness by adding a computer, a 
“personal radio” carrying both voice and data; protection means better body 
armour, uniforms, boots and protection against biological, chemical and other 
pathogens; and mobility can meaning anything from lighter packs and 
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equipment, to better preventing blisters to improved fighting vehicles to 
transport the “Troep, Mark 1”.           
 
Ratel Mk3 
 
 
Type:     Wheeled combat vehicle 
Numbers:                 About 1300 built, about 570 remain in service.  
Cost: 
Associated project names:                              - 
Manufacturer:    BAE Systems Land Systems OMC 
Dimensions 

Length:    7.212m 
Width:    2.696m 
Height:    2.940m 
Wheel base:    2.8m and 1.4m 
Track width:   2.520m 

              Track:                                                2.08m 
              Wheelbase:                                        2.809 + 1.4m    
 Ground clearance:  0.34m 
Mass (for Ratel 20) 
 Tare:    16.5mt 
 Payload:    1.7mt 
 GVM:    18mt 

Seating:    varies per model    
Fuel:    480 litres 
Water for crew:   100 litres 

Protection levels  
Ballistic: All-round protection against 7.62x51mm 

armour piercing bullets, hand grenades, 
claymore mines, airburst artillery shrapnel. 
Protected against 12.7mm fire from the front.  

Mine: “High degree” of protection against land mine 
blasts and rapidly repairable afterwards.2  

Performance: 
 Top speed:   105km/h 
 Range on single refuelling: 860km (road), 430km (off road) 
 Acceleration:    
 Turning circle:   17m 
 Ground pressure:    
 Power/mass ratio:   12.43kW/t (Ratel 20) 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: 0.6m  
 Can cross a __ wide trench: 1.1m 
 Can ford water __ deep:  1.2m 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 60 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: 30 (dynamic, loaded @ 10km/h)  
Drive train 

Engine: D 3256 BTXF 6-cylinder in-line turbocharged 
diesel developing 210kW at 2200 rpm at sea 
level 

Transmission:   Renk HSU106, 6-speed hydrodynamic 
Transfer Box: 
Fuel consumption:                            50 litres/100km (road), 100 litres/100km off-
road  

Armament: 
 Ratel 20 Infantry Combat Vehicle 

Main: F2 Quick firing, twin-feed, non-stabilised 

 
2 Brochure, Ratel Combat Vehicles, Vickers OMC, date unknown. 
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automatic cannon mounted in a two-person 
turret. 700-750rpm. 1200 rounds carried. 
Armour piercing effective to 1000m, high 
explosive effective to 2000m. Expected barrel 
life 16,000 rounds. Some components replaced 
every 4000 and 8000 rounds.         

Secondary: 3 x 7.62mm MG4: 1 x coaxial, one on turret 
roof, one in anti-aircraft mount on rear of hull. 
6000 rounds. Also: 4 x 81mm smoke grenade 
projectors, 4 x gun ports on each side.        

Crew: 12 (3+9): Vehicle commander, driver, gunner, 
AA gunner, section commander, 7 infantry. 

Notes: Main variant.   
 Ratel 60 Infantry Combat Vehicle  

Main: K1 60mm breech loading mortar in a two-
person turret. Up to 45 bombs.  

  Secondary:  As for Ratel 20. 
Crew: 11 (2+9): Vehicle commander, driver, gunner, 

AA gunner, section commander, 6 infantry. 
Notes: Essentially a Ratel hull mated to an Eland 60 

armoured car turret. The mortar weighs 75kg 
and is 1.8m long. Traverse is 360 degrees, 
elevation ranges from -11 to +75 degrees. Its 
rate of fire is 10rpm, muzzle velocity 250m/s 
and a maximum range of 4000m.   

 Ratel 90 Fire Support Vehicle 
Main: Denel GT2 (DEFA Mk1) 90mm quick-firing, 

low-pressure, semi-automatic cannon in a two-
person turret. Up to 72 rounds. High explosive 
anti-tank effective to 1200m, high explosive to 
2200m. The GT2 weighs 380kg and measures 
4.110m in length. Muzzle velocity is 450 to 
750m/s depending on ammunition used.       

  Secondary:  As for Ratel 20. 
Crew: 10 (2+8): Vehicle commander, driver, gunner, 

AA gunner, section commander, 5 infantry. 
Notes: Issued to the anti-tank platoon of the 

mechanised infantry battalion. Essentially a 
Ratel hull mated to an Eland 90 armoured car 
turret.  

 Ratel ZT3 Tank Destroyer 
Main: ZT3 127mm anti-tank guided missile system in 

triple launcher on a two-person turret.   
  Secondary:  As for Ratel 20. 

Crew: 4: Vehicle commander, driver, gunner, loader. 
Notes: Issued to the SA Armoured Corps.   

 Ratel Armoured Mobile Command Post 
Main: 12.7mm HMG in a two-person turret.   

  Secondary:  As for Ratel 20. 
Crew: 9: Vehicle commander, driver, gunner, 6 

command post personnel. 
Notes: Air conditioned and fitted with extra radios and 

a map board. Used by the mechanised infantry, 
armour and artillery. 

 Ratel 81mm Mortar Carrier  
Main: M3 81mm mortar fitted on a rotating base inside 

the hull fighting compartment. 148 bombs.     
  Secondary:  1 x MG4 on commander’s hatch.1200 rounds. 

Crew: 6: Vehicle commander, driver, gunner, loader, 2 
crew members. 
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Notes: Issued to the mortar platoon of the mechanised 
infantry battalion.   

Comment:  An indigenous design developed in the 1970s, 
albeit with French weapons to replace the 
Saracen APC. The prototype was delivered in 
1974 and the first production vehicle in 1976. 
The Mk2 entered production in 1979 and the 
Mk3 in 1988. The Mk3 fleet was upgraded in 
2001 when about 70 modifications were made. 
The type has been exported to Morocco (60), 
Jordan (320), Ghana (40) and Djibouti (15).    

 
Table 9.B4: The Ratel Mk3 
 
 
 

Badger3 
Badger new generation infantry combat vehicle 
 

 
Type:     8x8 Infantry combat vehicle in 25mt class.  
Associated project names:                 Hoefyster 
Numbers:                                                264 vehicles in five variants ordered in May 2007.  
Cost:     R8.4bn or about R31.8m per vehicle (May 2007)   
Manufacturer: Denel (prime contractor), EADS/Patria4 (with subcontractors BAE 

Systems Land Systems OMC5, Land Mobility Technology 
Holdings, Fulcrum Defence Solutions, Ansys and Saab-Grintek   

Dimensions 
Length:    7.7m. 
Width:    2.9m. 
Height:    2.3m (hull). 
Wheel base:    m 

 Ground clearance:  m. 
              Track:                                          2.45m (width).  
Mass 
 Tare:    25mt. 
 Payload:    mt. 
 GVM:    mt. 

Seating:    Driver, co-driver, up to 9 passengers. 
Fuel:     
Water for crew:                         

Protection levels    Level 5. 
Ballistic: 7.62mmx51 AP along sides and rear, 30mm APFSDS on frontal 

arc   

 
3 Patria AMV, Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patria_AMV, accessed July 2, 2007.  
4 Hoefyster was registered as a project in 1997, EADS, the European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company, a 
year later gave then ANC politician Tony Yengeni and others, including then chief of the SANDF General 
Siphiwe Nyanda, and Armscor CEO Llew Swan, discounts on luxury Mercedes Benz vehicles. In Yengeni’s case – 
he headed the Parliamentary Joint Standing Committee on Defence at the time – the discount amounted to 47%. It 
is commonly assumed the discounts sought to create favour in connection with the 1999 Strategic Defence 
Package, from which EADS only benefited peripherally. But some have argued EADS had Hoefyster, Sepula – a 
project to replace the Army’s armoured personnel carrier fleet and Vistula (a requirement for at least 3000 trucks) 
in mind.      
5 LMT Holdings and OMC are subcontractors to EADS/Patria, itself a subcontractor to Denel. OMC is simply 
“building to print” and did no design work on the vehicle and have no intellectual property rights. LMT 
Engineering is Patria’s engineering partner, with LMT having access to the Patria network and Patria having an 
office at LMT’s facilities. LMT Products will manufacture the back drop-hatch, the water chillier and internal as 
well as external packing spaces. The company is also responsible for the vehicle’s logistic support and for 
producing its training manuals.         

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patria_AMV
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Mine:  8kg TNT6.  
Performance: 
 Top speed:   99km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: 800km. 
 Acceleration:                                nn. 
 Turning circle:    m. 
 Ground pressure:                         nn. 

Power/mass ratio: 15 to 20 kW/t, depending on vehicle weight, 1974Nm torque 
output, 360kW.   

 Can climb a __ vertical step:            0.7m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench:             2m.  
 Can ford water __ deep:                   1.5m.  
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: 
Drive train    Derived from. 

Engine:  . 
Transmission:   . 

Variants:    Command, Mortar, Missile, Section and Fire Support  
Armament:  

Command nn, Browning 12.7mm?  
 
Mortar    81mm breech or muzzle loading 
 
Missile    ZT3 Ingwe 
  
Section    30mm cannon 
 
Fire Support   nn, 76/90/105mm cannon? 

 
Comment: This commentary will be divided into four for the sake of a clearer 

argument. The first will discuss the Patria AMV, the second 
Project Hoefyster, the third will look at the controversy the project 
has attracted and the fourth will measure the AMV’s capabilities to 
the projects’ requirements – or otherwise.  

   
 The Patria AMV  
 

The licence-built South African derivative of the Patria AMV is to 
partially replace the Ratel as the standard infantry combat vehicle 
(ICV) of the South African infantry. The vehicle will come in five 
variants: command, infantry section carrier, mortar, missile and 
fire support models. According to Patria, the genius in the design 
lies in the fact that customers can adopt the same vehicle platform 
for all kinds of purposes and operational uses. "This built-in 
modularity makes it easy for the customer to choose from the 
various interchangeable structural solutions on offer and provides 
excellent flexibility should the customer need to change the 
mission profile of its vehicle fleet," the company says.  
 
The first thirty to forty hulls are to be built by Patria in Finland, the 
remainder by BAE Systems Land Systems OMC (hereafter OMC). 
The turrets will be built by Denel Land Systems. EADS and its SA 
partner, Fulcrum Defence Solutions plan to provide a command-
and-control and battle management system, with Ansys providing 
support. Saab Grintek will provide its LEDS close-in defence 
system. Customisation design work was done by Dr Stefan Nell’s 
Land Mobility Technologies (LMT).       
 

 
6 Armscor certified. The blast-resistant floor is to be manufactured by LMT Products.  
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Patria argues that the AMV concept provides greater mobility, 
modularity, better protection and increased payload compared to 
previous vehicles – together with excellent ergonomics and 
weapons platform readiness. The AMV builds on the success of 
the Patria XA-200 6x6, which is in active service with Finland, 
Sweden, Norway, and the Netherlands, as well as with UN and 
other peacekeeping forces in Lebanon, Kosovo and Eritrea. 
 
The 8x8 configuration gives the vehicle optimal mobility over the 
roughest terrain, ensuring that the infantry can enter and withdraw 
from conflict areas with the minimum of exposure and maximum 
survivability. Denel says the vehicle “continues the South African 
Land Forces' doctrine of equal mobility through the use of wheeled 
vehicles, which are ideally adapted to African terrain. South Africa 
was a pioneer of equal mobility using wheels, as evidenced by the 
renowned G6 self-propelled artillery system, the Rooikat armoured 
fighting vehicle and the Ratel ICV…7” Patria contends that the 
AMV has a level of off-road mobility very near to the level of a 
tracked ICV with excellent on-road mobility and low life-cycle 
cost. Due to its high payload capacity – up to 10 metric tons – the 
AMV also offers high modular ballistic/mine protection level and 
readiness to carry modern heavy weapon and other systems 
required by defence organisations in their future assignments, 
Patria avers.   
    
The AMV 8x8 family includes the following three models: 
 AMV 8x8 Basic: armoured personnel carrier, ICV, command, 

ambulance, reconnaissance, fire control variants, and anti-tank 
guided missile carriers;  

 AMV 8x8 System Platform: headquarters, large ambulance, 
workshop (fitted with a large and high rear compartment to 
allow work inside the vehicle);   

 AMV 8x8 Heavy weapon platform and logistics carrier: 
AMOS turreted 120mm double-barrelled mortar, NEMO 
single barrel 120mm mortar, 105mm mobile gun system 
and/or logistics carrier. 

 
"One vehicle platform for all operations means standardisation and 
simplicity of deployment. On top of spare parts and maintenance 
procedures it also means that the training requirements as well as 
administrative procedures of the whole end user organisation will 
be greatly rationalised. In fact when one vehicle type can be used 
for various operations, it will bring cumulative benefits for all 
those throughout the entire organisation that have been involved in 
handling this vehicle," Patria says. 
 
The AMV uses a modular structure with a welded armour steel 
hull and an independent suspension system. Modularity is 
implemented in two different ways: At the "system level" it is 
possible to choose the power pack, engine, heating, air 
conditioning, NBC, wheel stations etc. At the "mission level" the 
particular product family, consisting of numerous models, versions 
and/or role kits, can be chosen. The weight of the AMV varies 
between 14 and 24 metric tons. Combat weight is up to 24 tons for 
a configuration necessitating sufficiently low ground pressure to 
move across soft surfaces. Other features include high 
power/weight ratio, independent hydropneumatic suspension, 
14.00 wheel size and a central tyre inflation system to guarantee 

 
7 Denel press release, May 17, 2007.  
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maximum off-road performance. "In the first vehicles power pack 
will include a Scania DI 12 diesel engine (360 kW, 1970 Nm) and 
ZF Ecomat 7HP902 automatic transmission. Other engines and 
transmissions can be negotiated." 
 
Comprehensive signature management is a vital part of the AMV 
self-protection philosophy. The desired level of ballistic protection 
is achieved via an add-on armour system which can be adjusted to 
customer/mission threat level scenario. Fire extinguisher system 
and NBC filtering system modules are included and various state-
of-the-art Defensive Aid Suites (DAS) can be adapted according to 
customer requirements. High payload and structural modularity 
allows readiness to integrate wide variety of weapon systems 
ranging from 7.62mm MG gun mounts up to 105mm cannon and 
120mm turreted twin mortars.  
 
It is planned to fit the South African AMV with the Saab-Grintek 
Land Electronic Defence System (LEDS) DAS, an active/passive 
vehicle defence system that it is said will be able to engage and 
defeat rocket propelled grenades (RPGs) fired from as close to 
20m to the vehicle. Saab (formerly Grintek) Avitronics developed 
LEDS at its Centurion facility, using a building-block approach. 
LEDS combines “soft- and hard-kill” options with what the 
defence industry calls “active signature management to provide 
hemispherical and full spectrum active protection to land vehicles” 
 
The system consists of a “brain” called an active defence 
controller (ADC), a set of sensors, a high-speed directed launcher 
(HSDL) and countermeasure options ranging from fast deploying 
multi-spectral smoke and decoys (soft-kill) to rockets (hard-kill 
munitions) to destroy incoming threats. “It is a unique system,” 
says Wilfred Moore, Saab Avitronics' senior executive, marketing 
and sales. The control computer, which has a global positioning 
system capability, integrates with the vehicle intercom and its 
command and control system. It also draws data from the vehicle 
wind sensor. 
 
The basic LEDS 50 warns the crew of a vehicle fitted with the 
system that they are in the beam of a laser. In the military 
environment, lasers are used to designate targets for artillery and 
antitank guided munitions, as well as for range finding. The 
system can deal with up to eight threats simultaneously, while 
providing analysis on the nature of the threat based on the spectral 
band used.  
 
LEDS 100 adds jammers and decoys, while LEDS 150 adds the 
Mongoose counter-munition. LEDS 100 confuses enemy weapons 
operators and incoming rounds by deploying smoke in their line of 
sight or flight, hiding the target vehicle. The smoke and an 
optional infra-red jammer interfere with the acquisition and/or 
tracking, ranging, launching or guidance of a hostile weapon. The 
system provides automated warning to the vehicle’s occupants and 
“dynamically and intelligently screens the vehicle from attack in 
any direction (including above) in less than 700 milliseconds,” a 
Saab official said at African Aerospace and Defence in September 
2004. The screen obscures the attackers’ line of sight and gives the 
vehicle and its occupants to get behind cover. The screen is 
multispectral and cannot be penetrated by lasers or thermal 
imagers of the type used to guide weapons. Unlike some 
comparable systems abroad, one does not have to turn the vehicle 
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or its turret to defeat the threat. “This is achieved by the use of a 
high-speed directed launcher. The launcher moves extremely fast 
and can turn to any position in the protected hemisphere in less 
than 100 milliseconds,” the official added. 
 
LEDS 150 claims to destroy incoming RPG-7 rounds and antitank 
guided munitions with Mongoose at ranges as close as within 20 
metres of the launch vehicle, allowing it to intercept rounds fired 
“from across the street”. Moore said this would be put to the test in 
late 2007 in what are called “full dynamic trials”, meaning LEDS 
would have to detect the rocket travelling at 300 metres per second 
and fire back within a bare fraction of a single second if the round 
is not to hit the vehicle. Moore said no other system in use has that 
ability, and tests prove it: On 24 January, a Mongoose intercepted 
and destroyed a 105mm high explosive round fired from a tank at 
a muzzle velocity of 683 metres per second. In a previous test 
series, three Mongooses hit three fin-stabilised rods travelling at 
close to 1 500 metres per second, breaking their fins and deflecting 
them from their flight path with concentrated blasts, forcing them 
to smash into the ground within 150m of the point they were to hit, 
Moore added. Mongoose should also be able to defeat rounds fired 
from anti-tank guns and even artillery shells, as well as anti-
armour missiles8.  
 
Richard Young9, managing director of CCII Systems, in 2005 
speculated the vehicles would cost between R14 and R15 million 
each. This “high” cost was the result of the advanced technology, 
including four computers, fitted to every vehicle. Young costed the 
project at R3.9 billion minimum. The price "excluded logistics, 
project management, risk management, financing, statutory 
charges, etcetera. “These items could easily add another 30 to 40 
percent to the contract price," Young said. The systems engineer's 
arithmetic was confirmed by several sources, including a company 
involved in Hoefyster. The company, which cannot be identified, 
as Armscor tender rules prohibit bidders from talking to the media, 
said Young's figure was "conservative", especially if advanced 
night vision equipment, digital navigation means and defensive 
aids were added. So it has proven.   
 
Elaborating on his cost estimate, Young said his breakdown would 
look as follows: 
Platform 
• Chassis: R500,000 
• Engine: R1,000,000 
• Gearbox: R500,000 
• Axles, Wheels, etc: R500,000 
• Drive train: R500,000 
• Armour: R500,000 
• Vetronics: R500,000 
• Other: R500,000 
• Sub-Total: 4,500,000 
Turret 
• Gun: R1,000,000 
• Gun drive: R1,000,000 
• Mechanics: R500,000 
• Armour: R500,000 

 
8 LEDS can also be used aboard small patrol and naval vessels, Saab says.. 
9 Young is well placed to comment on costs as he is familiar with the South African procurement system. In 
addition, he is a defence contractor familiar costing with and a systems engineer.     
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• Computer hardware: R1,000,000 
• Computer software: R2,000,000 
• Displays: R500,000 
• Communications: R500,000 
• Vetronics: R500,000 
• Other: R1,000,000 
• Sub-Total 8,500,000 
Integration: R500,000 
Test, etc: R500 000 
 
Total: R14,000,000 

 
     Project Hoefyster  
 

Hoefyster was registered as a project in 1997. The awarding of a 
contract was announced by Public Enterprises minister Alec Erwin 
in his budget vote speech in the National Assembly on May 17, 
2007. Not much seems to have happened in those first few years, 
arguably because the requirement was being defined and approved 
and because the funding was absent – much of the SA Army’s 
equipment budget were in those years diverted to the Strategic 
Defence Package acquisitions.  
 
Early reports speculated that the MOWAG Piranha IV was a shoo-
in for the deal, as OMC had then just been bought out by Vickers 
Defence Systems – a British concern – that had licensing rights to 
the Piranha IV. Counter-speculation at the time favoured the 
Piranha III, currently in use by the US Army as the Stryker 
armoured personnel carrier (APC).   
 
News of local developments came at African Aerospace and 
Defence 2002, when LMT proposed a family of 6x6 and 8x8 
vehicles built to a common design. LMT MD Dr Stefan Nell told 
the author the 8x8 would be the basis of the new ICV while the 
6x6 variant – identical in all respects bar the fourth axle – would 
serve as armoured personnel carrier for the motorised infantry. As 
such it could then replace the aging Casspir and Mamba APCs. 
Both designs, dubbed “Honeyguide” after a local bird, made 
maximum use of commercial-off-the-shelf technology. An electric 
drive proposal was also on the cards. Nell was adamant that the 
Army preferred a local solution rather than an import.  
 
The “Honeyguide” 8x8 would have carried eight soldiers in the 
rear. Its crew consisted of a driver on the front right with a vehicle 
commander directly behind. In the Denel LIW 35/50mm turret, 
prescribed by the Army for the project at the time, sits the gunner 
and section leader/platoon commander. The vehicle concept 
offered 7,62mm NATO AP protection all round and was planned 
to absorb 30mm rounds at a 15 degree angle at a range of 1500m. 
The vehicle would have been 14,5mm proof from the front. Talk at 
the show was that a decision on a preferred “Hoefyster” design to 
be further engineered and developed would be made in January 
2003. 

 
It is not clear such a decision was made. It appears that at least 
four domestic companies, including LMT, OMC and MDB were 
given seed money to develop prototypes. In early 2004 it was 
reported that the LMT design had victored. All were 8x8 designs 
designed to carry the Denel LCT35 turret. Scarcely had the news 
filtered out when the Army through its agent Armscor re-opened 
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the competition and called on local and international companies to 
tender for the deal.  
 
The Request for Proposals (RfP) was issued under the reference 
number MFT/2003/564 and asked eight South African companies 
and four international defence contractors to put forward ideas and 
quotes by February 25, 2005. Domestic companies asked to tender 
were state arms manufacturer Denel as well as private companies 
LMT, Benoni-based OMC, IST Dynamics, Industrial and 
Automotive Design SA, MDB, Advanced Technologies 
Engineering of Midrand, Grintron and Intertechnic. The four 
overseas contractors approached were GIAT Industries of France, 
Mowag Motorwagenfabrik AG of Switzerland and the pan-
European Aeronautic, Defence and Space Company (EADS). The 
South African companies in particular were keen to bid and gladly 
showed off their ideas to selected journalists.  
 
But, in February 2005, when the bids were due, only one was 
received, from a consortium involving Patria of Finland, Patria's 
part-owner, EADS, Denel, OMC and Land Mobility Technologies 
(LMT). The vehicle the group proposed was Patria's 8x8 
Armoured Modular Vehicle (AMV), as redesigned for southern 
African conditions by LMT. The vehicle hulls were to be built by 
OMC and the turrets as well as guns would be provided by Denel.  
 
So, what had happened? Questioned in 2005 about the paucity of 
bids, Department of Defence's (DoD) chief of acquisition and 
procurement, Bruce Ramfolo said the tender process followed on 
their behalf by Armscor was sound and "neither Armscor nor DoD 
are able to force any industry to participate." Ramfolo did not 
directly answer a question on why a foreign hull was preferred to a 
local design, saying instead that "no decision regarding the bid has 
been made and therefore no decision on the design has been 
made.”  
 
Speaking around the same time, Strategic Defence Package critic, 
systems engineer and defence company MD Richard Young said 
the paucity of bids was disconcerting. It also appeared that 
potential competitors had been encouraged and "facilitated" to bid 
jointly. Asked whether there was something wrong with the DoD's 
tender process, Young said: "Yes, it's not constitutional." He 
explained that the White Paper on the South African Defence 
Related Industries of December 1999 said the constitution, in 
section 217, required that when organs of state contracted for 
goods or services, they must do so in accordance with national or 
provincial legislation that establishes a system which is fair, 
equitable, transparent, competitive and cost-effective. "At present 
defence acquisition is based more on balderdash, enrichment and 
expediency."  

 
With the preference for a foreign product comes some spurious 
benefit. The project will be subject to countertrade as its value 
exceeds US10 million, the trigger-level for offsets or industrial 
participation. Part of the offset will be local licence manufacture of 
the vehicle – a questionable benefit considering South Africa’s 
pre-existing expertise in this field. The AMV is not a generational 
leap in technology as is the Hawk LIFT or the Saab Gripen 
advanced light fighter.    
 
Hence, why the preference for an import over a range of local 
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designs? The AMV acquisition may, in itself, be part of an offset 
for the Finnish Navy's acquisition of Denel's Umkhonto surface-to-
air missile system. Finland in October 2002 signed a deal to buy 
the missiles, their launchers and associated fire-control equipment 
for six vessels. Then there was the ongoing financial woes of 
Denel to consider and attempts by the Department of Public 
Enterprises to tie up Denel with foreign partners to stem the 
financial bloodletting and secure export markets for Denel, 
something they were hopeless at when left to their own devices. 
And so speculation once again enters the picture. By July 2004 
some were saying the deal would be a “wedding gift” in a Denel-
EADS tie-up. At the time EADS was known to be keen in taking a 
stake in certain parts of the state concern. The enthusiasm is said to 
have faded when EADS did due diligence checks.    
 
In May 2007, when Erwin announced the contract, talk was that 
the deal would see OMC, then owned by BAE Systems, and Denel 
Land Systems merge. CCII’s Young took a dim view of this, 
saying in a May 2007 e-mail this amounted to giving R4bn of the 
R8bn the deal was worth to the British for their “investment.”    
 
Erwin’s announcement caused some surprise in light of comments 
by SA Army chief LTG Solly Shoke at various media briefings 
and observations by Armscor in Parliament in the early part of 
2007. Speaking at a media briefing after a SA Army exercise at De 
Brug in November 2005, Shoke expressed some concerns over 
Hoefyster and said a review of the project as well as all other 
major SA Army projects were underway. A year later, at the same 
venue, he said that the project was at a “political level” and more 
enigmatically that it was going ahead but not in the way his 
audience imagined. At that time the AMV was already the only 
contender. Whether the present outcome represents a win or loss 
for Shoke remains to be seen. Shoke is known to have viewed 
favourably the further remanufacture of the Ratel.  

 
In March 2007 Armscor briefed the National Assembly’s Portfolio 
Committee on Defence that negotiations were still underway and 
that the sticking point was cost: “The unit production cost and total 
project cost was not acceptable,” the arms agent said. “Project 
Hoefyster provides a complete Level 5 New Generation ICVPS 
(NGICVPS) to replace the Ratel infantry combat vehicle that has 
been in service since 1976. The offer as submitted on February 24, 
2005 by Denel as main contractor, as well as a NGICVPS 
prototype vehicle was evaluated by Armscor and DAPD. The 
technical performance of the vehicle offered was mostly on par 
with the requirements, except for a few minor deviations that could 
be overcome with some minor design changes or adjustment in the 
specifications. The unit production cost and total project cost was 
not acceptable. The (Integrated Project Team) IPT was mandated 
to obtain the “best offer” from Denel, and present that for 
consideration to the Armaments Acquisition Steering Board in 
Project Study Report 3. Denel submitted a reviewed offer on 
November 18, 2005 to Armscor. The unit production price of the 
combat variants as well as the total project cost was still not 
acceptable. During December 2005 Armscor requested Denel to 
present their ‘best and final offer’ by February 2006. Denel 
submitted a revised offer (Issue C) on February 3, 2006. The prices 
offered for the turrets were considered acceptable, but the prices 
for the vehicle platforms were still unacceptable. Denel, together 
with Patria and OMC, again revised the offer and a more 
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acceptable price was offered on March 3, 2006. The Project 
Control Board advised the IPT to enter into detail contract 
negotiations with Denel based on the revised offer received. The 
offer clarification process then started with Denel. Negotiations 
with Denel with the aim of arriving at a contracting position 
commenced on November 8, 2006.  

 
     Controversy 
 

Hoefyster has become a controversial project for a host of reasons. 
These include (in no particular order): 
• The small number ordered 
• ICT 
• The high cost per vehicle 
• The choice of a foreign vice a local hull 
• The choice of a new hull over a refurbishment of the Ratel  
• Appointing Denel main contractor  
• The length of the process 

 
• The small number ordered: The Ratel is in use with the 

mechanised infantry, the armoured corps (as a tank destroyer 
and command vehicle) and the artillery (as a command and 
forward observation vehicle). At its height, the Ratel fleet 
mustered 1200 vehicles, and even with recent number 
reductions, the 264 AMVs will not replace the Ratel on a one-
for-one basis. The number may allow for the re-equipping of 
the two regular mechanised infantry battalions, but unless 
more are bought, there will not be enough for the reserve 
regiments nor for the other corps and field headquarters that 
use the Ratel vehicle. This will mean the Ratel will continue 
in service and may need further upgrades. It also means the 
mechanised infantry will be stuck with two completely 
incompatible infantry combat vehicle product systems 
(ICVPS). Speaking to Engineering News10, noted defence 
analyst Helmoed-Römer Heitman said about 600 vehicles are 
needed.                

 
• ICT: The AMV will be fitted with state-of the-art information 

and communications technology (ICT). The command variant, 
Denel says “will be equipped with intricate network 
communications and battlefield awareness systems” that will 
allow for blue-force tracking and for vehicles to share data 
and exchange video” – pretty much standard internationally 
these days. However, this is not fitted to the rest of the Ratel 
fleet – and there are no published plans to do so, creating 
another field of incompatibility.    

 
ICT companies involved in the acquisition expect to earn up 
to R270 million – or 3% of the contract value – for their 
command-and-control as well as communications 
contributions. However, industry sources said in May 2007 
the ICT component of the project has been delayed for about 
six months. The cause of the delay is reportedly a poorly 
drafted tender specification for the command-and-control 
system that resulted in an inappropriate tender. The 
specification has since been rewritten and a new tender is in 
progress, the sources say. The tendered solution is expected to 

 
10 Keith Campbell, Peacekeeping: Is the SANDF properly equipped for the job? Engineering News, March 16, 
2007.  
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be compatible with Project Legend, the SA Army’s future C2 
system.            

  
• The high cost per vehicle: Basic arithmetic shows that at 

R8bn, the 264 vehicles will cost about R30.3 million each. 
This is pricey by any definition, particularly Young’s 
calculation of costs. An industry insider11 told the author it 
costs R30 million to tender a vehicle to the SANDF. The 
AMV was, according to this source, offered at R13 million 
each and costs R2 million to build12. The source attributes the 
difference to development cost and risk. Denel apparently 
wants to write off the development cost against the first 50 
vehicles. A 2003 news item13 suggests Poland paid zl.4.93 
billion for up to 690 AMV in various configurations. The 
Army Guide14 reports the figure as US $1,560,000,000 or US 
$173,333,333 a year between 2004 and 2012. The site gives 
the Slovenian figure as US $361,000,000 (or US $60,166,667) 
for 135 vehicles between December 2006 and December 
2011. Finland is said to have paid US126,000,000 for its 62 
vehicles.  By simple division the average unit cost for the 
Polish buy is about US $2.26 million; for the Slovenes is US 
$2.674 million and for the Finns is US $2.032 million. The 
Hoefyster price is double the above at US $4.32 million a 
piece (using a conversion factor of one US dollar costing 
seven rand). How can this be justified? The US Stryker, a 8x8 
armoured personnel carrier based on the MOWAG Piranha III 
and fitted with an advanced ICT system, costs US$1.6 million 
(about R11 million at US$1 = R7) for the section carrier 
variant and US$3.7 million (about R25 million at the same 
exchange rate for the fire support variant).15 Hoefyster is 
clearly expensive from any point-of-view. 

 
• The choice of a foreign vice a local hull: It is important to 

realise The Finnish EADS-Patria AMV was not a “natural” 
winner. South Africa has domestically designed all its light 
armoured vehicles since the 1970s. In fact the last foreign 
light armoured vehicle acquisition was the Alvis Saracen in 
the 1950s. There is much truth in the saying that imitation is 
the sincerest form of flattery and South Africa’s expertise can 
today be seen in nearly all new generation troop carriers, 
including the Thales Australia Bushmaster, the BAE Systems 
RG33, the Force Protection Buffalo and Cougar, as well as 
others. South African designs such as the BAE Systems RG31 
and RG32 as well as the Dorbyl Chubby are also in 
widespread use, including with the US Army – no mean feat 
considering institutional and Congressional opposition to 
anything foreign. A number of experienced contractors 
offered local designs, including at least OMC, LMT and 
Emerging World Technologies (then the Mechanology Design 
Bureau).     

 
• The choice of a new hull over a refurbishment of the Ratel: 

 
11 Not Young or the earlier source quoted. 
12 The OMC RG31 apparently costs R800,000 each, newly built and are offered for sale from US$300,000 up. At 
least 60% of the cost is the drive line.  
13 The Warsaw Voice, The Big Payback, January 3, 2003, http://www.warsawvoice.pl/view/852, accessed June 27, 
2007.  
14 http://www.army-guide.com/eng/firm.php?firmID=1452 
15 Michael Gilbert, New Stryker boasts plenty of firepower, The News Tribune, September 17, 2006, 
http://dwb.thenewstribune.com/news/local/story/6102144p-5347604c.html, accessed June 27, 2007.  

http://www.warsawvoice.pl/view/852
http://dwb.thenewstribune.com/news/local/story/6102144p-5347604c.html
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There was nothing inevitable about purchasing a new hull. 
The Ratel is a well-manufactured armoured vehicle and has 
been remanufactured several times. Those familiar with 
armoured steel say it does not deteriorate with age and should 
have many more years of life. OMC and Emerging World 
Technologies (EWT, formerly Mechanology), proposed 
relatively inexpensive upgrades of the Ratel. Both companies 
had examples on display at African Aerospace and Defence 
2006. EWT dubbed theirs the Ratel “Mk IV” and BAE 
Systems OMC called theirs the iKlwa, after Zulu King 
Shaka’s short spear. The basic change in both involved 
moving the infantry compartment aft by moving the engine 
compartment to the centre left of the vehicle, in the case of the 
Mk IV. The result is a spacious compartment that can take 
four stretchers and some walking wounded in the ambulance 
role. A standard infantry section fits in the roomy rear. The 
engine is so placed as not to interfere with the current turret. A 
passage to the turret and driver bypasses the engine on the 
right. The infantry debus from the rear – a much safer option 
than the current side doors, which are retained, the one on the 
right to access the turret and that on the left to access the 
engine. The conversion is available from US150,000 (about 
R1 million) per vehicle, EWT business development director 
MG Johan Jooste (Ret) told the author. This compares 
favourably with the about R30 million the Army will pay for 
each AMV. More ambitious upgrades, including a new engine 
pack, turret or primary weapon will cost more. An electric-
drive variant is also available. The iKlwa costs slightly more.                    

 
• Appointing Denel main contractor: Traditionally, there has 

been a division of labour in the SA armaments industry. In the 
province of armoured vehicles, OMC has to date mostly been 
responsible for hull manufacture and final integration. As 
such, it was also prime contractor. Denel, by contrast, has 
little experience as main contractor in the armoured vehicle 
field. It is thus an open question what value the company can 
add, especially considering their less than stellar performance 
in another contract, GBADS. One source, who spoke to the 
author on condition of anonymity, questioned the choice of 
Denel as prime contractor for the project, citing its inability in 
delivering in another project, this time for a ground-based air 
defence solution (GBADS). Armscor reported to Parliament in 
March 2007 that by delivery in 2009 that multi-vendor, ICT-
intensive project would be 54 months behind schedule16. 
Denel itself admits that a “contract of this magnitude entails 
enormous project management skill and resources over many 
years,” the source says. As prime contractor Denel will be 
required to manage a supply chain of scores of local 
subcontractors, including SMME and BEE companies, all of 
which stand to have guaranteed business for the next 10 years, 
some with follow-on support work after delivery. Denel CE 
Shaun Liebenberg in May 2007 said South African companies 
“will deliver more than 70% of the total value of the contract,” 
18% of which would be for the development of the turret 
systems.  

 

 
16 Issues eminating from Armscor’s Annual Report for the 2005/2006 Financial Year, Armscor PowerPoint 
presentation to the National Assembly’s Portfolio Committee on Defence, www.pmg.org.za, March 13, 2007.   
 

http://www.pmg.org.za/
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The contract will see Denel deliver the troop carriers to the 
Army over a ten year period. "The awarding of this contract is 
a clear example of very high level alignment to meet South 
Africa's defence needs," says Liebenberg. But importantly, for 
Denel a new chapter has been written. This Armscor contract 
puts Denel Land Systems on the road to sustainability17." He 
continues: "Our Department of Public Enterprises and the 
Department of Defence, along with Armscor and the SANDF, 
all cooperated admirably to bring us to this point,” he said. "I 
foresee tremendous opportunities and further spin-offs to be 
realised through this contract, mainly for young technicians 
and engineering students who wish to make a career in the 
defence-related industry,” Liebenberg said as he waxed lyrical 
in a Denel press release. “This contract will contribute 
immensely to skills development and training, which are very 
much part of the Deputy President's Joint Initiative for Priority 
Skills Acquisition (JIPSA) programme.”   

 
"Whilst recognising the huge challenge to execute a contract 
this big, I'm fully confident Denel Land Systems can manage 
it well," Liebenberg gushed. "This is the company that 
produced hundreds of the renowned South African G5 and G6 
artillery systems, sold internationally, and that supplied the 
combat turret and weapons systems on the unmatched Rooikat 
armoured fighting vehicle."18  
 
The press release added that negotiations took three years and 
was “arguably the largest contract Denel has landed in its 16-
year history.” It quoted Liebenberg as further saying: "We are 
exceedingly pleased to have been selected as prime contractor 
on this very important programme, more so as it indicates the 
SANDF and Armscor's confidence in the local defence 
industry's capabilities.” One can debate this: three years is a 
long time to haggle and the government could have better 
shown its trust in local industry by buying an entirely local 
product.  

 
• The length of the process: Hoefyster was registered as a 

project in 1997. It has thus taken 10 years to bring to contract, 
which in anyone’s book is a long time. The delivery time, 10 
years for some 260 vehicles is also rather sedentary.      

 
Engineering News19 has noted that the Ratel has to date not 
gone a-peacekeeping, “and, although better armed and 
protected than the Casspir, and equipped with three axles, the 
modernisation programmes it has been subjected to have not 
increased its armour and it remains vulnerable to man-portable 

 
17 This may be the key sentence. The timing of this contract and the appointment of Denel as prime contractor 
suggests the deal has much to do with baling out Denel. In the press statement, Liebenberg put Denel’s goals as:  
• Securing "privileged access" for the local defence industry - not only Denel - to a minimum portion of defence 
spend by the Department of Defence; 
• Partnering with state agencies to align planning and obtain "political support"; 
• Focus on growing commercial viable businesses in Denel; 
• Secure equity partners with major global and local industry players; and 
• Raise capabilities and productivity to world-class levels.      
18 Liebenberg takes some licence here. OMC manufactured both the hulls of the G6 and the Rooikat. Although 
important, Denel merely made the turrets. G6 sales, while over a hundred, does not fall into the “hundreds” 
category. Cheerleaders do not need to be accurate.   
19 Keith Campbell, Peacekeeping: Is the SANDF properly equipped for the job? Engineering News, March 16, 
2007.  
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anti armour weapons such as the well-known RPG series.” 
Article writer Keith Campbell adds that such “vulnerabilities 
are serious because peacekeeping forces generally have to 
allow the other side to fire first and only then return fire.” This 
is true, but the AMV, as well as every other light ICV is 
equally vulnerable. Heitman adds: “RPG-proofing Ratels and 
Casspirs is a good idea and the US has shown how slat armour 
or chain-link fencing can be used inexpensively to do so; a 
more expensive solution is Saab Grintek’s LEDS system, 
which can reportedly destroy an RPG fired as close as 20m 
from the vehicle.” Heitman suggested to the Sunday Times20 
that the vehicle might attract export orders “once it had been 
built and tested.”  
 
Almost amusingly for a company that has sold modular turret 
solutions for a decade, the press release claims that “Denel 
engineers will have their work cut out to design [turrets for] 
the five variants.” Apparently “they are not off-the-shelf 
items21. Whereas the future Command variant will be 
equipped with intricate network communications and 
battlefield awareness systems, the others carry a variety of 
weapons systems.”  
 
“Several Denel businesses, along with numerous other 
specialist suppliers, will provide required systems for the 
turrets. Denel Dynamics' proven [ZT3] Ingwe22 long-range 
anti-armour missile is destined for the Missile variant. Whilst 
DLS has already started working on the weapons systems, 
including an indigenous 30mm cannon and a sophisticated 
mortar to be integrated in the turret, Denel Munitions will 
supply the ammunition and mortar bombs.” A report indicates 
that about 170 30mm turrets will be built.     
 
Business Report newspaper in December 2005 published that 
Denel Land Systems had high hopes of manufacturing about 
170 30mm cannon for the programme, after the US 
Bushmaster apparently did not fit all criteria. Analysts in the 
gun trade told the author there was little change of the 
company doing this economically. Defence Systems Daily 
reported in July 2004 that the AMV would be fitted with the 
new Denel LCT-30 turret sporting a 30mm cannon. A source 
told DSD this would likely be a Mauser made under license23.  
 
The opposition Democratic Alliance questioned the deal24. 
Defence spokesman Andries Botha said he was taken by 
surprise by the announcement. "Certainly, we need these 
vehicles. The existing equipment is very outdated. But we 
discussed it in the portfolio committee a few days ago and 
there was no indication that it was this close to completion," 
he said. Botha said the DA favoured efforts to direct major 
projects towards South African industry "but not at the cost of 
efficiency or competitiveness". He said the committee had not 
been given enough information to know whether the Denel 
bid was the best option for the defence force. 
 

 
20 Fat chance! Brendan Boyle, Denel gets R8bn bailout, Sunday Times, Cape Town, May 18, 2007. 
21 The Denel LCT turret range is off-the-shelf modular turrets.   
22 This would indicate these vehicles will go to the SA Armoured Corps.      
23 Leon Engelbrecht, SA getting ready to be patriotic, www.defence-data.com, July 29, 2004.   
24 Brendan Boyle, Denel gets R8bn bailout, Sunday Times, Cape Town, May 18, 2007.  

http://www.defence-data.com/
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To date, Finland has ordered 86 of the vehicles and Poland 
690. 
 
Suitability for the job  
 
There is today a clear trend to 8x8 vehicles. The AMV is, on 
the face of it no better or worse than any other solution. 
However, the deal must be questioned on the basis of the 
small order placed, the long delivery time, the involvement of 
Denel as prime contractor and above all, the high cost of each 
individual vehicle. As an aside, one must also question the 
choice of a foreign over a local design, especially when it is 
recalled that at least eight South African concerns were 
adjudged competent to receive the RfP.        

 
 
 
 
 
Mamba  
 
 
Type:     Armoured personnel carrier.  
Associated project names:                              Jury 
Numbers:                                                        About 22025 in service.  
Cost: 
Manufacturer:    BAE Systems Land Systems OMC. 
Dimensions 

Length:    5.46m. 
Width:    2.205m. 
Height:    2.495m. 
Wheel base:    2.9m 

 Ground clearance:  0.390m. 
              Track:                                                1.79m  
Mass 
 Tare:    5.71mt. 
 Payload:    1.1mt. 
 GVM:    6.8mt. 

Seating:    Driver, co-driver, 9 passengers. 
Fuel:    200 litres. 
Water for crew:                                100 litres. 

Protection levels 
Ballistic: The Mamba’s hull and windows protects against 

small arms fire up to 7.62x51mm ball and shell 
splinters.  

Mine:  The vehicle’s V-shaped all-steel welded hull to 
provide a high level of protection against anti-
tank mines, to include 1 x TM57/7kg TNT 
under the hull or 2 x TM57 (14kg TNT) under 
any wheel.  

Performance: 
 Top speed:   110km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: 900km. 
 Acceleration:                                     nn. 
 Turning circle:    12.5m. 
 Ground pressure:                               nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   13.5kW/t. 

 
25 DoD Annual Report 2005/6, p203.   
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 Can climb a __ vertical step:            0.4m  
 Can cross a __ wide trench:              0.9m  
 Can ford water __ deep:                    1m  
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: 
Drive train    Derived from Unimog 416. 

Engine:  Mercedes-Benz OM352 six-cylinder water- 
cooled diesel engine, delivering 92kW at 
2800rpm. 

Transmission:   Mercedes Benz UG2/30 717.801 4-speed 
syncromesh. 

Armament: None fitted as standard. Can be fitted with 
barbette or pintle-mounted light weapons in 
front of commander’s hatch. The windows are 
fitted with firing posts for self-defence using 
personal weapons.  

Comment: Early versions lived up to the name due to an 
evil suspension system and underpowered 
engine. Upgrades have since corrected these 
deficiencies. Although superficially similar, the 
Mamba and RG31 are not related. The Mamba 
was an OMC product, while the RG31 was 
taken over from TFM. User evaluation took 
place in July 1993. In 2006 about 220 vehicles 
were remanufactured under Project Jury.       

 
Table 9.B5: The Mamba APC   
 
Casspir 
 
 
Type:     Mine protected armoured personnel carrier. 
Numbers:                 About 170 in service. 
Cost: 
Associated project names:                              Gijima 
Manufacturer:    BAE Systems Land Systems OMC, previously 
TFM. 
Dimensions 

Length:    6.9m.  
Width:    2.45m. 
Height:    3.125m. 
Wheel base:    4.2m. 

 Ground clearance:  0.33 or 0.37m (depending on axles).  
Mass 
 Tare:    9.480mt. 
 Payload:    1.4mt. 
 GVM:    10.88mt. 

Seating:    Driver, co-driver, up to 12 passengers. 
Fuel:    220 litres. 
Water for crew:   200 litres. 
 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   Proof against 7.62x51mm Ball. 
Mine:    Will survive 3 x TM57/21kg TNT under any 
wheel,  
    2 x TM57/14kg TNT under hull.  

Performance: 
 Top speed:   98km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: 770km. 
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 Acceleration:   0 to 80 in 60 seconds. 
 Turning circle:   17m. 
 Ground pressure:    
 Power/mass ratio:   11.4kW/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: 0.5m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: 1.06m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  1m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 27. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: 13.5. 
Drive train 

Engine: Mercedes Benz OM352A 4-stroke turbo-
charged, 6-cylinder diesel, 124kW (166hp) @ 
2800 rpm.  

Transmission:   Mercedes Benz MB G3 manual 
Transfer Box:   Mercedes Benz VG500-3W, 2-speed, 4x4 

Variants: Variants include the Blesbok cargo carrier, 
Duiker tanker, Gemsbok recovery, as well as a 
81mm mortar prime mover and ambulance.  
    

Armament: None fitted as standard. Six gun ports on each 
side and two in rear doors for self defence. 
Some equipped with unmanned turret fitted with 
MG above co-driver’s position and fired from 
within the vehicle. Co-driver’s position can also 
be equipped with MG firing through a gimbal 
mount in front window. A barbette can be fitted 
in front of commander’s hatch and these can be 
equipped with one or more machine guns of 
5.56mm to 14.5mm. Some 20mm cannon have 
also been seen fitted.             

Comment: A superb vehicle, now regrettably coming to 
end of its working life. Its ability to continue 
despite battle damage and ease of repair after 
even massive anti-tank mine blasts are 
legendary – largely because of its v-shaped 
monoque, chassis-less hull. In 1998, two 
Casspirs underwent extensive mobility and 
ballistic evaluation in India, lasting some two 
months and covering over 9000km. One of the 
vehicles was put through four blast tests, 
involving one anti-tank mine and three 
improvised devices of the type typically 
encountered during operations in Jammu & 
Kashmir. The Casspir MPV was then repaired 
and driven back to the evaluation centre, media 
reports said at the time. “Casspir” is an anagram 
of the initials “CSIR” (Council for Scientific 
and Industrial Research, the designer) and 
“SAP” (South African Police) the original 
client. An estimated 2500 have been built since 
the first prototype rolled out of the TFM plant in 
1979. The type has been exported to Djibouti (9 
refurbished units), India 255 (refurbished units), 
Namibia and Peru26. 

                            
                                                                       167 Casspirs were upgraded in 2006 as part of 

Project Gijima, which also included putting in 
place a proper logistics system for the system. 

 
26 Casspir, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casspir, accessed November 11, 2005. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casspir
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The programme suffered some delay by extra 
work required to bring all the vehicles to the 
same baseline.       

 
Table 9B6: The Casspir APC 
 
Gecko 8x8 Rapid Deployment Logistic Vehicle 
 
 
Type     Airborne amphibious 8x8 light rapid 
deployment logistic vehicle 
Numbers:                                         11227 purchased, all delivered. 
Cost: 
Associated project names:                              Ambition 1B. 
Manufacturer:    Crayford All Terrain Vehicles/Land Mobility 
Technologies  
Dimensions28 

Length:    3.340m (Gecko), 2.860m (trailer). 
Width:    1.660m (Gecko), 1.725m (trailer). 
Height:    1.380m (Gecko), 0.712m (trailer). 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Ground clearance:  0.16m (Gecko), 0.235m (trailer). 
 Transportability:   C130B: internal; Oryx: slung. 
Mass 
 Tare:    nn kg (Gecko), 430kg (trailer). 
 Payload:    900kg (Gecko), 600kg (trailer). 
 GVM: 

Seating:    Four seats, including drivers’. 
Fuel:    50 litres. 
Water for crew:   none. 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   none. 
Mine:    limited; 200g TNT under any wheel. 

Performance: 
 Top speed:   45km/h. 
 Range on single refueling:  200km. 
 Acceleration:   nn. 
 Turning circle:   own length (without trailer). 
 Ground pressure:   nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   nn. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: 0.3m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: 0.6m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  nn. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 60 (low range), 30 (high range) fully loaded; 40 
fully loaded with trailer 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: 40 (loaded, static or @ 10km/h. 
Drive train 
 Engine:    Diahatsu DM950T, 26kW @ 3600rpm.   

Transmission:   Variable ratio belt driven clutch.  
Transfer:   Chain drive to four axles. 
Steering:                                           Hydrostatic skid steering. 

Armament:    Pintle-mounted GPMG   
Comment: Crayford All Terrain Vehicles (Pty) Ltd won a 

contract for the vehicles in 2002 and delivery 
started in 2003. LMT of Pretoria designed and 
had built a variety of trailers for the vehicle, the 

 
27 104 with 44 Para Regt, eight with the Special Forces. 
28 As provided by LMT.  
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most important being a flatbed cargo carrier that 
can be fitted with a command and control “pod” 
and a separate design mounting a 106mm 
recoilless gun. The C2 pod satisfies the needs of 
a battalion headquarters. Production of the 
vehicles was at Atlantis-based Agrid SA. The 
design was based on the automotive 
components of the Argo Centaur 8x8 built by 
Ontario Drive & Gear in Canada. The top 
structure was redesigned and the hull 
reinforced. The Gecko is fully amphibious after 
preparation, which includes fitting inflatable 
pontoons stored in the hull and inflated using 
the exhaust system. Logistic support was 
developed to MIL-STD-1388-2B and DEF-
STAN—0060 levels, but a source told the 
author in 2006 that only 30 of the platforms 
were in limited use because the SANDF had 
failed to purchase adequate logistic support with 
the acquisition. The bulk of the vehicles were 
brand new and unused but their three-year 
warranties have expired. LMT took over 
responsibility for the entire programme and the 
Gecko’s through-life support in March 2005,as 
well as the intellectual property and 
international marketing rights29.     

 
Table 9B.7: The Gecko Rapid Deployment Logistic Vehicle 
 
M1/M4 60mm Mortar 
 
 
Type:   Muzzle-loading light mortar. 
Numbers:                            nn  
Cost:                                    R1 326 017,6030 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                     Denel. 
Calibre:   60mm. 
Mass:   M1   M4 Patrol Mortar (“Patmor”)  
 In action  18.7kg.   7.8kg. 
 Barrel   4kg.   4kg. 
 Breech piece 0.9kg.   0.9kg. 
 Base plate 6.7kg.   1.8kg. 
 Bipod  5.6kg.   - 
 Sight  1.5kg.   1.1kg. 
Barrel length:  0.65m.   0.65m. 
Muzzle velocity:  171m/s. 
Rate of fire:  10 bombs/min (sustained). 
Elevation:   Up to 85 degrees. 
Min/max range:  100-2100m. 
Sights:   H-019 sight31.  Clamp-on handgrip. 
   Accurate to 3 mils. Less accurate than M1. 

 
29 Gecko, VEG, 7th Issue, Birchleigh, Johannesburg, 2006.   
30 Mortars 60 mm M1, 81 mm M3 & 60 mm M4 baseline upgrade, Sigma Logistic Solutions (Pty) 
Ltd, Pretoria http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10536, jan 10, 2008. 
31 Upgraded to Infantry mortar sights HO19 to the M49A2 indicator Azimuth, sight unit, infantry 
status in 2007. http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10961 
Jan 10,2008 R1 750 714,91 Spektrum Logistics Support Services CC Atlasville 

http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/customer.asp?Customer_ID=2264
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/customer.asp?Customer_ID=2264
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10536
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10961
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/customer.asp?Customer_ID=500
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   Elevation: 400-1600mils. 
   Traverse: 0-6400 mils.   
Ammunition: The M1 and M4 can fire the standard M61 mortar bomb range as 

well as the long-range ammunition developed for the M6 long 
range 60mm mortar – albeit with a range penalty.  

   M61    LR 
Beaten zone (100% at max range: > 215x91m.  >332x81m. 
Pressure generated by bomb  
@ 21 degrees C and max charge: 45MPa.   100MPa. 
Bomb flight mass:  1.8kg.   2.33kg. 
HE 
 Filling:   TNT.   TNT. 
 Fuze:   Direct Action, delay. DA, delay. 
 Lethal radius:  8m.   14m.   
 Lethal area:  201 sq m.  616 sq m. 
Smoke 
 Filling:   Titanium tetrachloride. Titanium  

tetrachloride. 
 Fuze:   DA.   DA. 
 Smoke colour:  white.   White. 
 Smoke dispersion: >10m radius in 10 seconds.  
Practice  
 Filling:   Wax.   Wax.  
 Fuze:   DA.   DA. 
 Flash pellet:   TNT/Aluminium pellet. TNT/Aluminium  

Pellet. 
 This bomb can also be supplied inert. 

 
Comment: The M1/M4 range is seemingly based on a French Hotchkiss-Brandt 

design. Not listed above, but available, are M61 type illumination and 
coloured smoke bombs. The illumination bomb produces a flare 180,000 
candela strong. Suspended by parachute, the flare has a fall rate of 4.5m/s 
and burns at least 30 seconds.          

 
Table 9B.8: The M1/M4 60mm mortar  
 
M6 60mm Long-range mortar 
 
Type:    Muzzle-loading light mortar. 
Numbers:                            102 ordered mid-2006 for R101 million as part of Project 
Acrobat, delivery expected from 2009 to 201032.  
Cost: 
Associated project names:  Acrobat 
Manufacturer:                     Denel. 
Calibre:   60mm. 
Mass:     
 In action  28.9kg. 
 Barrel   10kg. 
 Base plate 6.7kg. 
 Bipod  12.2kg.    
 Sight  1.5kg.    
Barrel length:  1.45m.    
Muzzle velocity:  329m/s. 
Rate of fire:  15 bombs/min (sustained). 
Elevation:   Up to 85 degrees. 
Range:  6000m (effective), 6180m (maximum). 
Sights:   H-019 sight.   

 
32 Answer to Parliamentary question 1134, September 8, 2006.  
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   Accurate to 3 mils.  
   Elevation: 400-1600mils. 
   Traverse: 0-6400 mils.   
Ammunition: The M6 fires a specially developed range of ammunition, but can 

also use the old-fashioned M61 bomb. 
   M61    LR 

Beaten zone (100% at max range: > 215x91m.  >332x81m. 
Pressure generated by bomb  
@ 21 degrees C and max charge: 45MPa.   100MPa. 
Bomb flight mass:  1.8kg.   2.21kg. 
HE 
 Filling:   TNT.   TNT. 
 Fuze:   Direct Action, delay. DA, delay. 
 Lethal radius:  8m.   14m.   
 Lethal area:  201 sq m.  616 sq m. 
Smoke 
 Filling:   Titanium tetrachloride. Titanium  

tetrachloride. 
 Fuze:   DA.   DA. 
 Smoke colour:  white.   White. 
 Smoke dispersion: >10m radius in 10 seconds.  
Practice  
 Filling:   Wax.   Wax.  
 Fuze:   DA.   DA. 
 Flash pellet:   TNT/Aluminium pellet. TNT/Aluminium  

Pellet. 
 This bomb can also be supplied inert. 

 
Comment: To be introduced shortly, the M6, with its ammunition, can fire to 6180m 

and has the lethality range and lethal area substantially better than the M3 
81mm mortar – no mean feat. The Army acquired the type for its airborne 
(parachute and air assault) as well as motorised infantry, who will likely 
use it in place of the older M3 81mm mortar. It can be expected that troops 
will appreciate lugging around its 28.9kg mass rather than the M3’s 
42.8kg. The number ordered is sufficient for 12 battalions at a scale of 
eight tubes per unit and leaves six tubes for training. The ammunition has 
enjoyed some success – Australia uses the range and the US is testing it for 
use with their mortars. 

 
Table 9B.9: The M6 60mm long-range mortar. 
 
M3 81mm Mortar 
 
 
Type:   Muzzle-loading medium mortar. 
Numbers:                            About 1190 in service/store.  
Cost:33 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                     Denel. 
Calibre:   81mm. 
Mass:    
 In action  42.8kg.    
 Barrel   14.5kg.    
 Base plate 14.8kg.    
 Bipod  12kg.    
 Sight  1.5kg.    
Barrel length:  1.45m.    

 
33 See M1/M4 entry for 2006 upgrade. 
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Muzzle velocity:  279m/s. 
Rate of fire:  10 bombs/min (sustained). 
Elevation:   Up to 85 degrees. 
Min/max range:  75-4856m. 
Sights:   H-019 sight.   
   Accurate to 3 mils.  
   Elevation: 400-1600mils 
   Traverse: 0-6400 mils.  
Ammunition: The M3 can fire the standard M61 mortar bomb range as well as 

the long-range ammunition developed for the M8 long range 
81mm mortar – albeit with a range penalty.  

   M61.    LR. 
Beaten zone (100% at max range: > 270x68m.  >332x81m. 
Pressure generated by bomb  
@ 21 degrees C and max charge: 78MPa.   130MPa (75MPa for   

illum.) 
Bomb flight mass:  4.43kg.   4.93kg. 
HE 
 Filling:   TNT.   TNT. 
 Fuze:   Direct Action (DA),  DA, delay 

delay, proximity.   proximity. 
 Lethal radius:  10.5m.   15m.   
 Lethal area:  346 sq m.  707 sq m. 
Smoke 
 Filling:   Titanium tetrachloride. Titanium  

tetrachloride. 
 Fuze:   DA, delay.  DA, delay. 
 Smoke colour:  white.   white. 
 Smoke dispersion: >10m radius in 10 seconds. 
Practice  
 Filling:   Wax.   Wax.  
 Fuze:   DA.   DA. 
 Flash pellet:   2 x TNT/Aluminium  1 x TNT/Aluminium  

pellets.   Pellet. 
  This bomb can also be supplied inert. 
 Illumination 
  Max range:     5440m. 
  Luminosity:     650,000 candela. 
  Minimum burn time:    55 seconds. 
  Fuze:      Mechanical time. 
  Flight mass:     4.27kg. 
Comment: The M3 range is seemingly based on a French Hotchkiss-Brandt design. 

The M8 may be a domestic creation (in other words, not licence produced 
or copied from a foreign source.) To be introduced shortly, the M8, with its 
ammunition, can fire to 7330m and has the lethality range and lethal area 
substantially better than most 120mm bombs. Not listed above, but 
available, are coloured smoke bombs.  

 
Table 9B.10: The M3 81mm mortar. 
 
Y2 Multiple Grenade Launcher (MGL) 
 
 
Type:   Low pressure 6-shot revolver grenade launcher.  
Numbers:                            nn  
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                     Milkor. 
Calibre:   40x46mm. 
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Mass:   5.6kg (empty). 
Magazine capacity:            6 rounds.  
Length:   0.777m (butt extended), 0.566m (butt folded). 
Barrel length:  0.305m. 
Muzzle velocity:  76 m/s. 
Rate of fire:  Six rounds in three seconds, 25rpm practical. 
Effective range:  30-400m (365m area effective, 150m pinpoint). 
Grenade arming range:  14-28m. 
Lethal area:  20x60m. 
Sight:  Occluded with range quadrant graduated in 25m increments. 
Ammunition:  High explosive, high explosive dual purpose, high explosive anti-

personnel, red phosphorus, smoke, teargas, baton, target practice. 
The casualty radius of the HEDP grenade is 5m (minimum) and it 
can penetrate 50mm of armour and 400mm of concrete.   

Comment: A truly South African design now in use in at least 30 countries. 
Imitation being the sincerest form of flattery, at least two 
manufacturers make unlicensed copies (in the US and Croatia).    

 
Table 9B.11: The Y2 MGL  
 
Y1/Mk40 Grenade Launcher 
 
 
Type:   Low pressure single-shot grenade launcher.  
Associated project names:  - 
Numbers:                            nn  
Cost: 
Manufacturer:                     Milkor. 
Calibre:   40x46mm. 
Mass:   2.2kg (empty). 
Length:   0.360m. 
Barrel length:  0.279m. 
Muzzle velocity:  76 m/s. 
Rate of fire:  Dependent on firer. 
Effective range:  30-400m (350m area effective, 150m pinpoint). 
Grenade arming range:  14-28m. 
Lethal area:  20x60m. 
Sight:  Sight attached to carrier weapon. 
Ammunition:  High explosive, high explosive dual purpose, high explosive anti-

personnel, red phosphorus, smoke, teargas, baton, target practice. 
The casualty radius of the HEDP grenade is 5m (minimum) and it 
can penetrate 50mm of armour and 400mm of concrete.   

Comment: Likely based on the Heckler & Koch AG36 and like the US M203 
attached to a service rifle.    

 
Table 9B.12: The Y1/MK40 grenade launcher. 
 
GPMG  
 
 
Type:   Air-cooled, gas-operated, belt-fed general purpose machine gun                            
(GPMG). 
Number in service:            nn 
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Denel. 
Calibre:   7.62x51 NATO. 
Mass:   10.85kg (weapon), 10.5kg (tripod). 
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Magazine capacity: unlimited (belt fed); 100 round pear-shaped pouch in general use, 
200-round disintegrating link metal belts common.   

Length:   1.255m. 
Barrel length:  0.545m. 
Muzzle velocity:  850m/s. 
Rate of fire:  700-1000rpm.  
Effective range:  800m on bipod, 1400m on tripod. 
Comment: A licensed copy of the FN Mitrailleur a Gaz (MAG), which uses a 

gas operating system derived from the US Browning Automatic 
Rifle and a feeding mechanism copied from the German MG42. 
An excellent weapon and in use with over 20 other countries, 
including the US, who belatedly discovered it in the 1990s and 
now use it as the M240.          

 
Table 9B.13: The FN MAG GPMG 
 
SS77 GPMG 
 
 
Type: Air-cooled, gas-operated, belt-fed general purpose machine gun                            

(GPMG). 
Numbers                            nn  
Cost: 
Associated project names:  Pigeon 
Manufacturer:                     Denel. 
Calibre:   7.62x51mm NATO. 
Mass:   9.6kg (complete weapon), 2.5kg (barrel). 
Magazine capacity: unlimited (belt fed); 100 round pear-shaped pouch in general use, 

200-round rigid box. Can use both non-disintegrating DM1 and 
NATO M13 or R1M1 disintegrating link belts.    

Length:   1.155m (butt extended), 0.94m (butt folded). 
Barrel length:  0.550m (without flash hider). 
Muzzle velocity:  850m/s. 
Rate of fire:  650-850rpm. 
Effective range:  1200m. 
Comment: Development of this domestic design began in 1977 and first 

entered service a decade later, production having started in 1986. 
Nearly another two decades later, the type still has not replaced 
the MAG in general use, raising questions about the SS77s 
qualities. It appears the weapon’s firing rate is too high, causing 
the feeding tray and some moving parts to disintegrate after 
prolonged firing. In 2006 the weapon was upgraded, the project 
being code-named Pigeon.      

 
Table 9B.14: The SS77 GPMG 

  
Mini SS 

 
 
Type:   Air-cooled, gas-operated, belt-fed light machine gun (LMG). 
Numbers:                           nn  
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                     Denel. 
Calibre:   5.56x45mm NATO (SS109 or M193). 
Mass:   8.26kg (unloaded). 
Magazine capacity: unlimited (belt fed); 100 round “assault pack”, using M27 

disintegrating link belts.    
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Length:   1m (fixed butt only).  
Barrel length:  0.513m. 
Muzzle velocity:  980m/s. 
Rate of fire:  800rpm. 
Effective range:  500m (bipod), 800m (tripod). 
Comment: A 5.56mm equivalent to the SS77 that makes a mockery of the 

claim that the SA Army preferred the heavier 7.62mm round 
because of its greater accuracy in heavier bush and at long range. 
Although it uses the same round as the R4/5/6 range, it lacks a 
magazine well as that fitted to the FN Minimi, which can fire 
either belts or standard rifle magazines. Should a Mini-SS crew 
run out of belts they may first have to construct some from rounds 
taken from their comrades’ magazines and discarded belt links 
before being able to resume fire – an interesting proposition when 
in contact with an enemy.      

 
 Table 9B.15: The Mini-SS LMG 
 

MG4 Browning 7.62mm 
 
 
Type:   Medium Machine Gun.   
Numbers:                           nn  
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Browning. 
Calibre:   7.62x51mm NATO. 
Mass:   15kg (complete weapon), 3.2kg (barrel). 
Magazine capacity: unlimited (belt fed); uses disintegrating link ammunition. 
Length:   0.940m (co-axial variant), 1.015m (pintle-mount version). 
Barrel length:  0.595m. 
Muzzle velocity:  840m/s. 
Rate of fire:  800rpm. 
Effective range:  1200m. 
Comment:  A modified Browning M1919A4 0.30 inch calibre medium 
machine gun.  
 

Table 9B.16: The MG4 
 
Y3 AGL 
 
 
Type:   High velocity long-recoil automatic grenade launcher 
Numbers:                           52 
Cost: 
Associated project names: Vlooimark 
Manufacturer:                    Denel 
Calibre:   40x53mm 
Mass:   32kg (empty), 18kg tripod 
Magazine capacity: unlimited, belt-fed, belts contain up to 48 rounds; usually fitted 

with 20 round box  
Length:   0.844m 
Barrel length:  m 
Muzzle velocity:  242m/s 
Rate of fire:  375rpm 
Effective range:  2200m 
Grenade arming range:  14-28m 
Lethal area:  nn. 
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Elevation:                           -5 to +20 (standard tripod), -20 to +60 (Denel tripod).  
Sight:  Indirect electronic sight with ballistic computer 
Ammunition:  High explosive, high explosive dual purpose, target, target 

practice and tracer practice. The casualty radius of the HE grenade 
is 12m (minimum) and the HEDP grenade it can penetrate 50mm 
of armour and 350mm of concrete.   

Comment: Similar to the Spanish Santa Barbara AGL; reportedly a copy, but 
not particularly good. There have been reports of grenades 
exploding on leaving the barrel, a flaw that could make the 
weapon hazardous to operate. Partial acquisition.      

 
Table 9B.17: The Y3 AGL 
 
M2HB Browning 12.7mm HMG 
 
 
Type:   Large calibre heavy machine gun 
Numbers:                           nn  
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Browning.  
Calibre:   12.7x99mm Browning 
Mass:   38.2kg 
Magazine capacity: unlimited, belt-fed, 100-round disintegrating link belts standard. 
Length:   1.643m 
Barrel length:  1.143m 
Muzzle velocity:  890m/s 
Rate of fire:  400-500rpm 
Effective range:  1400m 
Comment: The M2 first appeared in 1921 and remains in production. It is an 

excellent support weapon. 
 

Table 9B.18: The M2 HMG  
 
ZT1/ZT7? Milan ADT Anti-tank Guided Missile34  
 
 
Type:   Multipurpose medium range beam-riding guided missile. 
Numbers:                         30 launchers, 300 missiles35 
Cost:   EU18 million (R167.4 million)36; R131 511 46437. Missile cost: 
UK10,000 in 1982  
Associated project names: Kingfisher   
Manufacturer:                  MBDA 
System components: Missile, missile launcher.  
General:  The contract was placed on December 20, 2006, and initially 

escaped media notice. The contract will satisfy about a half of the 
Army's actual requirement, and a quarter of its ideal need, an 
industry source and former acquisition official says38. South 

 
34 For more on ATGM, see EA Thorn, A new ATGM for the Army, African Armed Forces Journal, 
Johannesburg, September 2002, p17. The article looks at the need, the equipment mix for light and 
motorised infantry on the one hand and mechanised infantry and armour on the other. The article also 
looks at warheads selection, including thermobaric charges.      
35 Independent sources 
36 Euromissile press release.  
37 Armscor gives a figure of R131 511 464. 
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10110, accessed January 10, 2008.    
38 Based on the SA Army’s 2007 order of battle, there may be a requirement for at least 84 launchers 
for the Infantry School and the motorised, airmobile and parachute infantry.   

http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10110
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Africa is the global launch customer of the new generation Milan 
ADT (Advanced Digital Technology) launcher and Milan ER 
(extended range) missile. The deal includes Fulcrum, an EADS 
and MBDA local partner, upgrading about 30 existing Milan 
firing posts to ADT (Advanced Digital Technology) standard. 
They will also provide training, four simulators and logistic 
support. MBDA, the European missile-maker, will provide the 
munitions. “We estimate our contribution will be worth about R30 
million, which is a good investment in the local industry,” CEO 
André Wolmarans told the author.       

 
MBDA says digital technologies incorporated in the ADT firing 
post have notably enhancement in the system’s ability to detect, 
reconnoitre and identify targets (DRI). The missile will be issued 
to some of the Army’s airborne and motorised infantry battalions 
as well as the Special Forces. The DRI ability will likely see them 
rapidly deployed to the Democratic Republic of the Congo and 
Burundi, where South African soldiers keep the peace. There they 
will provide an additional degree of protection against hostile 
forces armed with armoured vehicles or “technicals” – bakkies 
armed with heavy machine guns and recoilless rifles.  
 
The firing posts are to be upgraded in three batches of five, four 
and twenty over the next 24 months. The upgrade entails 
replacing the control box as well as the electronics of the guidance 
unit and integrating new software and optics. The cards bearing 
the software are being manufactured in South Africa and an initial 
batch of 33 sets is in manufacture.      
 
The 3000m range Milan ER comes with jam-proof wire guidance, 
night sight and a tandem charge. Optimised for pulverizing tanks, 
the warhead is rated as “multi-target.” A Euromissile official 
explained to the author in 2004 than an analysis of missiles 
expended in the Falklands in 1982 – and confirmed by the 2003 
Iraq war – found more than 70 percent expended on targets other 
than tanks, mostly bunkers and buildings. “You may say a Milan 
is too expensive to use against a machine gun, and on a cost 
analysis it is. But what is he cost of a human life? How many 
must die in assaulting that machine gun position?”  
     
The original Milan or “New Generation ATGM” as it was called, 
was issued to the anti-tank platoons of the SA Army’s motorised 
and parachute infantry battalions in the 1980s and 90s at a scale of 
six launchers per platoon. The platoon was organised into three 
anti-tank sections consisting of two ATGM launchers and two 
M40 106mm recoilless guns (in the case of motorised troops) or 
two rocket launchers (in the case of airborne troops). The 
mechanised infantry anti-tank platoon also has Ratel 90 fire 
support vehicles with low-pressure 90mm guns.    

Missile:    
Range:  0.25 to 3km.   
Dimensions: 
 Length: 1.75m. 
 Diameter: 0.115m. 
Weight:  13kg (missile and tube prior to launch). 
Airspeed: Over 200km/h. 
Velocity:               330m/s. 
Flight time:           18 seconds to 4km.   
Penetration: 1m rolled homogenous armour with explosive reactive armour 

(ERA), 3m concrete. 
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Launcher: 
Weight:   20kg. 
Sight magnification:  x 7 and x 21 
Thermal imager:  Integrated in about 15 launchers    
Other:   Video output for remote operation 

Comment: The MBDA (formerly Euromissile) Milan (Missile d´infanterie 
léger antichar = light infantry anti-tank missile) started life in 
1962 as a project involving Nord Aviation of France and 
Messerschmitt-Bölkow of Germany. The weapon, using SACLOS 
(semi-automatic command line-of-sight), was a vast improvement 
on first generation anti-tank missiles that used manual command 
line-of sight (MCLOS), a technique pioneered by the Germans 
during World War Two as technology did not yet allow for any 
other solution. MCLOS, akin to flying a model plane, required 
considerable operator skill, let alone bravery under fire, to keep 
the low-flying missile from flying into the ground. SACLOS 
guidance merely required the operator to keep the cross-hairs in 
the launchers’ sight unit on the target.      

 
Army-technology.com39 reports that with two missiles the ADT 
weighs less than 45kg. The firing post was qualified in 2006 and 
the first guided firing of the missile system took place in May of 
that year. A direct attack mode has been added as well as 
improved anti-jamming capability. 
 
Variants of the Milan are used by about 40 countries. Around 
10,000 firing posts and 360,000 missiles have been sold since 
1972. South Africa was an early user of the original Milan system, 
but retired the launchers around 1994 when the missiles available 
at the time became too old to use safely. Because of sanctions 
they could not be immediately replaced. The launchers, said to 
number in the three-digit range, were then placed in storage.  

 
The competition for Kingfisher pitted MBDA and Saab Bofors 
Dynamics, the latter offering SA the BILL 2 (Bofors Infantry 
Light & Lethal). BILL 2 features overfly top attack (OTA) 
technology, a tandem warhead and high accuracy. The missile's 
primary role remains to attack armoured targets at their weakest 
point – the top – using an OTA trajectory. However, due to the 
three firing modes, it can also engage and destroy hovering 
helicopters, non-armoured targets and soft targets, such as 
machine gun nests. Other competitors included Denel who at one 
stage appeared hopeful that a four-round pedestal-launched 
version of their Mokopa (interminably under development for the 
Rooivalk attack helicopter) would do the job. 
 
Also interested in the project was Russia and India. Russia was 
offering the 4000-metre range Konkurs, the latest version of what 
NATO officially used to call the AT4 Spigot system. 
(Unofficially, they called the AT4 the “Milanski” believing it to 
be a reverse-engineered copy of the European original.) 
Combining the two was India, who customised the Konkurs’ 
launcher to fire both the Russian and the European missile.  
 
In early January 2007, when MBDA announced the sale, Jean-
Pierre Talamoni, the company’s Group Director of Sales and 
Business Development congratulated South Africa in a press 
release for becoming the first export customer of this new system. 

 
39 www.army-technology.com, accessed January 20, 2007.  

http://army-technology.com/
http://www.army-technology.com/
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"This first contract is the result of the excellent work carried out 
by MBDA's technical and commercial teams." 
 
Fulcrum CEO André Wolmarans says his company has also been 
contracted by MBDA to form a service hub for Africa. “They are 
doing a total knowledge transfer to Fulcrum regarding the firing 
posts. There are currently 1600 posts in use on the continent we 
can look at maintaining and upgrading. The possibility of 
upgrading firing posts for customers in the rest of the world is not 
excluded,” he adds. “A number of countries using the Milan lack 
a service centre and we are looking at filling that gap.”    
 
MBDA is jointly owned by BAE Systems (37.5%), EADS 
(37.5%) and Italy's Finmeccanica (25%).  
 

Table 9B.19: The Milan ADT/Milan ER ATGM  
 
 

M40A1 106mm recoilless rifle 
 
 
Type:   Recoilless Rifle (cannon) 
Numbers:                           100 in service/store. 
Cost: 
Associated project names:  Khanyisa 
Manufacturer:  Various, US 
Calibre:   105mm  
Mass:   130kg (barrel), 103kg (tripod) 
Length:   3.4m 
Barrel length:  3.4m 
Muzzle velocity:  500m/s 
Rate of fire:  5rpm 
Effective range:  1200m 
Maximum ranges:  1097m anti-tank, 7040m indirect fire 
Traverse:                            360 degrees 
Elevation:                           -17 to +65 degrees.  
Ammunition:  High explosive, HEAT (penetrates 450mm rolled homogenous 

armour at 90 degrees), High explosive plastic (HEP in the US, 
“squash head” to the Commonwealth), anti-personnel (APERS) & 
drill. Shell weighs 7.7kg. 

Spotting Rifle:  12.7mm M8, ballistically matched to the main gun.     
Comment: Despite its designation as a 106mm weapon, its correct calibre is 

105mm. The miscalibration was to avoid confusion with an earlier 
105mm weapon. “The 106mm RCL was designed as a light 
weight anti-tank weapon that could kill main battle tanks. The .50 
calibre (12.7mm) spotting rifle M-8C was designed to be the 
primary ranging device for the weapon. The .50 calibre spotter 
round was much shorter than the .50 calibre Browning 
machinegun cartridge. The spotter round was a ballistic match to 
the HEAT and HEP rounds fired by the M-40A1. On impart with 
the armoured target, the gunner saw a puff of white smoke in his 
sight.  If the puff of smoke was on target, he fired the main gun. If 
not, he made his traverse and elevation corrections and fired the 
.50 spotter again. A one-shot hit with the 106mm was imperative, 
because the back blast from the breech extended in a cone-shaped 
fan 75 yards deep and 150 yards wide. A tank crew would have to 
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be both stupid and blind to allow the 106mm gunner a second shot 
under such conditions.”40 The system was in 2006 without 
ammunition as this had been declared unsafe for use but an 
upgrade, dubbed “Khanyisa” was underway. It is assumed to 
include an ammunition resupply.   

 
Table 9B.19b: The M40A1 Recoilless Rifle 
 
RPG7 
 
 
Type:   Portable rocket propelled grenade launcher for Zone 1 defence. 
Numbers:                           nn   
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Various, originally, USSR state arsenals         
Calibre:   40mm (launcher), 85mm (projectile) 
Mass:   8.5kg (loaded), 2.25kg (projectile), 1.75kg (warhead) 
Length:   1m (launcher), 0.925m (projectile)   
Barrel length:  1m 
Muzzle velocity:  300m/s 
Rate of fire:  4-6rpm  
Effective range:  300m (moving target), 500m (stationary target). 
Ammunition:  High explosive anti tank, High explosive anti-personnel. The 

HEAT round can penetrate 320mm of rolled homogenous armour. 
Warhead self-destructs after 900m. 

Comment:  Based on the German Panzerfaust of World War Two. Not               
terribly effective, nor particularly accurate, it is rugged and the rounds are remarkably cheap, 
meaning it is a great training tool. To be replaced under Project Tladi.         
 

Table 9B.20: The RPG7 
 
FT5 
 
 
Type:   Portable recoilless rocket launcher for Zone 1 defence. 
Numbers:  nn 
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Denel.   
Calibre: 100mm (launcher), 99mm (rocket diameter), 92mm (warhead 

effective calibre). 
Mass: 5.7kg (unloaded), 11kg (loaded), 5.8m (round), 12.3kg (2 rounds 

in carrying mode). 
Length:    1.05m (unloaded), 1.615m (loaded), 0.78m (length of round).  
Barrel length:  1.05m 
Muzzle velocity:  275m/s, flight time to 400: less than two seconds.  
In action time:  10 seconds. 
Rate of fire:   
Effective range:  50 to 400m (normal), 600m (max practical). Dispersion at 400m: 

<0.75 mils.    
Arming distance:   20 to 50m 
Operating temperature:  -15 to +60 deg C. 
Ammunition:  High explosive anti-tank (HEAT), high explosive multi-purpose 

(HEMP), tandem HEAT.     
 

40 Bob Stoner, Ordnance Notes, M-40A1 106MM Recoilless Rifle With M-8C Spotting Rifle, 
www.mst2-vietnam.info/Stoner_ordnance_notes/stonerhtml/RECOILLESS_RIFLE.htm, accessed 
November 13, 2005. 

http://www.mst2-vietnam.info/Stoner_ordnance_notes/stonerhtml/RECOILLESS_RIFLE.htm
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HEAT:      Penetrates 0.65m rolled homogenous armour (RHA).  
  

HEMP:       Penetrates 0.15m RHA, 0.3m steel reinforced concrete, 1.5m 
earth.    

Tandem:      Penetrates 0.63m RHA protected by explosive reactive armour 
(ERA).  

Shelf life:  10 to 20 years. 
Reusable launcher lifetime: Over 200 firings. 
Comment: The FT5 is billed as a highly effective, man-portable, recoilless 

shoulder launched anti-armour and bunker-busting weapon. 
Production commenced in 1988 and delivery in May 1989.   

 
                                           It consists of a reusable, ergonomically friendly launcher and a 

high performance subsonic rocket with a selection of warheads. 
The launcher and a rocket, packed together, can be carried and 
operated by one person. Two people can carry three rockets and a 
launcher. With a total deployment time of less than 10 seconds the 
system can deliver three rockets to a target in less than 30 
seconds. The weapon system is compatible with existing infantry 
equipment and is designed to withstand rough handling.  It can be 
supplied by air. With a dispersion of 0.75 mils the FT5 has a high 
first shot hit probability. To achieve this requires a combination of 
(a) an accurate sighting system, also against moving targets, (b) a 
steady launcher exerting low recoil forces, (c) consistent ballistic 
performance, (d) overall system reliability and (e) trained 
operators.  

 
When the weapon is carried and a possible target is identified, the 
following procedure is followed: The sight is fitted to the 
precision sight mount. The cap is removed from the round and the 
round is inserted, and with a twist movement locked into the 
launcher. The operator aims and removes the mechanical safety 
catch on the firing mechanism. The trigger is depressed and the 
rocket is launched towards the target. The aiming procedure for 
moving targets includes range determination, crossing speed 
determination and lead angle adjustment. The above sequence can 
be completed in less than 10 seconds by a trained crew of two.  

 
Launch stability is obtained by a combination of low recoil, 
dynamic launcher balance and a trigger design which eliminates 
the launch perturbation commonly associated with conventional 
firing. The waterproof electronic firing unit assembly does not 
need battery replacement and is qualified for a life span of 10 
years after which the unit can be replaced.  A light emitting diode 
indicates correct operation of the firing unit when the trigger is 
depressed. The accuracy and flexibility of the FT5 weapon system 
is enhanced by a complete sighting system consisting of an optical 
sight, battle sight and night sight. The optical sight is of 
monocular design with a 4 x magnification.  The field of view is 
8° and low light supremacy is obtained by means of a beta light 
which illuminates the graticule permanently for use at night with 
battlefield illumination. The built-in graticule allows for range 
determination as well as lead angle compensation for moving 
targets. The sight is well protected against rough treatment. The 
optical sight is attached to the sight mount on the launcher by a 
precision quick-acting release and locking mechanism. For 
transportation the sight is detached and stored inside the rear of 
the launcher. A light emitting diode in the sight housing is used to 
verify correct operation of the firing mechanism and contacts 
inside the launcher.  The optical sight mass is 1kg. The single dot 
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occluded-eye type battle sight is permanently mounted to a 
folding bracket which pivots on the sight mount.  It serves as a 
secondary sight and is effective for rapid deployment against 
moving targets. The battle sight is calibrated for accuracy up to a 
range of 200 m. When looking into the sight with both eyes open, 
the operator only sees a red dot, generated by a fluorescent rod. It 
is necessary to adjust the position of the red dot relative to the 
launch tube to suit individual operator eye positions. The battle 
sight is folded down in the transport mode or when other sights 
are mounted. A passive infrared night sight replaces the optical 
sight for night time operations. It has a magnification of 2.6 x and 
a field of view of 15.7°.  Recognition range of a standing man in 
starlight conditions is 200m. The aiming reticule is fixed. The 
night sight adaptor provides an interface to fit the night sight to 
the sight mount. The power supply is 2 x 1.5 V "AA" batteries 
with a battery life of 40 hours. The mass of the complete sight 
with adaptor is 1kg. 

 
The system was designed to ensure complete safety during all 
operating conditions. The system is operable with a minimum 
training and any trained rifleman will be able to fire the FT5, the 
manufacturer has claimed. The weapon is supported by a 
complete and effective training system. A major part of the 
training system is the sub-calibre training device which simulates 
the actual HEAT round in mass and appearance but fires a 
standard NATO 7.62x51mm tracer round. The FT5 requires little 
maintenance. Field level maintenance is limited to inspection and 
cleaning of the launcher. The system is mostly manufactured 
using composite material and all metal parts are coated with a 
protective finish, meaning the system can be exposed to rain and 
salt water without corroding. 

 
The round consists of a 99 mm rocket encapsulated inside a sealed 
launch canister with a removable front cap. The canister itself is a 
filament-wound composite structure and is discarded after use. To 
load the round, only the front cap needs to be removed and the 
canister locked into the launcher. Three sets of earplugs are 
provided on the inside of each front cap for use by the operators. 
The rocket consists of a propulsion system, a stabilisation system 
and a warhead protected by a safing and arming device, against 
premature detonation. Arming of the warhead, after the rocket 
motor is initiated, takes place in five successive steps and is 
completed between 20 m and 50 m down-range from the launcher. 

 
The propulsion system consists of a fast burning rocket motor 
with a burn time of 12 milliseconds which ensures that the 
propellant burns out while the rocket is still in the launch tube. 
Therefore no propellant particles are blown back into the 
operator's face. Consistent ballistic performance between one 
rocket and the next is achieved through accurate energy and 
propellant burn rate control. After firing, the rocket follows a free 
flight path, where it is aerodynamically stabilised. The flight time 
to 400 m is 1.55 seconds with a trajectory height of 3.1 m. The 
function of the stabilization system is to stabilize the free flight of 
the rocket once it exits the launcher. It comprises nine fins 
attached to a cowling assembly at the tail end of the rocket and 
nozzle vanes machined integrally within the motor nozzle. Spin is 
initiated by the nozzle vanes, imparting spin to the rocket within 
the launcher during motor burn. The spin rate is then increased 
and maintained by the turned-up trailing edges of the fins during 
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the free-flight stage. The umbrella-type fins are folded forward 
through slots into the cowling when the rocket is in the canister. 
As the rocket exits the launch tube, the fins fold out under spring 
pressure, rotational and aerodynamic forces. Cross-wind with 
velocity up to 10 m/s has no significant influence on the accuracy 
of the rocket. 

 
Three different warhead options, designed for the destruction of 
particular targets, are available for the FT5 system, two of which 
are supplied as standard items. The HEAT hollow charge warhead 
uses the universal copper cone liner concept, which is backed by 
press-cast RDX/TNT explosive. The effective liner calibre is 92 
mm. Explosive components are precision-machined to ensure a 
concentric and controlled detonation front to achieve maximum 
penetration. A double ogive nose triggering mechanism ensures 
warhead performance at grazing angles as low as 12° to the 
horizontal. The HEMP warhead was designed for use against 
hostile troops inside buildings, bunkers and armoured vehicles 
and behind reinforced concrete walls. It has an explosive filled 
steel penetrator which penetrates into the target where after a pre-
set delay, it detonates with the approximate energy and shrapnel 
of two hand grenades. To destroy new generation MBTs protected 
with reactive armour, a tandem warhead was developed. The 
tandem warhead comprises a main warhead provided with a sub-
calibre extension (proboscis) to the front housing a leading charge 
and lead Safing and Arming Device (SAD) and towards its rear 
end, the intercharge buffer. The rear end of the tandem warhead 
housing contains the main warhead, SAD and Electronic Timer 
Unit (ETU) and interfaces with the motor. The leading charge is 
detonated when the warhead strikes the target and the ETU is 
triggered simultaneously. The leading charge detonates the 
reactive armour on the target, which moves away from the path of 
flight.  When the reactive armour is out of the way, the main 
charge is detonated by the ETU after a predetermined delay time. 
The main charge then penetrates the main armour of the target. 

 
The motor igniter is protected by a built-in electrical short-circuit 
which is automatically transferred to the firing unit when the 
weapon is loaded. The short-circuit is automatically removed 
when the weapon is fired. The electronic firing mechanism sends 
an electric pulse via built-in conductors to the igniter. The ignition 
products are directed, via special nozzles, onto the stick propellant 
where the large burning surface allows rapid combustion of the 
propellant. Under motor pressure the igniter body is ejected from 
the nozzle and the Safing and Arming device (SAD) activates the 
first gate in the arming sequence. As the rocket accelerates down 
the launcher, an inductive generator inside the SAD generates 
electrical power which charges a capacitor. As soon as the 
minimum acceleration is exceeded, the acceleration safety gate in 
the arming device is removed and only then can the out-of-line 
detonator start to move in line with the warhead centric initiation 
device. At exit from the launcher the nine stabilizing fins fold out 
under spring tension, rotational force and aerodynamic forces. 
When the target is hit the double ogive is crushed and when the 
outer ogive touches the inner ogive the circuit in the arming 
device is completed. The stored electrical energy in the capacitor 
is then released to the thin film detonator, which in turn starts the 
detonation sequence in the warhead. The weapon can safely be 
fired from a distance of 30 m away from a large obstruction 
behind the operator. Owing to the propulsion principle, firing 
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from enclosed spaces such as a closed room is not possible. 
 

The FT5 is supported by a comprehensive and easy to use training 
package. An instructor's manual with step by step illustrations is 
provided for training in addition to visual aids in the form of large 
flip charts, wall charts and a set of transparencies.  Drill rounds 
are also included. A sub-calibre training device is provided which 
simulates the actual live round in appearance and mass and is 
loaded in the same way as the round.  The sub-calibre training 
device, however, fires a standard NATO 7.62 x 51mm mm tracer 
(or ball) round. The gas pressure inside the barrel is controlled to 
adjust the muzzle velocity of the tracer in such a way that the 
ballistic trajectory of the actual rocket is accurately simulated up 
to a range of 200m. he sub-calibre training device is employable 
in indoors training facilities. However, when used in conjunction 
with a sound and gas generator, which simulates the noise level of 
an actual rocket, it can only be used at outdoor ranges. 

 
The launchers are individually packed inside a steel container 
together with all the tools and accessories required to operate, 
clean, maintain and verify its calibration for normal field 
operation.  The total mass is 35 kg. Two rounds are strapped 
together with a foam protection spine between the rounds. Four 
rounds are then packed in a clip-lok box with a total mass of 38 
kg. Nine clip-lok boxes are strapped to a pallet for transport and 
storage. The mass of a loaded pallet is 400 kg. The sub-calibre 
training device together with all the tools and accessories required 
for training, cleaning and maintenance are packed inside a foam 
filled fibreglass container.  The total mass is 20 kg. 

 
The FT5 system has been designed as a low-maintenance system 
and requires no repair by the operator.  The rounds require no 
maintenance other than a five-yearly verification test.  The 
maintenance tasks that are performed by the operator are limited 
to inspection, cleaning and when necessary, adjusting the battle or 
night sights. Repairs to the launcher mainly entail replacement of 
time expired or broken parts.  Spare parts to support the system 
during its total life span, are supplied together with a complete 
spare parts list, workshop repair manual and an illustrated parts 
catalogue. All tools and accessories required to maintain the 
system are supplied. 

 
The FT5 weapon system is compatible with standard in-service 
ammunition storage conditions. In its standard packaging it can 
withstand prolonged exposure to operational conditions. As the 
metal parts of the launcher and sub-calibre are coated with a 
protective finish during manufacture, no further coating is 
required for long-term preservation. The shelf life of the launcher 
and sub-calibre is guaranteed to be 10 years if stored in its 
container in an enclosed warehouse at a temperature between -20 
°C and +65 °C. The round requires no preparation for storage.  
The recommended storage temperature for the round is between 0 
°C and +30 °C for normal functioning after 10 years – and it 
should be usable even up to 20 years. 
 
In 2007 the system was in reserve as its ammunition was both 
expensive and time expired. To be replaced under Project Tladi 

 
Table 9B.21: The FT5.  
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Grenade, Hand, M26  
 

 
Type:   Defensive fragmentation hand grenade. 
Numbers:                           nn                    
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Denel, originally a US design. 
Mass:   0.425kg, 0.465kg (fuzed). 
Dimensions:  0.113m (height), 0.060m (diameter). 
Body material:  Metal. 
Charge:   0.16kg TNT/RDX. 
Fuze:   4.5 second delay. 
Effect:   About 1000 fragments out to 10m, lethal radius – for 50%              
casualties – 5m. Danger area: 25m on soft ground, 300m on hard ground. 
Comment: The M26 has proven to be a durable, dependable weapon and 

remains in widespread service world wide.    
 

Table 9B.22: The M26 fragmentation hand grenade 
 
 Grenade, Smoke, M83  
 

 
Type:   Pyrotechnic grenade. 
Numbers:                           nn  
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Denel.   
Dimensions:  nn  
Mass:   0.175kg 
Delay:  1.5 seconds 
Colours:  Includes red, yellow and green. 
Comment:  Provides smoke for 25 to 45 seconds. 
 

 Table 9B.23: The M83 smoke grenade  
 
 Grenade, Hand, “Two-star instant light” 
 

 
Type:   Pyrotechnics grenade. 
Numbers:                           nn 
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Denel.   
Dimensions:  nn 
Mass:   nn 
Delay:  none 
Comment: Illumination grenade providing 20,000 candela for 30 to 40 

seconds by expelling two white phosphorus balls.    
 

 Table 9B24: The “Two-star instant light” grenade 
 
 Grenade, Stun, M1A1 
 

 
Type:   Pyrotechnics grenade. 
Numbers:                           nn  
Cost: 
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Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Denel.   
Dimensions:  0.120m (length), 0.042m (diameter)  
Mass:   0.290kg 
Delay:  1.5 seconds 
Delay between reports:  0.5 seconds  
Comment: The body consists of a heavy-wall perforated aluminium cylinder, 

divided into two compartments. These are linked by a short delay 
and each contains a small pyrotechnic charge. The stun grenade is 
intended for non lethal room clearance. The twin reports and 
bright flashes are meant to temporarily blind and deafen and 
render targets incapacitated.        

 
 Table 9B.25: The stun grenade 
 
 Grenade, Hand, Red Phosphorus 

 
Type:   Pyrotechnics grenade. 
Numbers:                            nn 
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Denel.   
Dimensions:  0.136m (length), 0.051m (diameter)  
Mass:   0.429kg 
Mass of filling:  0.220kg 
Delay:  4.5 seconds 
Spreading area:  500 sq m 
Comment: South Africa has in the last several decades had a preference 

towards red phosphorus rather than the white variety. The grenade 
can be used for target marking, smoke screening, room or bunker 
clearance or setting fires.    

 
 Table 9B.26: The red phosphorus grenade  
 
 Grenade, Rifle, Red Phosphorus 
 

 
Type:   Pyrotechnics grenade. 
Numbers:                            nn 
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Denel.   
Dimensions:  0.353m (length) 
Mass:   0.610kg 
Mass of filling:  0.260kg 
Arming distance:   15m minimum 
Spreading area:  500 sq m 
Comment: In the operational environment it would normally be carried on 

the rifle for instant use. A clip-on sight is provided. The grenade 
is used as an incendiary device in an anti-personnel role. It can 
also be used for target marking, smoke screening, room or bunker 
clearance or setting fires.      

 
 Table 9B.27: The red phosphorus rifle grenade 
 
 Grenade, rifle, AP65 
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Type:   Anti-personnel grenade. 
Numbers:                           nn  
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Denel.   
Dimensions:  0.3m (length), 0.06m (diameter)  
Mass:   0.66kg 
Mass of filling:  nn 
Arming distance:   15m minimum 
Maximum range:                210m (fired from 5.56mm weapon), 300m (fired from 7.62mm 

weapon). 
Comment: Essentially a rifle-launched M26 high explosive grenade. In the 

operational environment it would normally be carried on the rifle 
for instant use. A clip-on sight is provided. The grenade is used in 
an anti-personnel role. It can also be used for target marking, 
room or bunker clearance. The rifle grenade has largely been 
replaced by the MGL and AGL. An HEDP hollow-charge version 
is available, with the ability to penetrate 150mm of rolled 
homogenous steel or 600mm of concrete. Its maximum range is 
270mm, fired from a 7.62mm weapon.       

 
 Table 9B.28: The AP 65 rifle grenade 
 
 Mine, Shrapnel, M1A1 (M18 Claymore) 
  

 
Type:   Shrapnel mine. 
Numbers:                           nn  
Cost: 
Associated project names:  - 
Manufacturer:                    Denel, originally US Army Picatinny Arsenal.   
Dimensions:  0.215m (length), 0.038m (width), 0.09m (height), 0.17m (height, 
emplaced).    
Mass:   1.6kg. 
Mass of filling:  0.7kg. 
Actuation:   Trip wire, remote. 
Effect: Disperses about 700 steel balls. Casualty radius about 100m, 

forward danger radius 250m, back blast 16m. Effective range 
about 50m and to a height of 2m.   

Comment: A very effective modern fougasse. The Claymore is used to 
protect defended localities and augments the ambush, where they 
are deployed on likely enemy escape routes and to add to the 
lethal effect of the kill zone. They can also be used as automatic 
ambushes.      

 
 Table 9B.29: The Claymore mine 
 
 
Armour 

Olifant Mk1A/Mk1B 
 
 
Type:     Main Battle Tank. 
Numbers:    34 in service, 133 in store, 203 Mk3 and MK5     
Centurions purchased from the UK but 100 later sold to Jordan. A number of hulks were 
later acquired from India. 26 upgraded to Mark 2 status (Project Atolasa).   
Cost: 
Associated project names:                              Atolasa 
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Manufacturer:    BAE Systems Land Systems OMC. 
Dimensions 

Length: 7.56m (hull), 9.83m (gun forward), 8.61m (gun 
in travel position).  

Width:    3.38m (with side plates), 3.28m (without side 
plates). 
Height:    2.94. 

 Ground clearance:  0.5m  
              Track:                                               2.641m    
              Track width:                                     0.61m   
Mass 
 Tare:    nn. 
 Payload:    nn. 
 GVM:    56mt. 

Seating:    Driver in hull, commander, gunner and loader in                
turret. 
Fuel:    1240 litres 
Water for crew:   none integral 
 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   152mm armour (sloped) across front 
Mine: Invulnerable to anti-personnel mines, anti-tank 

mines (ATM) will destroy a track. Hollow-
charge ATM may penetrate hull floor.  

Performance: 
 Top speed:   58km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: 350km (road), 200km (cross country). 
 Acceleration:   nn. 
 Turning circle:   within own length. 
 Ground pressure:   1.01kg/cm sq 
 Power/mass ratio:   10.4kW/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: 0.914m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: 3.45m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  1.2m (without preparation) 2.74m (with 
preparation). 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 60. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: 30. 
Drive train 

Engine: V12 29-litre turbo-charged diesel, 551 kW at 
2300rpm. 

Transmission:   Automatic. 
Variants: Gun tank Mk1, Mk1A, Mk1B, Mk2, recovery 

vehicle (16), armoured bridge layer (two 
converted).     

Mark 1 
GlobalSecurity.org notes that South Africa has been modifying Centurions “in one 
way or another” since the early 1970s, first through Projects Skokiaan (moonshine) 
and Semel and later through the Olifant upgrade program of the late 1970s and 
1980s. Most of the Semel project tanks were bought from Indian scrap yards and 
later remanufactured to the Israeli Sho't standard (Israeli Centurions were named 
Sho't at the time). This meant a new diesel power pack transmission and automatic 
gearbox, a new coolant system, fire extinguishers, an improved storage layout for 
ammunition, new tracks wheels and fire control.41 
  
Mark 1A 
Remanufacture to Mark 1A standard started in 1983 and the first examples were in 

service two years later. According to 

 
41 GlobalSecurity.org, Olifant Main Battle Tank, www.globalsecurity.org, accessed November 18, 
2005.   

http://www.globalsecurity.o/
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reports, a new, more powerful and 
efficient engine was installed; the night 
vision gear was again upgraded; and 
the armour was increased. A laser 
rangefinder was incorporated into the 
gunner's sight. 

Mark 1B 
The Olifant Mk1B remanufacturing process commenced in 1991. The GT742 rifled 
main gun was fitted with a thermal sleeve for sustained accuracy in firing. The 
driver's station is equipped with a day and night sight and the gunner's station is 
fitted with day and night sights and an integrated laser rangefinder. Belly armour 
was doubled; a concession to the large amount of mines encountered operationally, 
GlobalSecurity.org added. “The installation of a double armour floor gives the crew 
additional protection against mines. The armour has been thickened on the nose, 
glacis, turret roof, turret front, and turret sides. Side skirts have also been added. 
The glacis plate and nose of the hull have been upgraded with the addition of 
passive armour and the turret has been fitted with stand-off armour. The running 
gear is protected against HEAT missiles by new side skirts. A smoke screen can be 
laid by a fuel injection system in the engine's exhaust. A fire detection and 
suppression system improves the level of survivability. The power pack has been 
completely replaced with an engine that is much more powerful. The V-12 air-
cooled turbo diesel engine provides 900 horsepower. The tank has been equipped 
with torsion bar running gear and hydraulic dampers have been fitted to the first and 
last pair of wheels. The suspension was upgraded by replacement of the bogie-type 
suspension by torsion bars. The driver’s compartment has been made roomier, with 
a hatch that is easier to open and a steering yoke instead of tillers. A turret bustle 
has been added for crew equipment. A ballistic computer has been added to the 
gunner’s sight. A searchlight is added over the main armament. In October 2003, 
Armscor, the DoD acquisition agency, awarded OMC a R124 million contract for 
the further upgrade of a number of Olifant Mk1B. The two-year programme 
included increasing power pack output by 15%, further upgrading fire control 
equipment, integrating a new target detection and engagement system with an all 
weather night fighting capability and making logistic enhancements with the 
emphasis on support and test equipment and training systems. The contract followed 
what was called a “thorough project study which included stringent user and 
technical trials of the proposed upgrades and modifications.” The tank weighs 56 
metric tons.  

Mark 2 
The Mk2 is more a turret than a tank. Twenty-six are being remanufactured as part 
of Project Atolasa. It consists of a Denel turret that can be fitted on an upgraded 
Mk1B chassis, providing the tank with hunter killer modes of operation, fire on the 
move and day and night time engagement.43 The turret can be armed with a Denel 
GT7, the more advanced GT8 prototype 105mm rifled gun or a 120mm smoothbore 
cannon and features periscopic stabilised day/thermal gunner’s sight with laser 
rangefinder, panoramic commander’s sight, full solution fire control system – with 
automatic sensors for meteorological parameters and dynamic tilt and modular 
armour package. An upgraded ballistic computer has been added to the fire control 
system. “This is a further upgrade of the Olifant Mk 1B. Improvements have been 
made to armour sloping in the turret and hull front, and composite armour has been 
installed in the turret and glacis.”44 In common with modern western MBT, 
ammunition is stored in carousel mounted in a turret bustle. In case of ammunition 
ignition, blow-off panels and armoured doors protect the crew. Ready rounds are 
located in the turret basket, allowing a “comfortable” fire rate of 10rpm. 26 Olifant 

 
42 GlobalSecurity.org insists the tank is fitted with a Denel GT8 gun but Denel informs this weapon 
was developed but never produced. The Olifant is therefore fitted with the GT7. Email communication 
between author and Denel spokesman Sam Basch, August 14, 2006. 
43 Ditto 
44 Ditto 
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were upgraded to this status during Project Atolasa.     
Armament:  

Primary: Denel GT7 105mm 52-calibre high pressure gun 
(based on British L7. Fires a full range of 
105mm ammunition, including armour piercing 
fin-stabilised discarding sabot –tracer 
(APFSDS-T), high explosive (HE), HE squash 
head and smoke. 72 rounds carried.  Range and 
muzzle velocity is dependent on the ammunition 
fired. The gun mass is 1.285mt and its length is 
5.89m. Projectiles weigh between 16 and 27kg. 
The Pakistan Ordnance Factory (POF) 105mm 
APFSDS round is 0.946m long, weighs 19.24kg 
and is fitted with a tungsten alloy dart 0.486m 
long, weighing 6.12kg. Its effective range is 
3.5km at a muzzle velocity of 1,490m/s. 
Accuracy at 1000m is within .3 mil in the 
vertical and horizontal and penetration is 
300mm against rolled homogenous armour at 
zero obliquity (DEF-STAN 95-13/1). The Denel 
M9718 round is 0.950m long, weighs 18.5kg 
and is fired at a chamber pressure of between 
350 to 400 MPa to a combat range of 3km. The 
safety range is 30km. Dispersion at 3km is 
within 0.3x 0.3m and penetration is 450mm 
RHA. The tracer is visible to 3km. The POF HE 
round is 1,021m long and nominally weighs 
25kg. The projectile weighs 14.7kg and is filled 
with TNT. The round is fired at a muzzle 
velocity of 683m/s and ranges to 10.4km. It is 
accurate within 0.36 mil at 1000m. The POF 
HESH round is 0.940m long and nominally 
weighs 21.26kg. The projectile weighs 11.28kg 
and is filled with about 2.2kg of RDX/Wax. The 
round is fired at a muzzle velocity of 736m/s 
and ranges to 1000m. It is accurate within 0.3 
mil at 1km. The Denel M9210 HE round is 
1.006m long, weighs 24.5kg, has a TNT/HNS 
filling and a lethal radius of 17m. The round is 
fired with a muzzle velocity of 700m/s to a 
maximum range of 10-12km. Dispersion at 3km 
is within 0.3 x 0.3m.               

Secondary: 2 x MG4: 1 x coaxial, 1 x AA mount on 
commanders’ cupola; 8 x 81mm smoke grenade 
launchers.   

Comment: The Centurion just missed combat in World 
War Two. Considered the best tank of the 
Korean conflict (1950-53), about 4423 were 
built before production ended in 1962. The most 
common version in SA service remains the 
Mk1A.   

                                      
                                                                        The Centurion replaced the British-made Comet 

I Cruiser Tank, 26 of which were purchased in 
1953. They were retired in 196. Prior to this, 
South Africa had operated the US M4 Sherman 
medium tank and Stuart M3 light tank. 88 
Stuarts were acquired in 1943 and used in the 
reconnaissance role to 1968. South Africa used 
the Sherman during World War Two and 
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acquired 67 Sherman 1As armed with a 76mm 
gun after the war, adding a number of 105mm 
howitzer-armed Sherman 1Bs to the mix at the 
same time. Fifteen Sherman 1C Fireflies were 
purchased in 1946/7 and used for instructor 
training until 1965 when they were retired. The 
Sherman 1Bs retired in 1972 and the Sherman 
1Bs in 1965.    

 
                                                                        South Africa acquired 17 Centurion MkII ARVs 

with its original Centurion purchase. Ten of 
these were then sold to Switzerland. The 
remaining seven were upgraded to Olifant Mk I 
and Mk IA standard. Nine other hulls were also 
converted to ARV format and a further two 
were converted into armoured bridge-layers.                

 
Table 9B.30: The Olifant MBT. 
 
Rooikat Mk1 

 
 
Type:     Armoured car. 
Numbers:    About 30 in service, 242 manufactured, 80 
upgraded under Project Arum Lily.      
Cost: 
Associated project names:                             Arum Lily   
Manufacturer:    BAE Systems Land Systems OMC. 
Dimensions 

Length:    7.1m (hull), 8.8m (gun forward).  
Width:    2.9m. 
Height:    2.6m (turret roof). 
Wheel base:    nn. 
Track width:    2.415m 

 Track:                                               2.5m. 
              Wheelbase:                                       1.55m + 2.032m + 1.625m  
              Ground clearance:  0.43m. 
Mass 
 Tare:    nn. 
 Payload:    nn. 
 GVM:    28mt. 

Seating:    Driver in hull, commander, gunner and loader in 
turret. 
Fuel:    500 litres. 
Water for crew:    
 

Protection levels 
Ballistic: 23mm AP over frontal 60 degree arc; 

7.62x51mm AP all round.   . 
Mine:    TM46 or equivalent under wheel. 
Biological/Chemical:  Collective over pressure with BC filters. 
Ventilation:   Fully air conditioned.   
        

Performance: 
 Top speed:   120km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: 1000km. 
 Acceleration:   0-30km/h in under eight seconds. 
 Turning circle:   25m. 
 Ground pressure:   nn 
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 Power/mass ratio:   14.89kW/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: 1m (earth). 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: 2m (crawl), 1m @ 60km/h.. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  1.5m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 70. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: 30.  
Drive train 

Engine: 10-cylinder water-cooled diesel with twin turbo 
chargers, giving 417kW at 2100rpm.  

Transmission:   Automatic: Six forward, one reverse gear.  
Transfer Box:   Selectable high/low ratio. 
Drive:    8x8, 8x4. Remains mobile even with loss of any 

two wheels.  
Steering:   Front 4 wheels power steered. 
Suspension:   Fully independent active trailing arm. 

Variants: none    
Armament:   

Primary: 1 x Denel GT4 high pressure 76mm 62-calibre 
rifled gun, firing an APFSDS round at a muzzle 
velocity in excess of 1600m/s. Capable of 
penetrating the front hull (275mm RHA) and 
turret (230mm RHA) of a T62 MBT at 2000m. 
The GT4 fires a range of HE, APFSDS-T, 
smoke, canister and practice ammunition.   

Secondary: 2 x MG4: coaxial and AA mount on 
commander’s cupola; 8 x 81mm smoke 
projectors.  

Vectronics: “State of the art” night vision equipment with 
stabilised day/night gunner’s sight with integral 
laser rangefinder. Auxiliary rangefinder, 
thermal imaging optional. Stabilised 
independent panoramic commander’s sight.   

Comment: The Rooikat was developed to replace the 
obsolete45 Eland 60 and 90 series of armoured 
cars. Intended missions include combat 
reconnaissance, aggressive search-and-destroy, 
anti-armour operations, combat patrols, raids 
and hot pursuit operations as well as 
peacekeeping presence patrols. The gun barrel 
is fitted with a thermal anti-distortion sleeve and 
a reinforced fibreglass fume extractor. 

                                                                         
                                                                        The project was subject to considerable 

infighting in the armour community. Three 
prototypes were ordered after 1976, the first 
based on the Ratel ICV, the second on the Eland 
armoured car and the third on the British 
Saracen APC then in use. Trials were held in 
1979 but none of the vehicles were deemed 
satisfactory. A new vehicle, in three prototypes, 
the “Cheetah”, was commissioned in 1982, the 
various designs having a rear and a front-
mounted engine and the third being a “heavy” 
variant. Model 2B, the rear-engined variant, 

 
45 This is a relative term. In 2007 several companies were doing a roaring trade upgrading redundant 
Eland and Panhard AML60/90s and selling them elsewhere in Africa. There the  vehicle is seen as 
sufficient to support or defeat “technicals”, used by government forces and insurgents interchanceably. 
The vehicle is easily transportable by train, plane and truck andis arguably better suited to Africa than 
the Rooikat.     
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won and two pre-production models were tested 
in 1984/5. But the selection of Model 2B meant 
a hoped-for infantry carrier variant became 
impractical. To date no variants of the Rooikat, 
as the vehicle was renamed in 1987, have 
emerged. The next year, two more pre-
production models were tested and a year later 
production started and deliveries got underway. 
By then the Namibian conflict was over.     

 
                                                                        Redundant platforms are currently being 

disposed of. One was turned into a conventional 
vehicle electric drive technology demonstrator 
(CVED) and displayed at AAD2006 in Cape 
Town in September of that year. The CVED 
project involved LMT, HIT, IAD, Nezrotek, 
Hotchinson (France), Kessler Magnet Motor 
(Germany) and MTU (Germany). VEG 
Magazine46 reported in 2006 the vehicle was 
fitted with a power supply control system 
feeding eight wheel-hub mounted M67/0 
electric units and a two-phase pneumatic 
gearbox.   

   
8047 of the vehicles were given a “reliability 
upgrade” under Project Arum Lily in 2006. Four 
of the upgraded vehicles participated 
“extremely successfully” in exercises at De 
Brug and Lohatlha in October-November 2005.     

 
Table 9B.31: The Rooikat 

 
 ZT2/3 (Ingwe48) anti-tank guided missile 
 

 
Type:   Multipurpose long-range beam-riding guided missile. 
Numbers:                         16 Ratel ZT3 in service, 36 in store. (DoD figure, 2002), 13 
systems upgraded from ZT2 to ZT3 baseline standard during Project Adrift.     
Cost: 
Associated project names:  Adrift 
Manufacturer:                  Denel. 
System components: Missile, laser projection unit (integrated with vehicle system) and 

guidance and control units (integrated with vehicle system).  
General:   The ZT2/3 is a laser beam-rider. The missile automatically 

determines its own position in the laser beam and manoeuvres 
onto the line of sight (LOS). The missile follows the LOS until the 
target is hit. Later models have tandem warheads capable of 
defeating ERA. The sighting system can vary from a non-
stabilised optic sight for light vehicles to a stabilised day/night 
sight mounted on moving platforms such as helicopters. 
Automatic target modules can be added to ensure fully automatic 
missile guidance after target lock-on by the operator.           

Missile:    
Range:  0.25 to 5km.   
Dimensions: 

 
46 Rooikat Technological-Demonstration Project, VEG, 7th Issue, Birchleigh, Johannesburg, 2006.  
47 DoD Annual Report 2005/6, p201.   
48 Leopard, in the Nguni tongues.   
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 Length: 1.75m. 
 Diameter: 0.127m. 
Weight:  28.5kg (launch). 
Airspeed: Over 200km/h. 
Velocity:               330m/s. 
Flight time:           18 seconds to 4km.   
Penetration: 1m rolled homogenous armour with explosive reactive armour 

(ERA). 
Comment: Likely a copy of the Israeli Mapatz ATGM, itself an improved 

version of the US TOW49. The TOW was designed from 1962, 
was first fired in 1968 and was used in combat at An Loc in South 
Vietnam in 1972. By the mid-1980s over 350,000 missiles had 
been manufactured.  

                 
                                           The ZT2/3 is mounted in a triple launcher atop a modified Ratel. 

Pre-production models were used in Angola with good effect in 
1987/8. An enhanced version is known as the ZT3550. 13 new 
launchers and 80 missiles were delivered in Q3 2006 as part of 
Project Adrift51. Four systems were successfully tested during 
exercises at De Brug in October-November 2005.       

 
Table 9B.32: The ZT3 

 
 MAN 40.400 DFAT Mechanical Horse with Trailer (Shongololo52) 

 
Type:     Tank transporter, 8x8 
Number in service:   nn 
Cost: 
Associated project names:                              Albany (trailer only) 
Manufacturer:    MAN. 
Dimensions (Horse) 

Length:    8.295m.  
Width:    2.721m. 
Height:    3.115m. 
Wheel base:    3.825m + 1.4m.. 

 Track:                                               2.034m + 1.924m   
              Ground clearance:  nn.  
Mass 
 Tare:    nn. 
 Payload:    nn. 
 GVM:    nn. 

Seating:    Driver, co-driver. 
Fuel:    630 litres.  
Water for crew:   nn. 
Tows:                                               130mt. 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   none. 
Mine:    none  

Performance: 
 Top speed:   90km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: nn. 
 Acceleration:   nn. 
 Turning circle:   nn. 

 
49 In 1992 the author inspected a demonstration model of the missile at a Port Elizabeth agricultural 
show. Unbelievably, prominent parts of this model were marked “Made in Haifa”. The ZT3/Ingwe has 
similar dimensions to the US missile and both use a triple launcher.   
50 Pierre Victor, Profile of the SA Army, Semper Nova CD-Rom, AVA Systems, Kempton Park, 2003.    
51 DoD Annual Report 2005/6, p202.  
52 Centipede. 
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 Ground pressure:   nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   nn. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: nn. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: nn. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  nn. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 18.5. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
              Winch:                                              24mt.  
Drive train 

Engine: MAN D2540 MTF V10 15.953 litre diesel 
producing 440hp @2300rpm.  

Transmission:    
Transfer Box:    

Armament: none.  
Comment: Cargo carried on 16-wheel trailer. Trailer 

upgraded from four to five axles as part of 
Project Albany, completed March 2006.  

 
Table 9B.33: The Shongololo 

 
 Kynos Cavallo 
 

 
Type:     Tank transporter, 8x8 
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                              Raadsaal 
Manufacturer:    Kynos. 
Dimensions (Horse) 

Length:    21.42m.  
Width:    4.025mm. 
Height:    2.98m. 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Track:                                               nn.  
              Ground clearance:  nn.  
Mass 
 Tare:    46.1mt. 
 Payload:    25mt. 
 GVM:    21.1mt. 

Seating:    1+4. 
Fuel:    1000 litres.  
Water for crew:   nn. 
Tows:                                               50mt. 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   Proof against 7.62mm fire. 
Mine:    Likely to deflect 5kg TNT blast.   

Performance: 
 Top speed:   66km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: 1200km (road), 700 (cross country). 
 Acceleration:   nn. 
 Turning circle:   nn. 
 Ground pressure:   nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   nn. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: 0.5m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: 2.1m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  0.8m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 32 percent. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
              Winch:                                              2 x 20mt.  
Drive train 
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Engine: Deutz BF12L 513 EC 19 Litre V12 turbo-
charged diesel developing 525hp @ 2200rpm. 

Transmission:   ZF 16S-190A.  
Transfer Box:    

Armament: none.  
Comment: Developed as a private venture by Kynos in 

1982 with “some” funding by the Spanish 
Ministry of defence. The vehicle was developed 
to recover armoured vehicles weighing up to 
60mt. For recovery purposes, the Cavallo, 
which can tow 50mt, is fitted with two 20mt 
winches. The recovery variant is fitted with a 
South African hook-lift hamper. The 
maintenance variant is fitted with a 7.6mt crane 
and a container body with spares and equipment 
for the front-line repair and maintenance of 
armoured vehicles. Commissioning scheduled 
for completion, March 2008.         

 
Table 9B.34: The Cavallo 

 
 

Artillery 
 
More so than the infantry and armour, the artillery only functions when it is 
organised as an integrated system. History is replete with examples where a 
single tank or a battalion of infantry made (or could have made) a crucial 
difference. The same cannot be said for the artillery in the indirect fire era 
(roughly from the late 19th Century) – unless that artillery was supported by 
observers and a fire direction centre (FDC). The artillery system thus consists 
of the actual ordnance, the FDC, observation posts, the ammunition resupply 
element and the technical services establishment keeping the batteries in 
action.              
 
M5 120mm mortar 
 
 
Type:   Muzzle-loading medium mortar. 
Numbers:                         36 in service.  
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:                  Denel. 
Crew:   5 
Calibre:   120mm. 
Mass:    
 In action  350kg.    
 Sight  1.5kg.    
Barrel length:  nn.    
Muzzle velocity:  nn. 
Rate of fire:  10 rpm (intense), 5rpm (sustained). 
Elevation:   Up to 85 degrees. 
Max range:  6250m. 
Sights:   H-019 sight.   
   Accurate to 3 mils.  
   Elevation: 400-1600mils 
   Traverse: 0-6400 mils.  
Ammunition: The M5 can fire the standard bomb range as well as the long-

range ammunition developed for the German Wiesel II long range 
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120mm mortar – albeit with a range penalty.  
   Standard.  LR. 

Beaten zone (100% at max range): nn.   nn. 
50% zone (at max range in metres): nn.   60 x 25 
Pressure generated by bomb  
@ 21 degrees C and max charge: nn.   113.8MPa  
Bomb flight mass:     14kg. 
Improved HE 
 Filling:   HE   IHE. 
 Fuze:   DA, delay,  DA, delay 

Proximity.  proximity. 
 Lethal radius:  nn.   nn.   
 Lethal area:  nn.   nn. 

Transportability: Can be carried on any light vehicle and all SAAF transport assets. 
Comment: The M5 range is seemingly based on a French Hotchkiss-Brandt design. 

Not listed above, but available, are coloured smoke bombs.  
 

Table 9B.35: The M5 artillery (heavy) mortar.  
 
G5 L45 Towed Gun-Howitzer   
 
 
Type: Breech-loading medium towed 155mm gun-howitzer.  
Numbers:                         Six (one battery) in service, 66 in store.  
Associated project names:  -       
Cost:                       R16 530 091,1053 
Manufacturer:                  Denel. 
Crew:   8 (original model), 6 (late model). 
In/out of action time: About 90 seconds on the latest models/modifications. 
Calibre:   155mm.54 
Chamber volume:  23 litres 
Barrel length:  6.975m. 
Ordnance: Mono-block barrel fitted with muzzle brake, swing and slide 

breech and electrically activated firing mechanism. 
Undercarriage:   High strength steel construction with split tails and self-dig-in 
spades. 
Elevating mass:  Comprises the ordnance, cradle with integrated buffer system, 

ammunition handling and ramming system.   
Mass:   13.7mt    
Length (towing  
configuration):    9.1m (barrel out of battery, i.e. reversed).   
Width:   2.5m (towed position), 8.4m (in action) 
Height: 2.9m (barrel clamped in towed position), 4.5m (barrel clamped in 

firing position)   
Ground clearance: 0.31m 
Fording depth: 0.6m (self propelled), 1.2m (towed). 
Muzzle velocity:  Dependent on charge. 
Rate of fire: 3rpm at maximum charge for 15 minutes, therafter 2rpm for one 

hour. Operational experience has, however, shown that barrels 
wear out quickly at full charge. Evidence suggests that during 
operations in late 1987, the guns were firing, on average, 90 
rounds per weapon per day – not a high figure, historically.  After 
four months of use, ten out of 16 G5 were damaged and six 

 
53 Upgrade of GV5 Mk 3 to GV 5 MK 3A status, 
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10457, accessed January 10, 
2008. 
54 An 88mm sub-calibre system is in use for training. 
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10747 accessed January 10, 2008. 

http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10457
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10747
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needed new barrels.        
Elevation:   -3 to +85 degrees. 
Traverse: 84 degrees with elevation below 15 degrees; 65 degrees with 

elevation above 15 degrees.  
Max range:  Dependent on charge. Direct fire: 3km, minimum indirect range: 

3km, maximum range: 30km, with base bleed: 39km. (By 
contrast, the G6 L52 with a 25-litre chamber can range to 75km 
with a VLAP shell and did so on April 11, 2006 at Armscor’s 
Alkantpan test range55.) 

Accuracy & consistency: Accuracy is not dependent on gun characteristics alone. Factors 
playing a role include variations in projectile mass, muzzle 
velocity, the accuracy of laying the gun in azimuth and elevation, 
as well as the accuracy in determining the gun position and 
meteorological data as well as barrel wear and history. Accuracy 
is 0.6% CEP of range (in lower trajectory). The probable error 
specification at 75% of maximum range is 0.48% of range and 
one mil in line for boat tail ammunition and 0.6% of range and 1.2 
mil in line for base bleed. This can be achieved with single lots of 
propellant and Denel-made M1A4 ERFB ammunition.          

Sight:  Optical-mechanical panoramic, mounted on trunnions, with 
compensation for cant; telescopic sight for direct fire. 

Command system:  AS2000. The gun system includes a launcher management 
computer, ordnance controller, gun fire panel, commander’s hand 
held fire controller and radio. The laying and navigation system 
includes a ring laser gyro and automatic laying system with 
joystick control.    

Ammunition:  
   ERFB.    Assegai. 

HE 
 Filling:   RDX/TNT.  TNT. 
 Weight of shell:  45.5kg. 
 Weight of filling:  8.7kg. 

   Fuze:   As required  As required.  
  Fragments:  3000 to 4800. 

 Lethal radius:  m.   m.   
 Lethal area:  sq m.   sq m. 
HE Base bleed. 
 Filling:   RDX/TNT.  TNT. 
 Weight of shell:  47kg. 
 Weight of filling:  8.7kg. 
 Fuze:   As required.  As required. 
 Lethal radius:  m.   m.   
 Lethal area:  sq m.   sq m. 
Smoke 

  Filling:   Pyrotechnic.  Pyrotechnic. 
 Weight of shell:  45.7kg. 
 Weight of filling:  10.9kg. 
  

Fuze:   As required.  As required. 
 Smoke colour:  white, red, blue.   
 Smoke dispersion: >10m radius in 10 seconds. 
Red phosphorus: 

  Filling:   Pyrotechnic.  Pyrotechnic. 
 Weight of shell:  45.7kg. 
 Weight of filling:  10.9kg. 
  

Fuze:   As required.  As required. 
 Smoke colour:  white, red, blue.   

 
55 Bastiaan Verhoek, Denel shatters artillery records, SA Soldier, Pretoria, July 2006. 
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 Smoke dispersion: >10m radius in 10 seconds. 
 Illumination 

 Weight of shell:  45.2kg. 
Weight of filling:  nn 

  Luminosity:  1.65 million candela.   
  
  Minimum burn time: 90 seconds.   55 seconds. 
Charge system:  The G5 uses the M90 bi-modular propelling charge system (BMCS), 

consisting of a 1.8kg green M91 and a 2.6kg white M92 module. The 
modules are built into charges that cover five and six zones respectively.   

  ERFB     Assegai 
  m/s MPa Range   m/s MPa 

 Range 
 Zone 1  
 BT 
 BB  
 Zone 2  
 BT 
 BB  

Zone 3  
 BT 
 BB 

Zone 4  
 BT 
 BB 

Zone 5  
 BT 
 BB 

Zone 6  
BT 
BB  

 (At sea level at 21 deg C)   
Transportability: Towed by a 10mt Samil/Kwe100 gun tractor. Road speed: 90km/h when 

towed. Auxiliary engine (57kW) gives autonomous speed of 16km/h on 
hard level surfaces and 4km/h on sand. In self propelled mode, can 
negotiate gradient and side slope of 30%. Turning circle 20m on hard 
surface, 30m on sand. Gun can be transported in C130 Hercules or larger 
aircraft.  

Comment: The detail given here is for the G5 L45 (45-calibre G5 and not the more 
modern G5 L52, which is not in service with the SA Army. The main difference between the 
weapons is that the L52’s barrel is 1.085m longer than that of the L45 – which makes for a 
crucial difference in performance.) The G5 L45 was an advanced weapon for the 1980s, 
when the NATO standard barrel was only 39 calibres long. Most artillery powers have now 
standardised on the L52, the most obvious exception being the US, who have stuck to the 
L39 partly for political and industrial reasons but also because their multiple rocket launcher 
system, which can now fire GPS-guided munitions, and unrivalled command of the air have 
made longer range weapons unnecessary. Contrary to mythology, the G5 is not a South 
African design, but rather the work of one Gerald Vincent Bull (1928-1990), who based the 
barrel design on his earlier work for the Canadian and US governments.56 South Africa’s 
interest in the design was its range, which offset its loss of air superiority in the early 1980s: 
if it could no longer safely bombard targets from the air, it could do so from long range. 
 

Table 9B.36: The G5 L45. 
 

G6 Self-Propelled Gun-Howitzer   
 
 

 
56 For more information and conjecture, see: www.answers.com/topic/gerald-bull.    

http://www.answers.com/topic/gerald-bull
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Type: Breech-loading medium self-propelled 155mm 
gun-howitzer.  

Numbers:    Two in service, up to 41 in store.  
Associated project names:                              Muhali 
Manufacturer:    Denel (turret), OMC (hull). 
Dimensions 

Length:    9m (vehicle), 10,355m (gun forward).  
Width:    3.3m. 
Height:    3.25m. 
Wheel base:     
Track:                                               2.8m.   

 Ground clearance:  0.45m.  
Mass 
 Tare:    37mt (whole vehicle), 9mt (turret).  
 Payload:    mt. 
 GVM:    mt. 

Seating: 6 (driver in hull, gun captain, 
gunlayer/navigator, breech operator, loader and 
ammunition handler in turret). 

Fuel:    700 litres. 
Water for crew:    
 

Protection levels 
Ballistic: Proof against 7.62x51 mm AP from 30m. 

Frontal protection against 14.5mm HMG fire 
from 1000m at an angle of 30 degrees.  

Mine: Proof against TM46 or 5.7kg TNT under any 
wheel. (Note that this is less than the 7kg of 
TNT (TM57) a Casspir can absorb.    

NBC: Can be fitted.  
Performance: 
 Top speed:   90km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: 600km. 
 Acceleration:    
 Turning circle:   12.5m. 
 Ground pressure:    
 Power/mass ratio:   11.4hp/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: 0.5m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: 1.5m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  1m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 18. 
 Can traverse a side slope of __ deg: 13.5. 
Drive train 

Engine: Air cooled 518hp diesel.  
Transmission:   Automatic, six forward, one reverse gear. 
Driveline:   Permanent 6x6. 
Suspension:   Fully independent swing arm with torsion bars. 

Auxiliary Power Unit: A 45-hp (34 kW) engine provides power for 
turret operations, recharging the batteries, and 
the driver/crew compartment air conditioning 
system when the main powerplant is shut down. 

Variants: none. (A SP anti-aircraft gun or SPAAG was 
once considered).      

Armament:  
Primary: Adapted G5 (customisation includes barrel 

fume extractor to prevent acrid gas from leaking 
into the fighting compartment when the breech 
is opened. Traverse is 80 degrees across the 
frontal arc and elevation is from -5 to +75 
degrees. The onboard gyro-controlled 
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navigation and automatic laying systems enable 
the gun to be brought into action independently 
within a minute of stopping and it can move off 
30 seconds after firing, thus presenting an 
elusive target. The G6 is equipped with an 
electronically controlled hydraulic flick rammer 
that provides an initial rate of fire of 3rpm. 

Secondary: 1 x MG on turret, 8 x 81mm smoke projectors, 4 
x firing ports in turret sides for self-protection.  

Ammunition: 47 projectiles (16 in vehicle front, 31 in bins in 
fighting compartment accessed through the rear 
of the vehicle from outside. Fifty charges and 
64 primers and fuses are carried.  

Command system: AS2000.    
Comment: The hull is divided into three compartments: a 

driver’s in front, an engine compartment in the 
centre and a fighting compartment in the rear. 
As with the G5, the SA Army still uses earlier 
models of the system, making dangerous the 
reliance on data in brochures advertising later 
models.       

                                     
                                                                       In the 2005/6 period, the charge system and 

ammunition was updated under Project Muhali.  
 

Table 9B.37: The G6 L45 Rhino 
 
Advanced Multi-Role Light Artillery Gun/Light Experimental Ordnance (Leo) 
L58 Towed Gun-Howitzer   
 
 
Type: Breech-loading medium towed 105mm gun-howitzer.  
Numbers:                         Expected in-service date: 2012.  
Cost:                                 R776 643,9657    
 
Associated project names:  Musuku                             
Manufacturer:                  Denel. 
Crew:   5. 
In/out of action time: Two minutes into action, three minutes out (with a five-person 

crew). Requires opening/closing trails, raising/lowering firing 
platform and main wheels.   

Calibre:   105mm. 
Chamber volume:  nn 
Barrel length:  6.090m (58 calibres). 
Ordnance: Mono-block barrel fitted with muzzle brake, dual semi-automatic 

swing and slide breech and electrically activated firing 
mechanism. 

Undercarriage:   High strength steel construction with split tails and self-dig-in 
spades. 
Elevating mass:  Comprises the ordnance and cradle with integrated buffer system. 
Mass:   3.8mt, 2.7mt sought.    
Length (towing  
configuration):    6.9m (barrel out of battery, i.e. reversed).   
Width:   2.02m (towed position). 
Height: 2.1m (barrel clamped in towed position). 

 
57 Development of the design technology for light weight titanium structures as per approved project 
definition, http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=11271, accessed 
January 10, 2008.  

http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=11271
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Ground clearance: 0.3m, adjustable. 
Fording depth: 0.6m. 
Track width: 1.82m. 
Muzzle velocity:  Dependent on charge and shell. 
Rate of fire: 6rpm (max).        
Elevation:   -5 to +75 degrees. 
Traverse: 50 degrees at all elevations.  
Max range:  Dependent on charge. Standard: 23+k, base-bleed: 28+km, direct 

fire: 0.5 to 3km.  
Accuracy & consistency: Accuracy is not dependent on gun characteristics alone. Factors 

playing a role include variations in projectile mass, muzzle 
velocity, the accuracy of laying the gun in azimuth and elevation, 
as well as the accuracy in determining the gun position and 
meteorological data as well as barrel wear and history. Dispersion 
at 21km is 0.3% of range and 0.5mils in deflection.  

Sight:  Optical-mechanical panoramic, mounted on trunnions, with 
compensation for cant; telescopic sight for direct fire. 

Command system:  AS2000. The gun system includes a launcher management 
computer, ordnance controller, gun fire panel, commander’s hand 
held fire controller and radio. The laying and navigation system 
includes a ring laser gyro and automatic laying system with 
joystick control.    

Ammunition: The Leo uses the Igala ammunition range, consisting of HE, 
insensitive HE, HE pre-formed fragment, illuminating, infra-red 
illuminating, screening smoke and practice; and the M20A1 
modular charge system  

HE (M2019)  
 Filling:   TNH.   
 Weight of shell:  15.45kg. 
 Length of shell (unfused): 0.45m.   
 Weight of filling:  nn. 

   Fuze:   As required, see below.  
  Muzzle velocity:  950m/s (boat tail), 960m/s (base bleed). 
  Chamber pressure: 340MPa (boat tail), 350MPa (base bleed), 
400MPa       (design). 
  Maximum range:  24km (boat tail), 29km (base bleed).   
  Fragments:  Natural fragmentation. 

Consistency at 75% range: 50% zone in range as a percentage: 0.80; 50% 
zone in azimuth in mils: 2.0.   

 Lethal radius:  nn.     
 Lethal area:  nn.   
IHE (M0203)  
 Filling:   IHE.   
 Weight of shell:  15.45kg. 
 Length of shell (unfused): 0.45m.   
 Weight of filling:  nn. 

   Fuze:   As required, see below.  
  Muzzle velocity:  950m/s (boat tail), 960m/s (base bleed). 
  Chamber pressure: 340MPa (boat tail), 350MPa (base bleed), 
400MPa       (design). 
  Maximum range:  24km (boat tail), 29km (base bleed).   
  Fragments:  Natural fragmentation. 

Consistency at 75% range: 50% zone in range as a percentage: 0.80; 50% 
zone in azimuth in mils: 2.0.   

 Lethal radius:  nn.     
 Lethal area:  nn.     
HE Pre-forged fragmentation (M2020)  
 Filling:   TNH.   
 Weight of shell:  15.45kg. 
 Length of shell (unfused): 0.45m.   
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 Weight of filling:  nn. 
   Fuze:   As required, see below.  
  Muzzle velocity:  950m/s (boat tail), 960m/s (base bleed). 

Chamber pressure: 340MPa (boat tail), 350MPa (base bleed), 
400MPa (design). 

  Maximum range:  24km (boat tail), 29km (base bleed).   
  Fragments:  Pre-forged. 

Consistency at 75% range: 50% zone in range as a percentage: 0.80; 50% 
zone in azimuth in mils: 2.0.   

 Lethal radius:  In line with a 155mm shell against soft-skinned 
targets.  Lethal area:  nn.     

Illuminating BE (M0102A1)  
 Filling:   Magnesium/Sodium Nitrate/Binder.   
 Weight of shell:  15.45kg. 
 Length of shell (unfused): 0.476m.   
 Weight of filling:  0.7kg. 

   Fuze:   As required, see below.  
  Muzzle velocity:  950m/s (boat tail), 960m/s (base bleed). 

Chamber pressure: 340MPa (boat tail), 350MPa (base bleed), 
400MPa (design). 

  Maximum range:  24km (boat tail), 29km (base bleed).   
Consistency at 75% range: 50% zone in range as a percentage: 0.80; 50% 

zone in azimuth in mils: 2.0.   
 Deployment height: 500m (optimum) 
 Luminosity:  600,000 candela (average). 
 Burn time:  50 seconds. 
 Rate of descent:  6m/s.  
Illuminating Infra-Red (M0235)  
 Filling:   nn.   
 Weight of shell:  15.45kg. 
 Length of shell (unfused): 0.476m.   
 Weight of filling:  2.8kg. 

   Fuze:   As required, see below.  
  Muzzle velocity:  950m/s (boat tail), 960m/s (base bleed). 

Chamber pressure: 340MPa (boat tail), 350MPa (base bleed), 
400MPa (design). 

  Maximum range:  24km (boat tail), 29km (base bleed).   
Consistency at 75% range: 50% zone in range as a percentage: 0.80; 50% 

zone in azimuth in mils: 2.0.   
 Deployment height: 500m (optimum) 
 Luminosity:  600,000 candela (average). 
 Burn time:  50 seconds. 
 Visibility (%):  100 (Red S-20 GEN II), 100 (GaAs GEN III) 
 Rate of descent:  6m/s.  
Bi-Spectral Screening Smoke (M0101A1)  
 Filling:   nn.   
 Weight of shell:  15.45kg. 
 Length of shell (unfused): 0.476m.   
 Weight of filling:  2.kg. 

   Fuze:   As required, see below.  
  Muzzle velocity:  950m/s (boat tail), 960m/s (base bleed). 

Chamber pressure: 340MPa (boat tail), 350MPa (base bleed), 
400MPa (design). 

  Maximum range:  24km (boat tail), 29km (base bleed).   
Consistency at 75% range: 50% zone in range as a percentage: 0.80; 50% 

zone in azimuth in mils: 2.0.   
 Deployment height: 350m (optimum). 
 Smoke colour:  White/Grey. 
 Number of smoke  

Canisters: 4. 
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  Emission time visual: 70 seconds. 
  Emission time IR: 60 seconds. 

 Obscuration:  450-750nm (visual), 750-950nm (near) and 1-
4um (IR). 

Practice (M2019)  
 Filling:   RDX/Wax.   
 Weight of shell:  15.45kg. 
 Length of shell (unfused): 0.45m.   
 Weight of filling:  0.050 or 0.150kg. 

   Fuze:   As required, see below.  
  Muzzle velocity:  950m/s (boat tail), 960m/s (base bleed). 

Chamber pressure: 340MPa (boat tail), 350MPa (base bleed), 
400MPa (design). 

  Maximum range:  24km (boat tail), 29km (base bleed).   
  Fragments:  Pre-forged. 

Consistency at 75% range: 50% zone in range as a percentage: 0.80; 50% 
zone in azimuth in mils: 2.0.   

 Lethal radius:  In line with a 155mm shell against soft-skinned 
targets.  Lethal area:  nn.     
Charge system:  The LEO uses a bi-modular propelling charge system (BMCS).  
Fuzes: Various. Time: 3 to 199.9 seconds, proximity fuse 3 to 15m, super quick 

surface action point detonation, delayed point detonation with 
programmable delay of up to 15 milliseconds.    

Transportability: Can be towed by any 4x4 Road speed: 100km/h when towed. Gun can be 
transported in a C130 Hercules or slung under an Oryx-type helicopter.  

Comment: The military provided seed money for the development of the Denel 
105mm light experimental ordnance (LEO). A self-propelled version on a 
Stryker hull (provided by General Dynamics Land Systems) is now under 
development for the US Army. It is hoped a requirement for the towed 
version for South Africa’s light and airborne forces will mature in the near 
future. The system packs a 39-calibre 155mm’s punch in a puppy’s body.      

 
 
 
Bateleur Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) 
 
 
Type:     Multiple rocket launcher system (MLRS) 
Number in service:   Two in service, 16   
Associated project names:                              - 
Manufacturer:    Denel (rocket launcher), Truckmakers (chassis). 
Dimensions 

Length:    8.53m  
Width:    2.425m 
Height:    3.125m 
Wheel base:    5.25m + 1.38m. 

 Ground clearance:  0.35m  
Mass 
 Tare:    9.5mt. 
 Payload:    12mt. 
 GVM:    21.5mt. 

Seating:    5. 
Fuel:    400 litres. 
Water for crew:   200 litres. 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   Resistant against 7.62mm fire, as for Kwê 100. 
Mine:    Mine protected cab, as for Kwê 100.   

Performance: 
 Top speed:   90/h. 
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 Range on single refuelling: 1000km. 
 Acceleration:    
 Turning circle:    
 Ground pressure:    
 Power/mass ratio:   kW/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: 0.5m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  1.2m @ 5km/h. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 70. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: 18. 
Drive train 

Engine: V10 15.95 litre air-cooled 4-stroke direct 
injection diesel generating 268hp @ 2650rpm.
  

Transmission:   ZF 56-65 Syncromesh. 
Transfer Box:    

Armament: 40 barrel MLRS. Fires up to 40 127mm pre-
fragmented high explosive warheads from 
7.5km to 36km at sea level singly or using 
ripple fire, firing 1 rocket per second, reload 
less than 10mins. In/out action: 1 and 2 minutes.  

Command system: AS2000.    
Comment: An improvement on the earlier 24-barrel, 

Unimog-carried Valkiri system. The Bateleur is 
named for a type of raptor (Afrikaans: 
Berghaan). Rations and stores for 14 days can 
be carried. The chassis is a Kwê 100 6x6 truck.       

 
Table 9B.38: The Bateleur MLRS  
 
AS2000 Artillery Target Engagement System (ATES) 
 
 
Type:    Artillery command and fire control system  
Numbers:   Sufficient for two regiments, the first fully deployed by 
September 2007, the second by April 2008. 
Associated project names:               Klooster                
Manufacturer:   African Defence Systems (part of the Thales group) 

 
To the infantry the “sharp end” is the soldier, in the armour, it is the tank – the blunt end is 
towards the rear. In the artillery, the assumption is that the guns and mortars would be the 
“sharp end.” Not to the artillery: the battery position is the “blunt end”. The “sharp end” are 
the artillery observers and fire controllers – using the ATES – that make accurate indirect fire 
possible.           

 
ATES consists of three integrated parts:  
• the observation and terminal fire control subsystem, 
• the artillery command and tactical fire control subsystem, and  
• the deployment management and technical fire control subsystem.  
Its elements are fitted to individual guns, mortars and rocket launchers as well as issued to 
battery, regimental and other headquarters and forward observers.     
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The Artillery Target Engagement 
System (ATES) allows for   
• Gun/launcher management 
• muzzle velocity analysis  
• technical fire control 
• terminal fire control 
• data communications 
• command and control 
• meteorological data 

computation  
 
Observation and terminal fire 
control subsystem 
 
Terminal fire control is done by way 
of three equipment sets:  
• the basic artillery observation 

system (BAOS) with thermal 
imaging, 

• the enhanced artillery 
observation system (EAOS) 
with thermal imaging, and  

• the uninhabited artillery 
observation system (UAOS) 
with day zoom camera 

 
The artillery fire process begins with 
the forward observer, often in or 
even ahead of the forward line of 
own troops (FLOT), who is either 

observing the enemy or key terrain and choke points own forces are keen to deny to the 
enemy. When spotted, the target’s position is determined accurately with observation sensors 
such as the BOAS: the 1.7kg LH40C hand held laser rangefinder. The LH40C BAOS 
features an eye-safe laser, built-in digital compass and a range performance of up to 20km. It 
provides range, bearing and elevation to the target and when linked to a compatible GPS 
(global positioning system) can determine the exact coordinates of the target. The LH40C 
BAOS copes with heat, cold, humidity, rain, electromagnetic interference, immersion in 
water and corrosion. This position, the target’s size and protection as well as the effect of fire 
required are sent as a “request for fire” to the Fire Support Coordination Centre (FSCC). 
Other than the portable LH40C, equipment associated with this subsystem includes the 
vehicle mounted long-range EAOS and the Vulture UAOS (see below for more). At some 
future stage vehicle- or ground based artillery surveillance and counter battery radars will 
also be acquired.                
 
Basic Artillery Observation System(BAOS) 
• Detects a target at 10km during day and night, 
• Recognises a target at 10km at day and 5km at night, and  
• Identifies a target a 5km at day and 2km at night. 
 
Enhanced Artillery Observation System(EAOS) 
• Detects a target at 20km at day and 16km at night, 
• Recognises a target at 20km at day and 8km at night, and 
• Identifies a target at 15km at day and 5km at night. 
 
Uninhabited Artillery Observation System(UAOS) 
• The only part of the system that allows the G5, G6 and Bateleur systems to fire to their 

full ranges.   
 

Artillery command and tactical fire control subsystem (FSCC) 
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FSCC are responsible for organisational management of fire and fire control, which includes 
selecting the optimal combination of launchers and ammunition to engage the target. Battery, 
regimental and divisional artillery commanders discharge their FSCC responsibilities using 
the artillery command and tactical fire control subsystem. “Through data links with the rest 
of the AS2000 system, artillery commanders have sufficient real-time information and means 
to exercise effective command, control and coordination over artillery resources.”58      

 
Deployment management and technical fire control subsystem   
The regimental command post/fire direction centre (RCP/FDC) is the unit link to the 
meteorological system and distributes weather information to the batteries. Every battery has 
two battery command post/fire direction centres (BCP/FDCs). These are responsible for 
technical fire control consisting of the execution of ballistic calculations and the controlling 
of the guns during firing. This is the point where information on gun status is kept as fire 
support resources are maintained and distributed from. A BCP/FDC is capable of controlling 
eight guns. Two are deployed per battery to provide redundancy in the case of equipment 
failure or combat losses. The BCP/FDC’s main function is controlling gun fire through 
appropriate orders and the maintenance of fire discipline. Where necessary, the BCP/FDC 
also provides weapons with the necessary ballistic data for the shoot. For this reason, the 
BCP/FDC’s computers are regularly updated with data from each gun in the battery.    

 
When the FSCC gives the battery with a “engagement tasking”, ballistic calculations are 
done using data received from the guns as well weather data received from the RCP/FDC. 
Aiming and firing data are then sent to the guns. (This is not the case with some late models 
and modifications of the G5 and G6 that are capable of making their own ballistic 
calculations. Where this capability exists, the BCP/FDC will only send target and firing 
information.) On firing, the weapon’s electronics sends a shot report to the BCP/FDC who 
relays it to the observer automatically and sends an engagement report to the FSCC in order 
to update the battery’s activity status for the purpose of tactical fire control. Should the 
observers send a correction, new aiming data are sent to the guns and the fire is brought on 
target before the order to “fire for effect” is given to destroy or neutralise it. At the end of the 
fire mission, the BCP/FDC sends an “end of mission” report to the FSCC and updates its 
ammunition status. Again, this ensures proper tactical fire control.         

         
A launcher management system fitted to the individual gun, rocket launcher or, in more 
portable form, kept near the mortar base plate, assists the gun captain in managing his 
weapon’s activities, assists the BCP/FDC in managing the battery’s movement and 
deployment. This optimises reaction time and system effectiveness while cutting down on 
error. Each weapon is equipped with a display unit system consisting of a launcher display 
computer and ammunition and/or layer’s display unit. The provide command data and obtain 
status information, the computer is linked to subsystems, sensors and a radio on the gun. 
Depending on the type of weapon, these can autolay the launcher or assist with navigation, 
laying, ammunition identification, ammunition handling, fuse setting, thermal or run-up 
warning and muzzle velocity measurement.                     

 
The ATES uses wireless data links to ensure the speedy and faultless transmission of firing 
and other data. Voice links are available as back up and for normal command and control. 
The computer hardware used throughout the system is compact and sufficiently militarised to 
ensure reliability in harsh conditions59. Sufficient reserve processing power was included to 
ensure software upgrades are possible without replacing hardware.         
 
LH40C 
Measuring range:   80 m to 20 km 
Range resolution:  5 m 
Standard measuring rate:  1 measurement every 6 seconds 
Fast measuring rate:  1 measurement every 3 seconds (limited period) 

 
58 AS2000 Artillery Command and Fire Control Systems, Pamphlet, African Defence Systems, 
Halfway House, Midrand, undated. 
59 AS2000 Artillery Command and Fire Control Systems, Pamphlet, African Defence Systems, 
Halfway House, Midrand, undated 
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Multiple targets:   3 targets 
Target discrimination:  50 m 
Laser type:   Erbium glass 
Safety class:   Class 3A eye safe (IEC 60825-1 (2001 – 08) 
NOHD (Ocular Hazard):  0 m 
Magnification:   6 x 
Field of view:   6° 
Reticule illumination:  Automatic 
Batteries :   8 x AA NiCd, Alkaline or Lithium 
Number ranges/charge:  Approximately 400 (NiCd) 
External power:   8 to 30 VDC 
Operating temperature:  -30 °C to +55 °C 
Storage temperature:  -40 °C to +70 °C 
Mass (incl. batteries):  <1,65 kg 
Size:    170 x 165 x 80 mm 
Interface:   RS232 
Compass module:       
Display standard  :  Mils 
Azimuth accuracy:  ± 0,5° 
Elevation accuracy:  ± 0,2° 
Elevation/bank range:  ± 45° 
 

 
 

Table 9B.39: The AS2000 Artillery Command and Fire Control System 
 
 
Vulture Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) System 
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Type:   Unmanned Aerial Vehicle/Uninhabited Artillery Obs. System. 
Numbers:  One system in service, a modest number on order. 
Associated project names:  Klooster                             
Manufacturer:  Advanced Technologies & Engineering (ATE) 
System components: 2 air vehicles, launcher, ground control station (GCS), recovery 
system.  
Air vehicle:    

Range:  60km (Range limited by datalink).   
Endurance: 180 minutes (At a range of 60km, can loiter over target area for 

120 minutes).  
Altitude:  Up to 5000m above mean sea level.   
Dimensions: 
 Length: 3.11m. 
 Span: 5.21m. 
 Diameter: 0.7m. 
Weight:  135kg (launch). 
Payload: Optronic daysight with autotracker and near infra-red spectrum 

laser range finder (25kg).   
Engine: 1 x 498iB Zanzoterra. 
Airspeed: 161km/h. 
Operation: Full autopilot control via pre-programmed waypoints (can be 

reprogrammed in flight), navigation by inertial reference system 
and differential GPS. Data transferred via secure video/data link.   

Launcher:  Vacuum-based catapult fitted to a S100 flatbed with ISO locks 
fitted to a Samil 100 10-ton truck. Vehicle stores two air vehicles 
and spares. The time required to launch a Vulture from “stop” is 
30 minutes. No pyrotechnics or high pressure equipment needed. 
A crew of two required.    

GCS:  Two operators (a navigator and an observer) required, but no 
qualified pilots. The navigator controls the air vehicle, the 
observer its payload. The GCS is mounted on a S100 flatbed.          

Recovery subsystem: Recovery is into a large net mounted on a S100 flatbed: the net 
arrests the aircraft, bringing it to rest on the airbag.        

Comment:  Gunners of the South African Artillery took less than six weeks to               
master the Vulture during a training course presented to operationalise the Army’s new 
TUAV Vulture Troop. ATE director Lorris Duncker60 said the Vulture was tailored 
specifically for soldiers in its operation and for the harsh African environment. “It was a 
South African developed product that we knew was going to be operated by our soldiers in 
the dust and in the heat and in the environment of Africa, but it still complies to international 
Mil-specs for temperature, humidity, dust, salt and fog,” he added. ATE received an initial 
order for a demonstrator system in 1993 and for a pre-production system in 2002. This was 
delivered in February 2006. “It is a fully South African product; it is not a copy of anything it 

 
60 Interview at ATE, July 4, 2006.  
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is not built under a licence agreement. We strictly kept the technology an expertise South 
African so as to allow for exports to happen (unencumbered by third powers),” Duncker 
underlined. “So therefore we developed under our IPR (intellectual property rights) with 
Tellumat in the Cape a South African digital secure datalink that is now operational in the 
system: it uses direct sequence spread-spectrum techniques – it is encrypted, it has got video 
scrambling...” Because ATE was the OEM (original equipment manufacturer,) long term 
support for the Vulture is guaranteed. “One thing we can add is the logistics have been 
tailored to army standards and their support, supply and maintenance philosophies,” ATE 
UAV manager Cobus Stoltz added.  
 
Stoltz said in 2006 that “more than two” (three?) production systems were on order over a 
22-month timeframe.61 The new orders would have a lower ground profile with the height of 
the truck mounted launcher and GCS reduced. An additional power generator will be added 
to support future power growth needs.   
 
An intelligence variant fitted with a 200km datalink (already developed) is contemplated. . 
“If the Army has a requirement for a tactical intelligence system, Project ‘Cytoon’ as they 
call it, that would call for more systems, systems that do aerial surveillance and 
reconnaissance, whereas the Vulture on order is focussed on target acquisition, fall of shot 
and fire correction for the artillery,” said Duncker. “The usage of such a system as an 
automated airborne observer gives you the opportunity of doing surveillance and 
reconnaissance without being on the ground and when it comes to the DRC’s the Burundi’s 
you need to see what is happening.” He added that the Vulture’s datalink set for 60km for the 
artillery but qualified by the manufacturer, Tellumat, for 200km would allow the Army to 
survey the ground within a radius of 200km without putting a foot on the ground – “without 
risking troops on landmines, without having to penetrate the bush: ‘if you see you know’, 
this is an ‘eye in the sky’, the troops experience it as a platform that carries a payload and the 
fact that it is an aircraft is oblivious to them,” Duncker said. “This is a sensor in the sky that 
can range 200km and I think it can have a huge application in terms of South Africa's 
NEPAD requirements and our peacekeeping initiatives in Africa,” he added. For the tactical 
intelligence requirement ATE would use the same gimbal arrangement as in the artillery 
Vulture, but with a wider nose to accommodate a FLIR, a colour daylight TV and a laser 
rangefinder.  
 
“So, it would make sense that if they have the Vulture for artillery that they have a similar 
system for the Intelligence Corps – logistics, spares, training, commonality, long-term 
support and all those things suggest this,” Duncker added. “Perhaps the number is humble at 
the moment but it is the start of further systems within the army environment, possibly for 
intelligence service that could be based on the same system, keeping logistics, spares, 
training, long-term support, warranties and guarantees common through the process.” 
 
ATE also saw a market for small UAVs. “That means UAVs operated by infantry to see the 
other side of the hill, a range of up to 10km, carried like an arrow quiver on the back… hand 
launched, automatically recovered, with an autopilot and fitted with camera to see what is 
happening in front of them,” Stoltz said. He added that such a system could be used by 
special forces small-teams, infantry and armour platoons and by the police for crowd control 
and accident investigation. ATE’s Kiwit has a wingspan of 2.5m, a maximum takeoff weight 
of 3kg, including the sensor payload and lithium batteries and a cruise speed of 50km/h. The 
complete system, including an air vehicle, ground station (laptop computer), and datalink 
weighs 15km. The datalink ranges 5km. The payload comprises a video camera with zoom 
and an eight mega-pixel still digital camera. The video feeds back to the operator via the 
datalink, while photo images are stored on the platform.        
    

Table 9B.40: The Vulture 
  
 
Air Defence Artillery 

 
61 Flightglobal.com, ATE releases additional details on SA Army Vulture UAV order, 
www.saairforce.co.za, October 9, 2006.   

http://www.saairforce.co.za/
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Sable Ground-based Air Defence System  
 
 
 
 
Starstreak High-velocity Missile (HVM) Lightweight Multiple Launcher  
(LML) 
 
 
Type:   Very short-range air defence missile (VSHORAD). 
Numbers: Eight Lightweight Multiple Launchers (LML) and missiles. 

(Ordered in December 2002, no known deliveries by December 
2006; project delayed 54 months.)  

Associated project names:  Guardian                             
Manufacturer:  Thales Air Defence  
System components: Missiles, aiming unit and LML.  
General:   Starstreak can be shoulder launched, fired from the LML or from 

a vehicle. It was designed to counter high performance low flying 
aircraft and fast pop-up type strikes by attack helicopters. It 
employs semi-automatic command line of sight (Saclos) guidance 
consisting of a stabilized tracking system and an automatic 
guidance system. While the operator tracks the target using the 
stabilised tracking system, a laser beam for missile guidance is 
transmitted along the target sight line. The system compensates 
for crosswinds and low-level targets and a lead-angle is 
automatically generated to launch the missile ahead of crossing 
targets. In its simplest form, Starburst is a man-portable, shoulder-
launched system consisting of an aiming unit and a missile. The 
missile is contained in a canister which acts as a recoilless 
launcher when firing takes place. The aiming unit is clipped on to 
the canister and together they provide the firing and guidance 
control for the missile. At the end of the engagement, the aiming 
unit is quickly detached, the used canister discarded and a new 
canistered missile fitted for the next engagement. The system can 
be operated by a single person. However, a second person reduces 
into-action time and is available as a relief (the system is 
somewhat clumsy).      

Missile:    
Range:  0.3 to 7km.   
Altitude:  nn.  
Dimensions: 
 Length: 1.4m. 
 Diameter: 0.127m. 
Weight:  13.6kg (launch). 
Airspeed: Hypersonic, Mach 4 (6km in five seconds). 
Operation: The missile consists of a two-stage solid propellant rocket motor, 

a separation system and three high density darts. A pulse of power 
from the missile firing unit causes the first-stage motor to ignite, 
which accelerates the missile. Canted nozzles on the missile cause 
it to roll. The centrifugal force of the roll causes the fins to unfold 
for aerodynamic stability in flight. Once clear of the canister, the 
motor is jettisoned. The second-stage motor ignites and 
accelerates the missile to a velocity greater than Mach 4. A 
separation system at the front end of the motor contains three 
darts. When the second stage motor is burnt out, the thrust triggers 
the three darts to automatically separate. The darts maintain a high 
kinetic energy as they are guided to the same single target. Each 
dart contains guidance and control circuitry, a thermal battery, and 
a high-density penetrating warhead with fuse. The separation of 
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the darts initiates the arming of the individual warheads. Each dart 
is guided independently using a double laser beam riding system. 
As the dart impacts the target, the inertial forces activate the delay 
fuse, allowing the warhead to penetrate before detonation. The 
missile requires no testing or maintenance in storage, nor any pre-
firing checks. Testing appears to indicate Starstreak may also be 
effective against ground based armour. The 1.5kg steel dart likely 
has sufficient kinetic energy to penetrate the frontal protection of 
at least an infantry fighting vehicle. 

Aiming unit:  The aiming unit consists of a guidance head and a control unit. 
The former consists of an optical stabilisation system, laser 
transmitter, an aiming mark injector and aimer’s monocular sight 
(with x6 magnification), all contained in a light alloy casing. The 
monocular sight and aiming mark are used, in conjunction with 
the optical assembly, for acquiring and tracking the target. The 
laser transmitter unit provides the missile with information on its 
position within the control region. The control unit consists of a 
lightweight moulded case upon which a battery box and a control 
handle assembly are mounted. The control handle consists of a 
joystick, trigger assembly, system on/off switch, fuse selection 
switch and super-elevation button. Power is provided by a 
replaceable lithium sulphur dioxide battery pack with sufficient 
power for 300 engagements. The case, which is shaped to clip 
onto the missile canister, has two compartments, one of them 
sealed. The latter contains the control logic and fire sequence unit, 
a predictor unit, a tracking electronics unit and a power supply. A 
battery voltage regulator is housed in the unsealed section. A wind 
input switch mounted on the rear face of the case is used to apply 
crosswind off-aim. The control handle assembly, bolted to the rear 
face of the control unit case below the battery pack, consists of a 
pistol grip firing mechanism incorporating a safety catch, joystick 
assembly and switch panel. Once the system is switched on, the 
firing mechanism, operated by a trigger, initiates the missile firing 
sequence. The joystick is used to control the movement of the 
aiming ring in the monocular field of view to track the target after 
the missile is fired.                      

LML:  Accommodates up to three missiles and aiming unit on a three-
footed monopod.  

Comment: A truly modern missile and a good choice of system for the 
ADA’s first ever missile system. Also expensive: Each missile is 
said to cost around R1 million.    

 
Table 9B.41: The Starstreak HVM 
 
GDF 005 L90 Twin 35mm automatic cannon 

 
 
Type: Breech-loading towed twin 35mm automatic cannon.  
Numbers:                         About 3062.  (Others sold) 
Associated project names:  Dart                             
Manufacturer:                  Oerlikon. 
Crew:   4, requires one person only when emplaced.  
In/out of action time: 90 seconds. 
Calibre:   35mm. 
Barrel length:  3.150m (90 calibres). 
Ordnance: Two KDC cannon. 
Lower mount:  Two axle chassis with outrigger on each side. Mount stabilised for 

 
62  
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firing by deploying the jacks under the outriggers and another 
under the chassis.     

Upper mount:  Comprises the ordnance, cradle as well as two ammunition feed 
systems and the sighting system.  

Mass:   8mt.    
Length:   7.8m (towing configuration), 8.83m (emplaced).    
Width:   2.26m. (towing configuration), 4.49m (emplaced). 
Height: 2.6m. (towing configuration), 1.72m (emplaced). 
Ground clearance: 0.33m. (towing configuration). 
Swept radius: 4.63m (at zero elevation, emplaced). 
Fording depth: nn. 
Muzzle velocity:  1175m/s. 
Rate of fire: 550rpm per barrel.        
Elevation:   -5 to +92 degrees, 56 degrees a second elevation rate. 
Traverse: 360 degrees, 112 degree a second traverse rate.   
Max range:  4km (vertical).  
Accuracy & consistency: Accuracy is not dependent on gun characteristics alone. Factors 

playing a role include variations in projectile mass, muzzle 
velocity, the accuracy of laying the gun in azimuth and elevation, 
as well as the accuracy in determining the gun position and 
meteorological data as well as barrel wear and history.          

Sight:  Optical. 
Command system:  Kameelperd.    
Magazine: 280 rounds per gun.  
First line:                            975 rounds 
Second line:                       648 rounds   
Reload time:  7.5 seconds (minimum).  
Ammunition: HEI (High Explosive Incendiary), HEI tracer (HEI/T), target 

practice (TP), semi-armour piercing HEI (SAPHEI), armour 
piercing incendiary (API) and API tracer (API/T). 

Transportability: Towed by a 10mt Samil/Kwe100 gun tractor. Road speed: 80km/h 
when towed.  

Comment:                The system is highly lethal in the ground role and was used in      
that capacity by Argentineans during the 1982 Falklands war. 
 
Under Project Dart the South African systems were Integration of a system consisting of an 
EDR220 designation radar from RRS with Control and Display (CDS) from C²I² Systems, 
prototype X-band tracking radar from RRS and CSIR, prototype fire control system from 
Synertech (a division of ADS), 35 mm Mk5 AAA cannon from 10 ADA 
 
 

Table 9B.42 The GDF 005 L90 35mm automatic cannon. 
 

ESR220 Kameelperd Mobile Battery Fire Control Post System   
 

  
Type:   Battery command post and air defence local warning radar. 
Numbers: 4, ordered 1996, delivered by 2006.   
Associated project names: Bioskoop                              
Manufacturer:  Reutech Radar Systems.  
System components: Antenna unit, processor unit, operating unit, power supply unit 
and generator.  
General: The ESR220 Kameelperd system is a highly mobile solid state L-

band 2D surveillance radar designed to provide early warning to 
air defence artillery troops in the field. It is a fully autonomous 
armoured system with self-contained power plant packaged on a 
Kynos Aljaba 8x8 (“Skimmel” in SANDF parlance), and is 
capable of being fully operational within 10 minutes of arrival at 
the deployment site. The system also provides for a combined air 
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picture derived from primary radar and IFF (identification, friend 
or foe), as well as a command and control system for effective air 
defence control. “The high mobility nature of the system, which is 
transported on an all-terrain 8x8 transporter, coupled to the 
battlefield-specific local warning sensor design, make the system 
a pivotal element of the South African Army Ground-based Air 
Defence System,” RRS says in a sales brochure. It is said to be 
able to track up to 100 targets simultaneously. The mast is 12m 
tall.   

Performance Specifications: 
Frequency:  L-Band (NATO D-Band). 
Instrumented Range: 120 km. 
Detection Range:  65 km (RCS=2m , 80% Pd, 10-6 Pfa). 

 Antenna Rotation Rate: 15 r/min. 
Antenna Height:  4-12 m variable. 

 Signal Processor:  MTI & non-coherent channel. 
Target Track Capability: 100 targets/second. 
Radar Accuracy 

  Range:  Within 40m.  
Azimuth  Within 0.7.  

     ECCM Features:  Frequency agility 
          Random PRF stagger 
          Digital pulse compression 
          Single pulse suppression 
          Low mean antenna side-lobe level 
 System Mass:  10,500 kg. 
 Deployment Time:  
  Operational: < 5 minutes. 
     Fully deployed:  < 10 minutes. 
     Temperature (operational):-10 C (Min), +45 C (Max). 
    Altitude (operational): 3000 m. 
 Wind: 
  Operational: 80 km/h. 

Survival:  150 km/h. 
Shelter protection: Small-arms and shrapnel. 

Sub-system Features: Composite planar array 
Ultra low antenna side lobes 
Robust composite-material structure 

Transmitter:  Solid state bulk transmitter 
Wide band 
Air cooled 

Receiver:  Low noise figure 
Self-calibrating 
Auto offset control 

Processor:  Digital pulse generation and compression 
MTI (moving target indicator) and non-coherent channel 
Range and Temporal CFAR 
Plot extraction and track-while-scan 
COTS (commercial, off the shelf) software processor 

implementation 
Display:   High resolution colour display 

Integral maps 
Radar control & status display 

Comment: Much is made by the manufacturer of combining the radar and the 
BCP in a single unit. On paper there are many advantages, such as 
the whole unit being easily transportable on an 8x8 Kynos cargo 
carrier and by air in a C130 or similar aircraft. But, in practice, 
ADA radars are a priority target for enemy air assets practicing 
“DEAD” (destruction, enemy air defence). Combining the radar, 
the associated electronics and the BCP in one shelter, even if 
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armoured against small arms fire and shrapnel is placing in the 
same basket three eggs that commonsense said should be kept 
well apart.        

 
Table 9B.43: The Kameelperd.   

 
 Thales Page local warning radar 
 

 
Type:   Battery air defence local warning radar. 
Numbers: Two (not yet delivered by December 2005).  
Associated project names: Guardian                              
Manufacturer:  Thales.  
System components: Antenna unit, processor unit, operator unit, cables.  
General:  Until recently VSHORAD crews were reliant on their eyes and 

ears for local warning and fire control. With the advent of modern 
navigation means aircraft and helicopters now fly too fast and too 
low and present targets too fleeting for crews to engage by means 
so primitive. The Page restores the balance in favour of the air 
defence artillery by providing early warning and cueing data for 
systems such as Starstreak. The data distribution towards these 
firing units can be based on either a centralised assignment of a 
target to a connected firing unit or on a decentralised basis. 
Within the decentralised concept the air picture can be transmitted 
to an unlimited number of launchers. Their crews can then select 
the target to engage. The air picture is presented on the weapon 
terminals at the firing unit. The weapon terminal calculates the 
threat ranking. For these calculations local data are used as input 
in order to also provide the required coordination with adjacent 
firing units so as to prevent too many weapons – or too few – 
engaging the same target.    

 
  Page uses frequency modulated continuous wave radar technology 

which Thales assures can only be detected by targets when they 
are within a few hundred metres of the radar – meaning well 
within the range of the supported weapons. The selection of a 
higher frequency band ensures the reliable detection of even very 
low-flying targets.    

               
  Page can be mounted on a tripod or trailer and an IFF interrogator 

can be added.    
Performance data:  

Detection range (fighter):  20km. 
Resolution:  

Range: Within 100m. 
Azimuth: Within 2.3 degrees.    

 Deployment time:  Within 10 minutes. 
 March order time:  2-5 minutes. 
Technical Data: 
 Antenna: 
  Beam width:  1.7 degrees in azimuth, 17 degrees in elevation.   
  Rotation speed:  10-20rpm. 
  IFF:   integrated IFF antenna. 
 Transceiver: 
  Frequency band:  NATO J Band. 
  Wave form:  FMCW. 
  Output power:  20W. 
  Agility:   SRF and RF. 
  Special modes:  Sector transmission. 
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 Processor unit:  MTI (moving target indicator) with FFT 
Doppler filtering. 
      Target tracking. 
     Strobe on jam. 
     Identification using IFF plots (if available). 
 Operator unit/weapon terminal: 
  Type:   Ruggedised laptop. 
  Display:   LCD colour, ELD or monochrome. 
  Modem:   Line or radio.     
  Power requirements:  24V DC, 600W 
 Environmental conditions:  
  Ambient temperature: -30 to +49 degrees C. 
  Humidity:  up to 95% at 35 deg C. 
 
 

Table 9B.44: The Page.   
 
 
Catering  

French emperor Napoleon famously said an army marches on its stomach. In  
barracks soldiers are normally fed in mess halls adjacent to permanent kitchen 
facilities similar to those found in large hotels or conference centres. There 
may be a perception that troops in the field live on ration packs (“rat packs”), 
but this is normally – and traditionally – not the case as these rations are not 
only expensive, but are not economical. In the field, as in base, economy of 
scale matters – hence the enduring appeal of the field kitchen.       
     
Field Kitchen  
 
 
Type:     Towed 250-man field cooker. 
Number in service:   nn. 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    nn. 
Dimensions 

Length:    nn.  
Width:    nn. 
Height:    nn. 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Ground clearance:  nn.  
Mass 
 Tare:    2mt. 
 Payload:    nn. 
 GVM:    nn. 

Seating:    none. 
Fuel:    LP gas canisters. 
Water:                 Some. 
 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   none. 
Mine:    none.  

Performance: 
 Top speed:   nn. 
 Range on single refuelling: nn. 
 Acceleration:   nn 
 Turning circle:   nn. 
 Ground pressure:   nn 
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 Power/mass ratio:   nn. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: nn. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: nn. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  nn. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
Armament: none.  
Ability: Able to cater for 250 men under field 

conditions.   
Fittings: Thermostatically-controlled oven, water boiler, 

two griller plates and three cooker-burners for 
pots, pressure cookers or deep-frying pans. The 
cooker comes with three stainless steel pressure 
cookers, a selection of cooking pots and deep 
frying pans.   

Comment:                                             
 

Table 9B.4?: The 250-man field cooker.  
 
 
Engineer 

Engineer equipment tends to be neglected in studies of this kind, often for 
spatial reasons – they are not as “sexy” as equipment that goes “bang in the 
night” and most authors underrate the importance of engineers in the field.     

  
Engineer Battle Tractor (Vlakvark) 

 
 
Type:     Engineer Battle Tractor. 
Number in service:   nn. 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    nn. 
Dimensions 

Length:    9.02m.  
Width:    2.75m. 
Height:    nn. 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Ground clearance:  nn.  
Mass 
 Tare:    23mt. 
 Payload:    nn. 
 GVM:    nn. 

Seating:    1 operator/driver. 
Fuel:    nn. 
Water for crew:   nn. 
 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   nn. 
Mine:    nn.  

Performance: 
 Top speed:   80/90km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: nn. 
 Acceleration:   nn 
 Turning circle:   nn. 
 Ground pressure:   nn 
 Power/mass ratio:   nn. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: nn. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: nn. 
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 Can ford water __ deep:  nn. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
Drive train 

Engine: 264 kW V12 Deutz diesel with direct injection. 
Transmission:   ZF 
Transfer Box:   nn 

Armament: none.  
Ability: Shovel can lift 8mt or 4.5 cubic metres, 30mt 

winch. Can operate for eight hours continuously 
and dig a ditch 600mm wide.   

Fittings: Jaw for removal of obstacles, forklift, trench 
digger and shovel. 

Comment: A militarised Zettelmeyer platform fitted with a 
5-in-1 bucket that allows the vehicle to operate 
as a dozer, loader or crane. A replacement is 
being sought under Project Pantile.    

 
Table 9B.45: The Vlakvark.  

 
Leguan Mobile Bridge-layer/bridge carrier 

 
 
Type:     Mobile bridge layer.    
Number in service:   28. 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    Krauss Maffei Wegmann GMBH, Munchen. 
Dimensions 

Length:    14.3m.  
Width:    3.185. 
Height:    nn. 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Ground clearance:  0.45m.  
Mass 
 Tare:    37mt (including bridge). 
 Payload:    10mt. 
 GVM:    27mt. 

Seating:    2. 
Fuel:    nn. 
Water for crew:   nn. 
 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   nn. 
Mine:    nn.  

Performance: 
 Top speed:   72 km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: 650km. 
 Acceleration:   nn. 
 Turning circle:   29m. 
 Ground pressure:   nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   kW/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: nn. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: nn. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  nn. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: . 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: . 
Drive train 

Engine: V10 Diesel.  
Transmission:    
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Transfer Box:    
Operation: Layer: With a crew of one driver and one 

operator the bridge can be laid in approximately 
seven minutes and recovered in 10. Spans a gap 
24m wide. Control can be from within the 
vehicle, or remotely, by cable. The bridge is 
carried in two sections on the laying or carrier 
vehicles, each fitted with a 13m girder, 2m wide 
and weighing 2.5mt. “The bridge laying system 
consists of a frame fitted to a 8x8 vehicle with 
good cross-country performance with a 
reinforced chassis. The frame carries all of the 
bridge-laying equipment and is shifted along its 
length on the load area of the vehicle during the 
bridge laying process. The bridge laying 
equipment of the laying arm at the rear end of 
the shifting frame, which moves the bridge 
longitudaly by means of a roller guide and a 
geared drive. There is an arm at the front end, 
which takes up the top bridge half, and an 
auxiliary arm, which can support the top bridge 
half at the rear end. After positioning the 
vehicle, the top bridge half is pushed forward 
and titled 10 degrees. When both halves are in 
position, they are coupled. The shifting frame is 
then moved out and the supporting hydraulic 
arms lowered. The bridge is moved out 
complete and the ramp tip placed on the 
opposition bank. The other end of the bridge is 
lowered to the bank.”63 Carrier: The bridge is 
carried on the carrier until required for laying. It 
is then transferred to the layer, 5mins being 
required for the task.     

Comment: A complicated system and for many years 
operated by OMC on behalf of the engineers.  

 
Table 9B.46: The Leguan mobile bridge-layer. 
 
Leguan Bridge-laying Tank 

 
 
Type:     Bridge laying tank 
Numbers:    1 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    BAE Systems Land Systems OMC. 
Mass:     42,200mt (with bridge), 30,200 (MBT)  
Performance:  
 Range:    600km 
 Maximum speed:                        72km/h 
Crew:     2, (driver, operator)  
Operation:  The crew can launch the bridge while under 

armour protection from either crew position in 
five minutes after reaching the crossing site and 
can retrieve it from either end in ten minutes. 

Comment: Modified Olifant MBT.  
 

Table 9B.47: The Leguan mobile bridge-laying tank. 
 

63 Pierre Victor, Profile of the SA Army, Semper Nova CD-Rom, AVA Systems, Kempton Park, 2003. 
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Leguan Mobile Bridge 
 
 
Type:     Mobile bridge.    
Associated project names:                               
Number in service:   nn 
Manufacturer:    Krauss Maffei Wegmann, Munchen 
Dimensions 

Length:    26m.  
Width:    4m. 
Height:    0.65m. 
 

Mass 
 Tare:    15mt. 
 Payload:    70mt. 
Comment:    Can be launched from both a modified tank or a 
truck. Can span a gap of up to 24m. 
 

Table 9B.48: The Leguan mobile bridge. 
 

Bailey Bridge 
 

 
Type:     Modular bridge system. 
Numbers:    nn. 
Manufacturer:    various. 
Parameters: According to Mabey & Johnson the following 

were the parameters applied by the designer, Sir 
Donald Bailey: 
• The basic components must be standardised 

and fully interchangeable. 
• The individual components must be capable 

of being carried by a six-man party. 
• The component parts must be transportable 

in a 3mt truck. 
• The units should be capable of producing 

multiple constructions to suit different 
loading conditions and spans. 

     To this can be added: 
• A modular design that allows bridges of 

varying spans and carrying capacities to be 
erected speedily, manually, using unskilled 
labour. 

The standard road width was 3.809m, the 
minimum span was 9.144m and the maximum 
distance, without trestles or other support, 61m. 
The interval between vehicles crossing was set 
at 27.43m.64    

Transportable:     Samil/Kwê 50 & 100  
Transportability:    Components carried on Samil/Kwê 50 and 100s.  
Operation: US Army FM90-13 River Crossing Operations 

describes the Bailey bridge is a truss bridge 
manually assembled by connecting panels end 
to end. “It is used in forward areas to replace 
assault bridging and the MGB. The Bailey 

 
64 Pierre Victor, Profile of the SA Army, Semper Nova CD-Rom, AVA Systems, Kempton Park, 2003. 
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bridge system is highly labour intense but also 
highly versatile. In some cases, the Bailey 
bridge is the only tactical bridge suitable for 
long spans and heavy loads because it can be 
assembled in multiple heights and widths. The 
bridge system can also be assembled as a 
railway bridge, thus providing a relatively 
rapid-repair capability.”65     

Comment:  The Bailey bridge was adopted in early 1941 and used in every theatre of 
the World War Two. The quintessential Bailey was the “Springbok” bridge, built in seven 
days by the SAEC over the River Po at Pontelagasco, Italy, in May 1945, using 1900mt of 
parts requiring 629 3-ton lorry loads. At 305 metres, it was the longest Bailey bridge 
constructed during that conflict. 
 

Table 9B.49: The Bailey bridge. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Springbok Bridge by Leslie Thomas Burrage. 
 
Medium Girder Bridge 

 
 
Type:     Modular bridge system. 
Numbers:    nn. 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    Mabey & Johnson. 
Parameters: 
 Mass:    49m span: 33mt, 31m: 20mt 

Building time: 49m reinforced single span: 4hrs with 32 men, 
31m span: less than 2hrs by 24 men. 

Transportable:     Samil/Kwê 50 & 100  
Transportability:    Components carried on Samil/Kwê 50 and 100s.  
Operation: The Royal Engineers describe the Medium 

Girder Bridge (MGB) as a simple system of 
components that can be used to construct a 
bridge by hand capable of taking the heaviest 
armoured vehicles.66 Since the design is 
modular and lightweight it can be assembled in 

 
65 US Army, FM90-13, River Crossing Operations, Department of the Army, Washington, DC, 1998. 
66 Royal Engineers, Medium Girder Bridge, 
http://www.army.mod.uk/royalengineers/equipment/mgb.htm, accessed November 27, 2005. 

http://www.army.mod.uk/royalengineers/equipment/mgb.htm
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a short period of time. The components can also 
be easily transported by truck, trailer, aircraft or 
helicopter.67 The design comprises two-girders 
and a deck. The upper surface of the girders and 
deck form a roadway 4m wide. Single spans 
(31m) can carry up to 70mt. For longer spans, 
the load is reduced. The MGB is often used to 
construct semi-permanent crossing sites after a 
hasty bridge system such as the Leguan has 
been used.  

Comment: The US Army’s FM 90-13 River Crossing 
Operations says the floating bridge is the 
primary assault bridge to cross wide water 
because it is quick to assemble. Fixed bridges 
rest on the riverbanks and intermediate supports 
instead of floating on the water. They span 
ravines as well as rivers. They have limited use 
for the initial assault because they are slow to 
assemble and vulnerable to enemy action. 
Where appropriate, fixed bridges supplement or 
replace float bridges. Engineers also use fixed 
bridges to repair existing damaged bridges. The 
rapid construction characteristics of the MGB 
versus the Bailey bridge provide it with a better 
capability that can be used well forward in the 
main battle area.  

 
Table 9B.50: The medium girder bridge.  

 
Foldable Floating Bridge System 

 
 
Type:     Modular foldable floating bridge system 
Numbers:    nn 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    EWK Eisenwerke Kaiserslautern GMBH. 
System components:   Interior bays, ramp bays. 

Interior Bay Dimensions: 
Length:    6.7m. 
Road-way width:   4.1 m. 
Total width,  
including bow pontoons:  8.12 m. 
Mass:                                 5.250mt. 

 
Ramp Bay Dimensions: 

Length:    5.6 m 
Road-way Width:  4.1 m 
Total width,  
including bow pontoons:  8.12 m 
Mass:                                 6.650mt.   

Restrictions:  
Minimum water depth:   1.5m 
Load class:    70mt  

 
67 Canadian Forces, Medium Girder Bridge, 
http://www.army.forces.gc.ca/lf/English/2_0_10_1.asp?uSubSection=10&uSection=5, accessed 
November 27, 2005. 
 
 

http://www.army.forces.gc.ca/lf/English/2_0_10_1.asp?uSubSection=10&uSection=5
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Lengths: Unlimited length in still water, 53.5m in strong 
(1.7m/s) current. 

Bank height:                                     Maximum of 2m.  
Operation: The bridge was envisaged as providing a hasty 

means of crossing water obstacles. It can be 
configured as both a bridge and a ferry. In the 
latter case, the Canadian Forces call it a 
“Medium Raft”.68 The system is a reverse 
engineered design of the Russian PMP steel 
floating fold-bridge. A bay comprises two 
(inner) road-way and two (outer) bow pontoons 
that are connected with hinges and can be 
locked in either the folded or floating position. 
When folded, a bay looks like a “W” when 
viewed end-on. Each bay is transported by a 
specialized Samil/Kwê 100 equipped with a 
bridge adapter pallets configured to transport, 
launch and recover the bays. To construct a 
floating bridge or ferry, several interior bays 
and/or ramp bays are connected together 
(depending on the desired length and 
configuration), using the BEB. The BEB is used 
to push the bridge into place – and keep it there 
– and also propels rafts. 

Comment: Called a Medium Floating Bridge by Canada 
and Improved Ribbon Bridge in the US, the 
Foldable Floating Bridge System was developed 
by the German company EWK (Eisenwerke 
Kaiserslautern) GMBH of Kaiserslautern 
(Eisenwerke = iron works). The Bundeswehr 
calls the system the Folding Float Bridge. It is 
reversed engineered (Chinese copied) Soviet 
PMP bridge.   

 
Table 9B.51: The foldable floating bridge system. 
 
Bridge Work Boat 
 
 
Type:     Bridge work boat 
Numbers:    nn 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    EWK Eisenwerke Kaiserslautern GMBH. 
Crew:     Coxswain, 2 assistants 
Length:     7.4m 
Width:     3.3m 
Mass:     5.172mt  
Minimum water depth:    1m 
Engine:  2 x 131kW Deutz diesel turbo powering a water 

jet drive, with 360 degree steering. 
Speed:                                                             Up to 35km/h (about 18 knots).  
Crew:     2, (driver, operator)  
Comment: The primary function of the BEB is to emplace 

and then hold in place the Foldable Floating 

 
68 Medium Floating Bridge/Medium Raft, 
http://www.army.forces.gc.ca/lf/English/2_0_11_1.asp?FlashEnabled=1&uSubSection=11&uSection=
5, accessed on November 27, 2005. 
 

http://www.army.forces.gc.ca/lf/English/2_0_11_1.asp?FlashEnabled=1&uSubSection=11&uSection=5
http://www.army.forces.gc.ca/lf/English/2_0_11_1.asp?FlashEnabled=1&uSubSection=11&uSection=5
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Bridge System. Essential BEB mission 
requirements include moving and placing bridge 
segments, supporting river diving operations, 
inland water patrols, riverine hydrographic 
survey operations and performing other 
missions related to military riverine operations 
afloat. Called a “work boat” by the SAEC. 

 
Table 9B.52: The Bridge Erection Boat. 

 
Matt layer 

 
 
Type:     Matt layer, roll-on, roll-off. 
Associated project names:                               
Number in service:   nn 
Manufacturer:    nn. 
System components: A 30m, 6mt load class MC60 aluminium matt 

on a reel fitted in a Samil/Kwê 100. 
Crew:      1 operator, 1 driver 
Comment: Used as an artificial temporary roadway across 

muddy or marshy ground, esp. near bridge 
on/off ramps.   

 
Table 9B.53: Matt layer. 

 
Mobile Mine Detection system (Husky/Meerkat) 

 
 
Type:     Mine detection system.    
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    Dorbyl Rolling Stock Division (RSD). 
System components: Mine detection vehicle (MDV), towing/MDV 

(T/MDV), mine detonation trailers (MDT) 
consisting of a first and a second MDT (F-
MDT, S-MDT), MDV spare wheel module and 
tools (MDV-SWM&T) and a T/MDV spare 
wheel module and tools (T/MDV-SWM&T).   

MDV (Meerkat) 
Dimensions 

Length:    5.65m.  
Width:    2.04m. 
Height:    2.9m. 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Ground clearance:  nn.  
Mass 
 GVM:    6mt. 

Seating:    1. 
Fuel:    200 litres. 
Water for crew:   nn. 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   Resists 7.62x51mm NATO.  
Mine: Driver’s capsule protected against 

TM46/5kg TNT blast under hull. 
Performance: 
 Top speed:   70-80km/h. 
 Sweep speed:   19 or 35km/h. 
 Range, single refuelling:  km. 
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 Acceleration:   nn. 
 Turning circle:   nn. 
 Ground pressure:   nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   kW/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
Tyre pressure:  
              Normal:                                            200kPa.     
              Sweep:                                             60kPa. 
Drive train 

Engine: 4-cylinder water cooled turbo diesel 
producing 124kW at 2800rpm..  

Transmission:   5-speed syncromesh high/low range. 
Transfer Box:   nn 

Armament: none fitted as standard. 
Operation:    The Meerkat is a rear wheel drive 
vehicle 

designed for both on and off road use. 
It is capable of passing over pressure-
fused AT mines without exerting 
sufficient ground pressure to set them 
off. Meerkat is fitted with mine 
detection pans on either side which can 
be raised and lowered pneumatically. 
In the event of a landmine or IED 
detonation, the Meerkat can also be 
rapidly repaired in the field using the 
Meerkat Redpack, consisting of front 
and rear Spare Wheel Modules 
(SWM), and multipurpose Center 
Frame/Jack/Tool section, a multi-
purpose Tow Bar, and a Redpack 
Spares Box.  

T/MDV (Husky) 
Dimensions 

Length:    7.4m.  
Width:    2.55m. 
Height:    2.9m. 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Ground clearance:  nn.  
Mass 
 GVM:    8.2mt. 

Seating:    1. 
Fuel:    nn. 
Water for crew:   nn. 
 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   Resists 7.62x51mm NATO.  
Mine: Driver’s capsule protected against 

TM46/5kg TNT blast under hull. 
Performance: 
 Top speed:   70km/h. 
 Sweep speed:   10 or 35km/h. 
 Range, single refuelling:  km. 
 Acceleration:   nn. 
 Turning circle:   nn. 
 Ground pressure:   nn. 
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 Power/mass ratio:   kW/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
Drive train 

Engine: ADE 352T 6-cylinder water cooled 
turbo diesel producing 124kW at 
2800rpm..  

Transmission:   5-speed syncromesh high/low range. 
Transfer Box:   nn 

Armament: none fitted as standard. 
Operation: The Husky is a dual-purpose vehicle 

designed for detecting buried and 
surface-laid mines and towing the 
Mine Detonation Trailers (MDT). The 
Husky is a four-wheel drive mine 
detection vehicle, designed for both on 
and off road use. It is powered by a six 
cylinder, water cooled, direct injection, 
turbo-charged diesel engine which 
provides the power to tow the MDT 
vehicles. Detection pans on each side 
of the Husky are lowered 
pneumatically to a horizontal 
position, when the vehicle is used for 
mine detection. These pans are raised 
and secured when not operational, or 
when towing the MDT. Configured for 
mine/IED detection, the Husky can 
cover a 3-meter wide path on all roads 
and tracks. The body of the Husky (and 
Meerkat) is constructed of heavy gauge 
armour plate, and contoured in a "V" 
shape to maximize vehicle resistance 
to a landmine or improvised explosive 
device (IED) detonation, should one 
occur. The front and rear wheel 
modules, fabricated using an open 
framework technology, are attached to 
the vehicle using a unique design that 
allows the entire component to break 
away and minimize damage to the 
vehicle and facilitate rapid field repair 
through modular replacement. These 
frameworks are open, and therefore 
offer little resistance to an explosive 
force. These same principles provide 
maximum protection to the operator by 
dramatically reducing the accelerations 
and decelerations normally associated 
with catastrophic blasts. The armour 
plate provides both ballistic and blast 
protection throughout the entire hull 
and cab. Damaged front and rear wheel 
modules are easily detached from the 
body and replaced by new wheel 
modules from the “Redpack”. Like the 
Meerkat, the Husky is capable of 
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passing over pressure-fused AT mines 
and not detonating them because of 
insufficient ground pressure to set 
them off. 

MDT (Duisendpoot) 
Dimensions 

Length:    9.75nn.  
Width:    3.02nn. 
Height:    1.9m. 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Ground clearance:  nn.  
Mass 
 GVM:    12.9mt. 

Seating:    none. 
Fuel:    none. 
Water for crew:   none. 
 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   none.  
Mine:     none 

Performance: 
 Top speed:   km/h. 
 Range, single refuelling:  km. 
 Acceleration:   
 Turning circle:   . 
 Ground pressure:   
 Can climb a __ vertical step: 5m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: . 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: . 
Operation: Comprises three proofing trailers with 

different width axles, the MDT (towed 
by the HUSKY), applies maximum 
ground pressure over the entire 3-meter 
wide path created by the lead detection 
vehicle (Meerkat or Husky). If an AT 
mine is missed (perhaps a plastic, non-
metallic mine), then one of the wheels 
of the MDT will set it off. Like the 
vehicles, the MDT is designed to 
control damage caused by a mine/IED 
detonation, and allow for rapid field 
repairs (usually within one hour). The 
MDT is designed for both on and off 
road use. 

MDV-SWM&T (Redpack): Consisting of front and rear Spare 
Wheel Modules (SWM), and 
multipurpose 
Center Frame/Jack/Tool section, a 
multi-purpose Tow Bar, and a Redpack 
Spares Box. 

T/MDV-SWM&T (Redpack): Consisting of front and rear Spare 
Wheel Modules (SWM), and 
multipurpose 
Center Frame/Jack/Tool section, a 
multi-purpose Tow Bar, and a Redpack 
Spares Box. 

Bluepack: The Bluepack is a customized 20’ ISO 
Container containing mission-essential 
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spare parts for the entire mobile mine 
detection system, required for field 
and/or base repairs and service. 
Typically the Bluepack can be 
configured to support more than one 
system. 

Comment:     - 
 

Table 9B.54: The mobile mine detection system. 
 

Hand-held Mine Detector  
 

 
Type:     Hand-held mine detector. 
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                             Pirate  
Manufacturer:    nn. 
Mass:     3.5kg (including battery. 
Length:     2.22m (boom extended), 1.74m (boom closed) 
Detector head:    0.616 x 0.27m 
Power supply:    15V battery, 28 hours continuous operation.  
Comment:    To be partially replaced in 2008 under Project 
Pirate.  
 

Table 9B.55: Midas mine detector 
 

Mobile Mine Breach System, Plofadder 
 

 
Type:     Mobile Mine Breach System. 
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                              Utolo 
Manufacturer:    nn. 
Operation: The “Plofadder”, a pun on “pofadder” the 

Afrikaans for the venomous puff adder, range 
consists of four units. The largest is the 160AT. 
The system rocket fires an explosive line charge 
from a modified Casspir, trailer or from the 
ground. The charge comes in a container 
measuring 2.5m in length, 1.01m in width and 
1.32m in height, weighing 1510kg. It fires a 
500kg line charge than can clear a strip at least 
9m wide and about 160m (150 to 170m) long 
through an anti-tank or mixed minefield, hence 
its designation. The other three variants, the 
50AP, 70AP and 150AP are back-pack versions 
that can clear a path through an anti-personnel 
minefield 50, 70 or 150m wide. The 150AP is 
carried in a single pack and clears a track 0.4m 
wide. The 70AP is carried in two packs and the 
150Ap in four packs. All can be set up in under 
a minute and the latter two clear a path 1m 
wide.    

Mobility: Vehicular or backpack. 
Comment:    By late 2005 no line charges were available due        
to stock deterioration. Partial replacement contemplated under Project Utolo. 
 

Table 9B.56: The Plofadder. 
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Mobile Water Purification System (Waterbuffel) 
 

 
Type:     Water purifying system. 
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                              Blesbok 
Manufacturer:    nn. 
Mass:     3.1mt 
Operation: A water treatment system mounted in a standard 

3-metre container. Capable of producing 5000 
litres of potable water an hour, after the first 
hour. Requires a 380V diesel generator. Water 
flocculated and chlorinated.     

Mobility: Can be transported on a Samil 50 or larger or by 
a trailer. 

Comment:    A new water purification and provisioning           
system is being acquired for production in 2008 as Project Blesbok.  
 

Table 9B.57: The Waterbuffel.  
 

Bomb Disposal Vehicle 
 

 
Type:     Bomb disposal vehicle. 
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    nn. 
System components: A commercial 2.4litre bakkie and trailer 

carrying a tracked remote control bomb 
inspection vehicle, a bomb suit with helmet, X-
ray inspector and developer, SLAM “water 
disruptor”, ¼ cap and hole cap as well as a 
variety of other tools.       

Comment: Developed in the 1980s for disposing of bombs 
in an urban setting.   

 
Table 9B.58: The bomb disposal vehicle. 

 
High Frequency Power Tool Set: Assault Pioneer Platoon  

 
 
Type:     High Frequency Power Tool Set: Assault 
Pioneer Platoon 
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    nn. 
System components: A tool kit consisting of an earth auger, paving 

breaker, hammer drill, electric grinder, deep 
well pumping assembly, rock drilling 
equipment, chain saw, circular saw, electric 
drill, impact wrench, generator sets, reeling 
machine, cable hand and junction box, 
floodlight and electrical plug connector and a 
concrete vibrator.     

Comment:    -  
 

Table 9B.59: A high frequency power tool set for the assault pioneer platoon. 
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Assault Boats 
 

 
Assault Boat MkIV 
Type:     Rigid assault boat 
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    nn. 
System components   Shallow draft aluminium hull, outboard motor. 
Crew:     2 
Capacity:    2mt or 13 troops 
Engine:     Outboard 
 
Reconnaissance Boat MkIII 
Type:     Inflatable reconnaissance  boat 
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    nn. 
Capacity:    3 troops (including crew) 
Engine:     18.4kW Outboard  
 
Inflatable Assault Boat 
Type:     Inflatable assault boat 
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    nn. 
Crew:     1  
Capacity:    8 troops 
Engine:     36.8kW Outboard  
 

Table 9B.60: Assault boats 
 
 Land mines 
 

 
SA R1M1 Anti Tank Mine No 8  
Type:     Non-metallic hollow-charge anti-tank mine. 
Number in service:   nn. 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    Denel. 
System components:   Mine, LZY detonator, booster. 
Mass: 
 Main charge:   7kg RDX/TNT (60:40). 
 Detonator   6.5g.  
 Booster:    3g (tetryl).   
 Booster charge:   58g (RDX wax).  
Parameters: 
 Detonation trigger mass:  150-220kg minimum.    
Comment:    Only the initiator striker mechanism is metallic.  
   
R2M1 
The R2M1 non-metallic anti-personnel land mine is no longer in use as it has been outlawed 
by the Ottawa Convention. The treaty allows South Africa to retain a small number in stock 
for training and research purposes.  
 

Table 9B.61: Land mines 
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Intelligence 
 

The SA Tactical Intelligence Corps has in recent years acquired a battlefield 
surveillance role with the creation of 1 Tactical Intelligence Regiment.  
 
Battlefield surveillance and mobile intelligence processing system 
 

 
Associated project name:  Cytoon 
Components:   Ground surveillance radar, thermal imager, tactical UAV  
Comment:                                  Partial acquisition, with commissioning scheduled from              
2009. Programme not fully funded.   
 

 
 
Logistics & Support 

The SANDF’s logistic and support fleet is built around the Samil (SA 
Military) and Samag range of light, medium and heavy trucks. This fleet has 
no become antiquated and is in need of replacement, a move contemplated by 
Project Vistula. A recent acquisition was a small number (72) of Spanish-
made Kynos 8x8 heavy transporters, supplementing a number of MAN 8x8 
trucks already in use.            
 
Samil/Kwêvoël 100 family (Magirus Deutz 320D22AL) 
 
 
Type:     Heavy general purpose truck, 6x6 
Number in service:   nn. 
Associated project names:                              Vistula 
Manufacturer:    Magirus Deutz/Truckmakers. 
Dimensions 

Samil 100 Kwê 100 
Length:    10.27m  10.87m.  
Width:    2.5m  2.5m. 
Height:    2.995m  3.125m. 
Wheel base:    nn.  nn. 

 Ground clearance:  0.335m  0.335m.  
               Wheel base:                                     5.25m + 1.38m.    5.25m + 1.38m. 
               Track:                                              2.002m (front), 2.048m (rear).    
Mass 

Samil 100 Kwê 100 
 Tare:    25mt.  21mt 
 Payload:    10mt.  9mt. 
 GVM:    35mt.  35mt. 

Seating:    driver, co-driver.  
Fuel:    400 litres.   
Water for crew:   none.   
 

Protection levels 
     Samil 100 Kwê 100 

Ballistic:   none.  7.62x51mm AP all round cab. 
Mine:    none   nn   

Performance: 
 Top speed:   93km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: 1000km. 
 Acceleration:   nn 
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 Turning circle:   23.8m. 
 Ground pressure:   nn 
 Power/mass ratio:   kW/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: nn. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: nn. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  1.2m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 31. 
 Can traverse a side slope of __ deg: 18. 
Drive train 

Engine: 200kW V10 air cooled diesel.  
Transmission:   nn. 
Transfer Box:   nn. 

Variants: Cargo carrier (with or without a 1.2mt capacity 
crane), dump truck, tanker, artillery tractor, field 
kitchen, refrigerator truck, ambulance, recovery 
vehicle, weapons carrier (Bateleur MLRS), etc.  

Armament: None fitted as standard. The Kwê 100 can be 
fitted with MG.  

Comment: The SAMIL 100 is a licensed local version of 
the Magirus Deutz 320D22AL 6x6 10-ton 
(load) truck. Samil or South African MILitary 
trucks are the standard logistical transport 
vehicles of the SANDF. They were 
manufactured by Truckmakers, a Nissan 
subsidiary, in Rosslyn, Pretoria. Production of 
the Samil range ended in 1998. The civilian 
versions of these trucks are called Samag (South 
African MAGirus)69. These trucks all have a 
high strength chassis, making them capable of 
handling severe off-road conditions and thus an 
ideal vehicle for the South African Army. In 
recent years, reconditioned and remanufactured 
ex-military SAMIL trucks have also been made 
available to the private sector and vehicles have 
been sold to mining groups, exploration 
companies, contractors, farmers and many other 
organisations in fields such as tourism and 
forestry. Many have also been exported. 

 
                                                                        The G5 gun tractor variant is fitted with a crew 

cabin and drop-side cargo body as well as an 
800kg-lift 3.5m jib elephant trunk crane and 
10mt winch. The crew compartment can hold 
seven gunners with their kit. The cargo 
compartment has space for 60 propellant 
charges and 15 projectile pallets. 

 
                                                                        The Samil 100 recovery variant was fitted with 

a 12.5mt winch and a crane capable of handling 
12.5mt in retracted mode and 6mt extended. 
The Kwê 100 Withings variant is fitted with a 
30mt winch and a crane that can lift 2mt when 
extended and 2.5mt retracted. To be replaced 
under Project Vistula.   

                                                                
Table 9B.62: The Samil/Kwê 100. 
 
Samil/Kwêvoël 50 family (Magirus Deutz 192D12AL) 

 
69 Samil trucks, www.wikipedia.org/samil, accessed on October 21, 2005.      

http://www.wikipedia.org/samil
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Type:     Medium general purpose truck, 4x4 
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                              Vistula 
Manufacturer:    Magirus Deutz/Truckmakers. 
Dimensions 

Length:    7.78m.  
Width:    2.5m. 
Height:    2.955m. 
Wheel base:    4.9m. 

 Ground clearance:  0.355m.  
              Track:                                               1.985m (front), 2.03m (rear).  
 
Mass 

Samil 50  Kwê 50 
 Tare:    12.4mt.   
 Payload:    5mt.  4.8mt. 
 GVM:    18.4mt.   

Seating:    driver, co-driver.  
Fuel:    nn.   
Water for crew:   none.   
 

Protection levels 
     Samil 50  Kwê 50 

Ballistic:   none.  7.62x51mm AP all round cab. 
Mine:    none   nn   

Performance: 
 Top speed:   88km/h.   
 Range on single refuelling: 1000km. 
 Acceleration:   nn 
 Turning circle:   23m. 
 Ground pressure:   nn 
 Power/mass ratio:   6.8kW/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: 0.6m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: 1.175m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  1.2m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 37. 
 Can traverse a side slope of __ deg: 18. 
              Can tow:                                            6mt.  
Drive train 

Engine: 126kW 9.51 litre five-cylinder diesel.  
Transmission:   nn. 
Transfer Box:   nn. 

Variants: Cargo carrier, 6000 litre fuel/water tanker, 
recovery vehicle, dumper, welding shop, field 
kitchen, mobile personnel shower, container 
transporter and others.   

Armament: None fitted as standard. Kwê 50 can be fitted 
with MG.    

Comment: A local version of the Magirus Deutz 
192D12AL 4x4 5-ton (load) truck. Classified as 
a medium truck, it has a canvas cover over a 
steel framework around the cargo area; seats for 
up to 40 passengers may be installed along the 
sides and, back to back down the centre. The 
recovery version is fitted with a 20mt winch and 
a crane that can lift 2.5mt when extended or 
7.250mt when retracted. To be replaced under 
Project Vistula.   
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Table 9B.63: The Samil/Kwê 50. 
 
Samil 20 (Magirus Deutz 130M7FAL) 

 
 
Type:     Light general purpose truck, 4x4 
Number in service:   nn 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    Truckmakers. 
Dimensions 

Length:    5.69m.  
Width:    2.44m. 
Height:    2.82m. 
Wheel base:    2.9m. 

 Ground clearance:  0.47m. 
               Track:                                              1.852m.   
Mass 
 Tare:    7.06mt. 
 Payload:    2mt. 
 GVM:    9.06mt. 

Seating:    driver, co-driver. 
Fuel:    nn. 
Water for crew:   none. 
 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   none. 
Mine:    none.  

Performance: 
 Top speed:   90km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: 800km. 
 Acceleration:   nn 
 Turning circle:   14.5m. 
 Ground pressure:   nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   9kW/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: nn. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: nn. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  1.2m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 39. 
 Can traverse a side slope of __ deg: 18. 
              Can tow:                                            1.360mt.  
Drive train 

Engine: 81kW 5.675 litre six cylinder air cooled diesel 
in early versions, later water cooled Atlantis 
Diesel Engine.  

Transmission:   nn 
Transfer Box:   nn 

Variants: Cargo carrier, office, workshop.   
Armament: None fitted as standard.  
Comment: A local version of the Magirus Deutz 

130M7FAL 4x4 2-ton (load) truck, a somewhat 
top heavy design. Body floor has container lash-
down points and forklift pockets are provided in 
the body frame. The truck can carry ten soldiers 
on removable benches.   

 
Table 9B.64: The Samil 20. 

 
 Kynos Aljaba  
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Type:     Heavy transporter, 8x8. 
Number in service:   7270 
Associated project names:          
Cost                                                                 R8 859 647,0071    R2 850 876,00                  
Manufacturer:    Kynos. 
Dimensions 

Length:    21.42m.  
Width:    4.025mm. 
Height:    2.98m. 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Ground clearance:  nn.  
Mass 
 Tare:    46.1mt. 
 Payload:    25mt. 
 GVM:    21.1mt. 

Seating:    1+4. 
Fuel:    1000 litres.  
Water for crew:   nn. 
Tows:                                               50mt. 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   Proof against 7.62mm fire. 
Mine:    At least protected against the equivalent of 5kg 
TNT.    

Performance: 
 Top speed:   80km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: 1200km (road), 700 (cross-country). 
 Acceleration:   nn 
 Turning circle:   nn. 
 Ground pressure:   nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   nn. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: 0.5m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: 2.1m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  0.8m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 32 percent. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
              Winch:                                              2 x 20mt.  
Drive train 

Engine: Deutz BF12L 513 EC 19 Litre V12 turbo-
charged diesel developing 525hp @ 2200rpm. 

Transmission:   ZF 16S-190A.  
Transfer Box:    

Variants: Cargo carrier, prime mover for ESR220 
Kameelperd, recovery, workshop.   

Armament: None fitted as standard.  
Comment: Developed as a private venture by Kynos in 

1982 with “some” funding by the Spanish 
Ministry of defence. The vehicle was develop to 
recover armoured vehicles weighing up to 60mt. 
For recovery purposes, the Cavallo, which can 
tow 50mt, is fitted with two 20mt winches. The 
recovery variant is fitted with a South African 
hook-lift hamper. The maintenance variant is 
fitted with a 7.6mt crane and a container body 
with spares and equipment for the front-line 
repair and maintenance of armoured vehicles.        

 
70 Euro press report, November 10, 2003. 
71  
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Table 9B.65: The Kynos range. 

 
Fn: Depot level maintenance and repair of Aljaba Product System, Jan 2007, 
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=11251, jan 11, 2008. follows a R2 
850 876,00contract awarded in 2006 and a spares contract of  R7 294 762,89 
 
 Samag 70 
 

 
Type:     Medium general purpose transporter, 2x4. 
Number in service:   nn. 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    Magirus Deutz. 
Dimensions 

Length:    6.949m.  
Width:    2.435m. 
Height:    2.91m. 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Ground clearance:  nn.  
Mass 
 Tare:    19mt. 
 Payload:    13.048mt. 
 GVM:    5.952mt. 

Seating:    Driver, co-driver. 
Fuel:    200 litres.  
Water for crew:   none. 
Tows:                                               nn. 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   none. 
Mine:    none.    

Performance: 
 Top speed:   86km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: nn. 
 Acceleration:   nn 
 Turning circle:   17.38m. 
 Ground pressure:   nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   nn. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: nn. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: nn. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  nn. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: 24 percent. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
              Winch:                                              nn.  
Drive train 

Engine: ADE 352T direct injection 4-stroke turbo-
charged diesel, 124kW @ 2800rpm. 

Transmission:   ZF 56-65 6-speed syncromesh.   
Transfer Box:   nn. 

Armament: None fitted as standard.  
Comment: The road counterpart of the Samil 50. In service 

from the   
 

Table 9B.66: The Samag 70. 
 
Samag 120 

 
 

http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=11251
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Type:     Medium general purpose transporter, 6x4. 
Number in service:   nn. 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    Magirus Deutz. 
Dimensions 

Length:    9.88m.  
Width:    2.5m. 
Height:    2.83m. 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Ground clearance:  nn.  
Mass 
 Tare:    22.470mt. 
 Payload:    nn. 
 GVM:    nn. 

Seating:    Driver, co-driver. 
Fuel:    400 litres.  
Water for crew:   none. 
Tows:                                               nn. 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   none. 
Mine:    none.    

Performance: 
 Top speed:   90km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: nn. 
 Acceleration:   nn 
 Turning circle:   nn. 
 Ground pressure:   nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   7.12kW/t. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: nn. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: nn. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  nn. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
              Winch:                                              nn.  
Drive train 

Engine: V8 12.7 litre air cooled diesel developing 
160kW @ 2500rpm. 

Transmission:   nn.  
Transfer Box:   nn. 

Armament: None fitted as standard.  
Comment: The road counterpart of the Samil 100. In 

service from the late 1980s.   
 

Table 9B.67: The Samag 120 
 
 MAN 8x8 
 

 
Type:     Heavy general purpose transporter, 8x8. 
Number in service:   nn. 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    MAN. 
Dimensions 

Length:    8.99m.  
Width:    2.5m. 
Height:    2.92m. 
Wheel base:    nn. 

 Ground clearance:  nn.  
Mass 
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 Tare:    21.5mt. 
 Payload:    10mt. 
 GVM:    11.5mt. 

Seating:    Driver, co-driver. 
Fuel:    nn.  
Water for crew:   none. 
Tows:                                               nn. 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   none. 
Mine:    none.    

Performance: 
 Top speed:   90km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: nn. 
 Acceleration:   nn 
 Turning circle:   nn. 
 Ground pressure:   nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   nn. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: nn. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: nn. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  nn. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
              Winch:                                              nn.  
Drive train 

Engine: MAN V10 water cooled diesel delivering 365hp 
@ 2300rpm. 

Transmission:   ZF Syncromesh 45-150 8-speed.  
Transfer Box:    

Armament: None fitted as standard.  
Comment: Used as the prime mover of the Leguan bridge-

layer and –carrier.      
 

Table 9B.68: The MAN 8x8 
 
 
 MAN VFAE 8x8 Recovery  
 

 
Type:     Heavy general purpose transporter, 8x8. 
Number in service:   nn. 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:    MAN. 
Dimensions 

Length:    8.996m.  
Width:    2.5m. 
Height:    3.5m (crane), 2.921m (cab). 
Wheel base:    1.93m + 3.2m + 1.5m. 

 Ground clearance:  0.457m.  
              Track:                                               2.066m (front), 2.072m (rear).  
Mass 
 Tare:    45.300mt. 
 Payload:    25mt. 
 GVM:    20.12mt. 

Seating:    Driver, co-driver. 
Fuel:    600 litres.  
Water for crew:   none. 
Tows:                                               20mt. 

Protection levels 
Ballistic:   none. 
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Mine:    none.    
Performance: 
 Top speed:   90km/h. 
 Range on single refuelling: . 
 Acceleration:   nn 
 Turning circle:   nn. 
 Ground pressure:   nn. 
 Power/mass ratio:   nn. 
 Can climb a __ vertical step: m. 
 Can cross a __ wide trench: m. 
 Can ford water __ deep:  1.2m. 
 Can climb a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
 Can traverse a gradient of __ deg: nn. 
              Winch:                                              20.412mt.  
              Crane:                                               20mt. 
Drive train 

Engine: MAN D2840 MFG V10 cylinder water-cooled 
diesel delivering 365hp @ 2300rpm. 

Transmission:   ZF Syncromesh 45150 8-speed.  
Transfer Box:   ZF GPA Transfer box. 

Armament: None fitted as standard.  
Comment: none.   
 

Table 9B.69: The MAN 8x8 Recovery 
 
 
 New-generation maintenance, repair and recovery system  
 
 Associated project names: Citizen   

Comment: Partial acquisition of a new-generation maintenance, repair and 
recovery system. Project study, SR to AACB, August 10, 2006. 
Foreseen commissioning 2013. 

 
 
 Weatherhaven Tent system  
  

 
Type:   Tents. 
Number in service: Swatch. 
Associated project names:                               
Manufacturer:  Weatherhaven. 
Comment: South Africa’s range of 16x16 and 16x32feet tents were 

developed with the country’s dry climate in mind. Neither the 
material nor the stitching survived long in steamy, tropical, central 
Africa once the SANDF started deploying abroad. Also, modern 
materials and technology had overtaken the South African 
designs. As a consequence, a decision was taken to acquire 
Weatherhaven tenting.    

  
Literature on Weatherhaven’s website reads that the Series 4A 
and 4S were both the original models as well as the most popular. 
They can be deployed individually or collectively, in various 
sizes, as first class field camps. The Series 4A model has a thick-
walled aluminium frame and the Series 4S model has a galvanized 
steel frame. “Their rugged tensioned arch design and simplicity of 
erection make these structures ideal for applications and locations 
where portability is a factor. They are ideal for maximum weather 
protection in the harshest regions of the globe, whether hot or 
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cold, dry or wet. The Series 4 also comes in Tropical models with 
maximum ventilation and special Cool WhiteTM materials and 
the popular optional addition of a Tropical Thermal Cap for 
insulation. This shelter is commonly used as Kitchen/Dining, 
Ablution, Sleeping, Office, Laundry and Storage facilities.” 
 
“The Weatherhaven Series 8 Standard model was designed with 
the inherent Weatherhaven standards of simplicity and 
performance. Its tough and durable galvanized frame incorporates 
tensioned arches at 8 ft. (2.44 m) centres compared to those of 4 
ft. (1.22 m) on the Series 4 models. This variation results in the 
Series 8 system being more economically-priced than the Series 4 
models, however the latter are recommended if snow loading is in 
excess of 5 lbs/ft2 or winds in excess of 80 kph (50 mph) are 
expected. Assembly time is minimal since two person can erect a 
16 ft. x 24 ft. (4.88 m x 7.32 m) model in less than half an hour. 
The Series 8 also comes in Tropical models with maximum 
ventilation and special Cool WhiteTM materials and the popular 
optional addition of a Tropical Thermal Cap for insulation. This 
shelter is commonly used as Kitchen/Dining, Ablution, Sleeping, 
Office, Laundry and Storage facilities. 
 
A number of tents were acquired as an urgent operational 
requirement using Joint Operations Division funds. In May 2007 
the SA Army lacked the funds to purchase more systems.   

 
Table 9B.70: The Weatherhaven shelter. 

 
 

 
KOT 
 
Kort-afstand observasie toestel (Short-range observation device). A second-generation 
passive night sight dating from the 1980s for battlefield surveillance. Image intensity 
adjustable; a graticule is provided for range estimation.    
Effective range:   475m+ 
Mass:    2.75kg 
Batteries:   2 x AA penlight    
 
MOT 
 
Medium-afstand observasie toestel (Short-range observation device). A second-generation 
passive night sight dating from the 1980s for battlefield surveillance. Image intensity 
adjustable; a graticule is provided for range estimation.    
Effective range:   nn. 
Mass:    nn. 
Batteries:   nn.     
 
MNV  
 
Mini nagvisier (Miniature night sight). A second-generation passive night gunsight for 
assault rifles developed in the 1980s.      
Effective range:   200m. 
Mass:    nn. 
Batteries:   nn.     
 
Miniature Combat night sight 
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A second-generation passive night gunsight for assault rifles with x2.6 magnification 
developed in the 1980s.       
Effective range:   110m. 
Mass:    nn. 
Batteries:   nn.     
 
Night Driver Scope 
 
Fixed focus binocular passive night driving aid. Attached to the normal daylight periscope to 
allow vehicle drivers to see relatively well without the use of normal or infrared light. 
Developed in the 1980s. 
Effective range:   nn. 
Mass:    nn. 
Batteries:   nn.     
 

Table 9B.71: Night vision equipment  
 
 
What is still in the pipeline? 
 

The SA Army is running a number of programmes aimed at rejuvenating its 
equipment holdings. They include:     

 
Project Name Corps Requirement  
Air Defence Protector Mobile Air Defence System (GBADS II) 
Armour Tladi  Zone 1 anti-tank 
Artillery Musuku Light artillery capability  
Artillery Topstar Gyroscopic system 
Catering Teamster Mass Field Feeding System (Field kitchen) 
Engineers Blesbok Water provision system 
Engineers Isibali New generation (insensitive) explosives72  
Engineers Pantile Engineer earthmoving/construction equipment  
Engineers Pirate Hand-held mine detector 
Engineers Prickley (sic) pear  Geo Sys Database  
Engineers Utolo Minefield breaching system   
Infantry Hoefyster New generation ICV  
Infantry Warrior Dismounted soldier system 
Infantry Sepula  New generation APC  
Intelligence Cytoon Tactical Intelligence System 
Ordnance Service Swatch Mobile Camping System 
Ordnance Service Vistula Supply support 
Ordnance Service Vundulula Field fire fighting system 
Ordnance Service  Wyandotte Deeper level logistics  
Technical Service Citizen New generation maintenance, repair & recovery 

 
 
Air Defence 
Mobile Air Defence System (GBADS II) Protector 
 
Armour 
Zone 1 anti-tank (Tladi) 
 

 
72  
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Artillery 
Light artillery capability Musuku 
Gyroscopic system Top Star 
 
Catering 
Mass Field Feeding System (Field kitchen) Teamster 
 
Engineers 
Water provision system Blesbok 
R707 427,00 
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10904, jan 10, 2008 
 
 
New generation (insensitive) explosives Isibali 
R2 236 842,10 
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10641, Jan 10, 2008 
 
 
Engineer earthmoving/construction equipment Pantile 
Hand-held mine detector Pirate 
R321 457,48 
Project study and acquisition study for a metal mine detector system 
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10597, jan 10, 2008 
 
Geo Sys Database Prickley (sic) pear 
Minefield breaching system  Utolo 
 
 
Infantry 
New generation ICV Hoefyster 
Dismounted soldier system Warrior 
New generation APC Sepula 
 
Intelligence  
Tactical Intelligence System Cytoon 
 
Ordnance Service 
Mobile Camping System Swatch 
Supply support Vistula 
Field fire fighting system Vundulula 
Deeper level logistics Wyandotte 
 
Technical Service 
 
New generation maintenance, repair & recovery Citizen 
 
Mobile workshop urefurbishment 
R654 332,75 
11 Jul 2007 
BSE Distributors CC, Bedfordview 
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=11186, jan 10, 
2008 
 
 
 

 

http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10904
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10641
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=10597
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/customer.asp?Customer_ID=1972
http://www.armscor.co.za/abs/contractdetail.asp?Requirement_ID=11186
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Infantry Armoured Personnel Carriers (APCs)  
The replacement of ageing CASSPIR and Mamba will create a need for at least 1,900 
new vehicles under what is now called “Project Sepula”. It will be of local 
manufacture and probably of local design – although this was also said of Hoefyster, 
so all bets are off. South African APC-design tends to focus on mine protection and 
good all-round visibility, meaning large windows. The Mamba, in fact, has a passing 
resemblance to an oversized Land Rover Defender. What will come next? Many 
would argue only a CASSPIR can replace a CASSPIR, and all have already been 
remanufactured several times. Now these hulls are being sold off. (80 are currently on 
the market.) A clever off-the-shelf alternative could be Namibia’s Werewolf design, a 
smaller, modular version of the Wolf, a variation of the CASSPIR. Combining a ZF 
gearbox and a MAN engine to a monoque hull, the 12 metric ton gross weight vehicle 
easily fits inside a C130 and can bring a friend. About 80 have been built for the 
defence forces of Namibia, Swaziland, DR Congo and Angola. The genius of the 
design lies in the ease pallets can be fitted or removed from a common loading area, 
turning a basic APC into a cargo carrier, mortar or weapons platform, recovery 
vehicle or artillery carrier. (Fight whether replacement should be 4x4 or 6x6)                  

 
Tactical Logistics Vehicles (TLV) 
In terms of “Project Vistula”, named for a river in Poland, the SANDF has a 
requirement for 800/3000 TLV or utility/cargo trucks in the five and 10 metric ton 
carrying capacity range.    
Daimler Chrysler 3000 trucks  

 
 
The Actros 6x6 and 8x8 range features an armoured and mine-protected cab 
developed by LMT products and will be fitted to about half the trucks ordered.73     
The cab gives ballistic protection to Stanag74 4569 Level 3 and mine protection to 
Stanag 4569 level 3B. The cab uses LMT’s flat bottom technology. In a departure 
from the traditional South African V-shaped hill that deflects blast energy, the LMT 
design absorbs b last and shock, allowing a reduction in vehicle height. The approach 
consists of a sandwich of armour and shock-absorbing material and is field-repairable. 
Seats are mounted on the rear wall of the cab and have four-point harnesses, head and 
footrests to ameliorate shock effects. The cab was unveiled at Eurosatory 2006 in 
Paris, France, in June and showed at AAD2006 in September of that year.  
 
 
 
 
    Dit lyk my Sepula wag vir Vistula om die ‘Family of Vehicles’ concept te gebruik, maw Sepula gaan 
Vistula se driveline (engine, ratkas, aste, tyres en suspensie) gebruik, daarom wag dit nog. Wat Vistula 
aanbetref, dink ek die verkeerde ouens het gewen, wie dit ook al was. 
 

 
73 Helmoed-Römer Heitman, Janes Defence Weekly, June 14, 2006, p42.    
74 Standing NATO Agreement 
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Die projek is al 5 keer uitgestel, en is al deur hoeveel oudits wat INCONCLUSIVE geeindig het. Dit 
begin amper vir my lyk asof iemand (SecDef ??) fout wil soek met Krygkor en die proses wat gevolg 
is, en as hulle nie ‘n fout kry nie, dan stel hulle net ander ouditeure aan wat dan ook nie fout kry nie en 
so gaan dit aan en aan.  
 
Dink net hoeveel gaan die projek ons kos, want die tender se pryse was Maart 2005 met eskalasie in, so 
as die kontrak toegeken word dan geld 2007 se pryse – DIS TOT NADEEL VAN DIE STAAT !!! 
 
In Jane’s van so ruk terug het Heitman geskryf dat die Audit General geen fout gekry het met die oudits 
nie, maar steeds is die antwoord nie reg nie. As mens mooi daaroor dink dan gaan OMC en Iveco seker 
die meeste verloor as hulle nie wen nie, want wat doen mens dan met al die SAMIL dealers regoor die 
land. MAN en Daimler het klaar dealers reg oor die land wat reeds besigheid doen, maar as OMC 
verloor is daar baie meer op die spel…..is ons president se broer nie een van die aandeel houers nie. 
Nee wat, ek dink dis die corvettes en die Hawk en die Grippen van voor af 
 
Ek dink as jy begin krap gaan jy die storie van jou lewe kry…. 
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